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 Grace and the prophetic imagination are the theological wellsprings that provide the 
fertile ground for an encounter with God's Holy Mystery, a God who transcends humanity yet 
who in steadfast love cares for all even to the point of becoming one of with humanity. Grace 
opens the hearts and minds of individuals to hear God's prophetic word where God reveals God's 
very nature and where people grow in becoming themselves fully and wholly for others. The 
prophetic imagination affords believers the awareness to see God's incarnational love alive and 
present - now and everywhere. Since mystery and self-transcendence, a life and a meaning for it 
are foundational for a healthy religion,1 this project will integrate various voices to formulate a 
 
1 Thomas F. O'Meara, O.P., "Religious Education for Maturity: The Presence of Grace," 




much-needed pedagogy that provides a space where students are disarmed, stories shared, trust 
restored, and compassion resurrected thereby preparing students for an integrated life. 
The underpinning question this project addresses for religious education and educators in the 
twenty-first century is; How might we teach an alienated and increasing religiously illiterate 
populace, a population in Parker Palmer's words, that lives on the "flatlands of a desacralized 
world?" 2 According to Palmer, the desacralized landscape is flat, tedious, and devoid of surprise 
or wonder. It gives no impetus to neither go beyond oneself nor explore the depths of one's 
being, not to mention experience the mystery of God's love. Transforming these "flatlands" is 
paramount and requires forming critical thinkers for the present and integrated lives for the 























2  Parker J. Palmer, The Courage to Teach: Exploring the Inner Landscape of a Teacher's Life (San 
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During graduate studies in La Salle University’s Theology and Ministry program, I 
enrolled in a course entitled The Prophets taught by the late Rev. Dr. Robert Bornemann, 
professor of Hebrew and Old Testament professor at Lutheran Theological Seminary in 
Philadelphia. The course introduced broad themes about the religious, historical, and literary 
contributions from the minor prophets like Jonah to the major prophets like Jeremiah. The course 
explored the socio-political and theological relevance of these voices who spoke: “truth to 
power.” I also learned how the prophets addressed God’s people while modeling the faith and 
zeal necessary not only to remain in covenant relationship with God but also to help transform 
society on behalf of the vulnerable or anawim, that is, the poor, widows, orphans, aliens and 
outcasts. They forged new ways of addressing injustice and unfaithfulness (idolatry) through 
their colorful and poignant use of poetry and prose. 
During the Prophets course, I studied the works of individuals like Abraham Heschel and 
Walter Brueggemann, who plumbed the depths of the prophets' lives and messages. Their 
emphasis on the relevance of the Hebrew Prophets for today set them apart from their 
contemporaries. Heschel's proposition that the prophets reveal the "pathos of God" and 
Bruggeman's undertaking on the nature of the "prophetic imagination" opened new paths to my 
understanding of the prophets' role as assayers of God's Word. In terms of the vastness of God's 
compassion, it also broke new ground in understanding the prophetic roots of Jesus of Nazareth. 
I started viewing religious faith and my role as a religious educator through a powerful new lens.  
            My La Sallian graduate school experience also allowed me to reflect on my faith journey 
and the countless encounters I had with fellow graduate students. I became reacquainted and 
enamored with the La Sallian experience, which I also experienced in undergraduate studies. It 
 
 xii 
became readily apparent that what drives the Lasallian experience, stemming from its founder, 
St. John Baptist De La Salle, is the intentional attitude and caring disposition that makes it 
possible to teach life lessons along with course content. One could say that educators within this 
charism, whether lay or religious, believe in the importance of the subject to the subject matter. 
This epiphany led me to reflect on my many encounters with high school and college students 
whom I taught within the Catholic educational system. Many students I had the privilege to teach 
expressed a deep longing to be "real" and feel connected, as they would often say, "to something 
bigger than themselves." It seemed from these encounters that students were most engaged and 
inspired to explore their faith and their place in the world when stories were shared, and a space 
created that reaffirmed their inherent dignity and worth - that their stories and lives mattered. 
Then, and only then, did it seem possible that the world's narrowness, as evident in many of the 
students' lives and educational experiences, was accessible to the transformative nature of grace. 
For me, this was proof of the urgent need to witness God's steadfast love prophetically.  
Hence, this dissertation's significance is that it incorporates two essential experiences of 
faith – grace and the prophetic imagination. This endeavor explores the thoughts and insights of 
theologians, psychologists, and educators. The attempt here is to offer a synthesis between 
theology, spirituality, and educational psychology in an attempt to forge a critical pedagogy of 
"attentive love," integration, and transformation. 
 In reading this dissertation, the reader should gain a deeper understanding of the role of 
grace and the prophetic imagination for religious education. If theology reflects faith, then grace 
and the prophetic imagination are the ground where mystery and self-transcendence find their 
meaning. In this regard, this work allows the reader the opportunity to consider the importance of 
teaching students to become critical realists through an immersion into the prophetic imagination 
 
 xiii 
while at the same time reaffirming that they are "God's image-bearers." This process requires a 
platform where God's redemptive and transformative grace is allowed to work. To this end, the 
last chapter offers a pedagogical approach that has proven to be successful.  Central, too, will be 
a focused and substantive overview of "space" as both the physical space of a classroom and the 
inner space of one's being. 
This project will make both professional and ministerial contributions. Professionally, the 
thesis will contribute to an ongoing discussion in critical pedagogical circles of how to address 
moral relativism and religious illiteracy with creativity, compassion, and hope. One does not 
arrive at the Truth simply through doctrine and dogma. As religious educators, to teach as Jesus 
did is first to meet the students where they are and where students are today, calls for a 
tremendous amount of imagination and grace. In terms of religious education and ministry, the 
thesis will provide a way for religious educators to see themselves and their vocation integral in 
forming critical thinkers and wholesome individuals for which the future of humanity depends. 
The hope, too, is to reestablish credibility to the role of religious educators responsible for 









† All Scriptural references are from the New Revised Standard Edition (NRSV) of the Bible. The 
NRSV is the only Bible translation that is widely ecumenical and academically preferred. 
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FERTILE GROUND VERSUS FLATLANDS 
What is The Issue? 
There is an intellectual, moral, and spiritual crisis in education today. Critics of modern 
education suggest that the crisis may be rooted in a narrow understanding of the human person, 
"one that fails to honor what is deepest in us, our spiritual selves."3  This raises a compelling 
question that demands a compelling answer.  Does religious education engender a faith strong 
enough to confront today’s injustices and increasing irreligious attitudes toward the human 
person? towards religion? If the goal for Christian education is about transformation, that is, 
creating "God-centered meaning" in a world bereft of meaning and purpose, then religious 
leaders and educators must offer a  new vision, “one in which leading and teaching become more 
real when they do not excluded the deepest spiritual concerns of the human person.” 4  
Past studies detailing the mass exodus of  "disaffected" Catholics and Mainline 
Protestants in the United States, conclude that Christian leaders and educators "must face the fact 
that [the Church] has failed to communicate the Good News cheerfully and effectively to a 
population adrift on the sea of materialism and under the constant attack of the forces of 
secularism."5  In light of more recent studies like the Saint Mary’s Press (SMP) research study, 
Going, Going, Gone: The Dynamics of Disaffiliation in Young , "a new narrative seems to be 
 
3 Rita E. Guare, "Educating in the Ways of the Spirit: Teaching and Leading Poetically, Prophetically, 




5 William J. Byron, "On Their Way Out," America Magazine -, January 3, 2011, section goes herepara. 3, 




emerging,"6  one that runs contrary to the previous held belief  that a consumerist and 
materialistic culture alone spurs disaffiliation.  By contrast, the SMP study of former Catholics 
between the ages of 15-25, unveils deeper, existential questions: "Might young people be 
subscribing to an alternative vision of what it means to be human that they find more compelling 
than identifying with a faith tradition? Is their hunger for meaning and purpose, for connection 
and for the holy being fed elsewhere? Are young people crafting entirely new ways to search for 
authenticity and relevance?"7 The SMP study also finds "church disaffiliation to be largely a 
thoughtful, conscious and intentional choice made by young people in a secularized society 
where faith and religious practice are seen as two options among many."8  While the study 
details  participants’ experiences of suppression by ecclesial authorities regarding questions and 
conversations on matters of faith and morals, "the results suggest that the [greater] fear of being 
judged keeps young people from joining a church, yet they desire a spiritual connection just the 
same." 9 This study poses a unique challenge for religious institutions and educators. Since they 
are both tasked with providing a safe space for students to ask serious questions about life as 
well as discuss Church teachings and the Gospel story, religious educators are challenged all the 
more to be trusted, faith-filled, guides and witnesses of a lifestyle rather than a belief system. 
Hence, there is good reason to ask the question, do religious educators possess enough faith to 
not only "move mountains" (Matthew 17:20) but also people’s hearts? 
 
6 Robert J. McCarty, "Going, Going, Gone: The Dynamics of Disaffiliation in Young ...." Accessed April 






9 Julie Bourbon, “Why Are Young Catholics Going, Going, Gone?”, National Catholic Reporter, January 





Parker Palmer: Fertile Ground versus Flatlands 
A world-renowned writer, speaker and activist, Parker Palmer’s work focuses on issues in 
education, community, leadership, spirituality and social change.10 Throughout his venerable 
career, he uses his research, which includes plumbing the dynamics of dissatisfaction, to critique 
modern education. Palmer has led the way in addressing the largely market-driven, 
consumeristically-fueled,11 educational environment that not only diminishes critical thinking 
and civic-centered pedagogy but also erodes the connection between teachers, students and their 
hearts.12 Palmer refers to this eroding of the all-important relational ground13 between teacher 
and student as the ‘pain of disconnection.’ "The culture and size of the institutions and settings 
where people teach, the emphasis upon achieving grades and gaining marketable skills, and the 
 
10 Parker J. Palmer • Center for Courage & Renewal Center for ...." Accessed April 14, 2020. 
http://www.couragerenewal.org/parker/. 
 
11 market-driven, consumeristically-fueled. Over the past twenty years, academic researchers gauging  
“student satisfaction,” particularly in Higher Education (HE), have unveiled the steady rise in a “Business-to-
Consumer model” in education where traditional values of scholarship and standards are adapted and  made 
accountable to marketplace standards geared towards the advancement of marketable skills for immediate 
employment upon graduation. See. Carl Senior: et al., “I Can’t Get No Satisfaction’: Measuring Student Satisfaction 
in the Age of a Consumerist Higher Education” Frontiers in Psycholoyg,  June 8, 2017., Accessed April 27, 2020, 
http//dx.doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2017.00980. The result of this process is a “trickle down” fiduciary model for 
secondary schools where the student is a customer and where learning for the sake of enlightenment and self-
transcendence is secondary to a student’s marketability into college/university. A school’s overall reputation as an 
educational institution that advances the aforementioned is a key factor in this model. One of the most poignant 
questions Senior et al ask is, “How can the traditional values of scholarship and standards be preserved in a 
customer-focused institution?” 
 
12 Parker J. Palmer, To Know as We are Known. Education as a Spiritual Journey, (San Francisco: 
HarperSan Francisco, [1993]-,2010), x.  
13 The term "relational ground" mentioned here and throughout this chapter is my attempt to qualify the 
building of the bonds of trust between the teacher and the student as well as the sharing of the subject matter. "Good 
teaching is an act of generosity, a whim of the wanton muse, a craft that may grow with practice, and always risky 
business …Good teaching cannot be equated with technique. It comes from the integrity of the teacher, from his or 
her relation to subject and students, from the capricious chemistry of it all. A method that lights one class afire 
extinguishes another. An approach that bores one student changes another’s life." Parker Palmer, Good Teaching: A 
Matter of Living the Mystery, Change Magazine, Jan/Feb 1990.  
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pressure to ‘produce’ all take their toll."14  As a result of this "disconnection" and lack of critical 
pedagogies that might address the relational ground between teacher and student, youth and 
young adults not only suspend their affiliation to religious belief systems but also risk abrogating 
their search for meaning and meaningful relationships. Parker Palmer argues that such an 
abrogation can lead to a "divided life," where "inwardly we feel one sort of imperative for our 
lives, but outwardly we respond to quite another set of imperatives."15 He further suggests that, 
"some educators have been turning to spiritual traditions for the hope they offer."16 Herein lies 
another issue Palmer also addresses, namely, that some spiritual traditions, while ultimately 
concerned with "reconnection," often obstruct free inquiry rather than encourage it.17  Since 
inquiry is foundational to critical thinking skills, moral agency and authenticity, Palmer 
advocates for "a spirituality of sources in education rather than one of ends."18  
Authentic spirituality wants to open us to truth — whatever truth may be, wherever truth 
may take us. Such a spirituality does not dictate where we must go but trusts that any path 
walked with integrity will take us to a place of knowledge. Such a spirituality encourages 
 
14  Palmer, “Community, Knowing and Spirituality in Education,” 
- Infed.org." 10 Jul. 2019, https://infed.org/mobi/parker-j-palmer-community-knowing-and-spirituality-in-
education/. Accessed April 15, 2020. 
15 Palmer  describes thisThis description of the divided life was published in an article entitled “Divided No 
More,”  by Parker Palmer Change Magazine, Vol. 24, Issue # no.2, pp. 10-17, Mar/Apr 1992, 10-17.  
16 Palmer, "Community, Knowing and Spirituality in Education.” 
 
17 Ibid. Spiritual traditions, like those found within Christianity, that focus on private sinfulness and 
personal salvation, often prescribe a “path” towards wholeness without first requiring a method for addressing the 
brokenness and truth of one’s life. A perfect example is Quietism. This doctrine has its roots in Neoplatonism and 
Stoicism and emphasized a withdrawal from the natural world in order to reconnect the soul to the Divine. Thus, 
“the craving for deliverance and peace which can be obtained only by some sort of withdrawal from action and from 
dependence on external things and by a consequent immersion, more or less complete, in the Divine being” was the 
aim of spirituality. See: Edward Pace, "Quietism." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 12. (New York: Robert 
Appleton Company,1911). Accessed April 24, 2020 <http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/12608c.htm>. In faith 
communities where having the “correct beliefs” is more important than the mission or message of the Gospel, (Brian 
McLaren D., The Great Spiritual Migration,2016,19) spiritual escapism takes root. This can lead to an “evacuation 
plan" for the hereafter – another form of withdrawal. Yet, the mission of the Church is to spread the Gospel (Good 
News) as a "transformational plan" for the "here and now" not an "evacuation plan." 
 
18 Ibid. a spirituality of sources in education rather than one of ends was first described in detail in To 
Know as We are Known. Education as a spiritual journey and is cited in the following footnote. 
Formatted: Font: Not Italic
Formatted: Font: Italic, No underline
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us to welcome diversity and conflict, to tolerate ambiguity, and to embrace paradox. By 
this understanding, the spirituality of education is not about dictating ends. It is about 
examining and clarifying the inner sources of teaching and learning, ridding us of the 
toxins that poison our hearts and minds… An authentic spirituality of education will 
address the fear that so often permeates and destroys teaching and learning. It will 
understand that fear, not ignorance, is the enemy of learning, and that fear is what gives 
ignorance its power.19 
Thus, an authentic spirituality in education requires moving from the "what" of the subject to the 
"who" of the person learning the subject. By engaging the “who,” educators and students engage 
reality and discover that "reality is a web of communal relationships, and [one] can know reality 
only by being in community with it."20 Therefore, forming "communities of truth" that support 
inquiry and dialogue while freeing its members of the fear of judgment is essential for an 
authentic spirituality of education and for those who are disconnected. Shaping such 
communities is not only vital for teachers and students to learn, but also necessary for the 
transformation of their learning culture and an end to its commodification of education. Palmer 
suggests that "movements for cultural change" require two simple but demanding things: 
The first is personal moral agency — the human capacity for individual acts animated by 
intelligence, insight, wisdom, compassion, and courage. In a culture obsessed with 
external factors, we need to keep reminding ourselves that, in the absence of personal 
moral agency, there is no curriculum, no technique, no budget, no management strategy 
or governance system that will take us where we need to go.  
Second, movements for cultural change require collegial community the human capacity 
to come into relationships that support moral agency, that can inform, critique, inspire, 
amplify, and sustain acts of individual integrity. 21 
 
19 Palmer, To Know as We are Known.: Education as a Spiritual Journey, xi. 
 
20 Palmer, The Courage to Teach: Exploring the Inner Landscape of a Teacher's Life, 95. 
 
21 Parker J. Palmer, “On the Edge: Having the Courage to Lead With Soul,”, January 1, 2008, accessed 




Ultimately, in forming communities of truth, what is essential is for educators is to be in touch 
with one’s own identity and integrity as a teacher. For religious educators, this process demands 
a commitment to the "inner life," characterized by the fruit of the Spirit,22 that is also opened to 
facing adversity, pain and suffering.  In Palmer’s own words, "A teacher has the power to 
compel students to spend many hours living in the light, or the shadow, of the teacher’s inner 
life. Are we doing enough to help teachers-in-training understand their inner terrain in ways that 
will minimize the shadow and maximize the light?"23 In another work, Palmer describes 
discerning this “inner terrain” as one of the most important and difficult human endeavors.  
Over the course of many decades, it became clear for Palmer that for an authentic 
spirituality to be present a teacher can only really teach the faith that her or she lives. If 
education is a spiritual matter, one of self-transcendence, then the "openness to transcendence is 
what distinguishes the community of learners [i.e. truth] from both absolutism and relativism."24 
Both absolutism and relativism, an overestimation of oneself and a servile underestimation of 
oneself respectively, have ravaged not only the things of this world [through fear and violence] 
but also our sense of the knowing self as well. 25 Left unchecked, both absolutism and relativism 
form a culture of disrespect in the end. In a culture of disrespect, education suffer its worst 
possible fate when it becomes banal.   
 
22  St. Paul’s Letter to the Galatians 5:22-23: 22 By contrast, the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, 
patience, kindness, generosity, faithfulness, 23 gentleness, and self-control. There is no law against such things. 
 
23 Parker J. Palmer, "Teaching With Heart and Soul: Reflections on Spirituality in Teacher Education," 
November 1, 2003, accessed April 15, 2020, http://www.couragerenewal.org/parker/writings/heart-and-soul/ 
 
24 Palmer, The Courage to Teach: Exploring the Inner Landscape of a Teacher's Life, 106. It is important to 
note that with “absolutism,” people often claim to know all there is needed to know about the world and others. 
Hence, there is no need to enter into any transformative dialogue. With “relativism,” what one claims to know 
depends solely on where one stands. Therefore, one cannot know with any certainty beyond one’s culture and 






When nothing is sacred, deemed worthy of respect, banality is the best we can do. What 
can be more banal than to stand in the midst of this most astonishing universe, sifting its 
wonders through reductionist screens, debunking amazement with data and logic, 
downsizing mystery to the scale of our minds?...In a  world stripped of the sacred, the 
inner landscape holds no mystery for it has no variety…The desacralized landscape is 
utterly flat, bereft of texture and tangle, color and flair- and traversing it soon becomes 
tedious beyond telling.26 
 
Thus, to achieve transformation rather than banality, educators must move beyond the status quo 
and embrace "the capacity for surprise" and wonder. 27 As Palmer states, "we cannot know the 
great things of the universe until we know ourselves to be great things."28  By creating 
communities of truth, educators and students can liberate themselves from the "flatlands of the 
desacralized landscape" and learn the "grace of great things; that is, themselves as subjects 
worthy of respect."29 Only when the reality of both educators’ and students' lives are taken into 
account and considered a means for personal, educational, social and spiritual transformation can 
said change take place. Yet, it is the latter attempt, spiritual transformation, where many of 
Palmer’s fellow sojourners find his work to be not only pedagogically insightful but also 
prophetic. By challenging the "culture of disrespect," that is responsible for fear and violence in 
society, Palmer envisions a sacred landscape, a fertile ground for knowing, teaching, and 
learning. 
From administrators to classroom teachers in education, Parker Palmer’s insights "ring 
true" and are considered prophetic. Like the Hebrew prophets of Scripture (see Chapter 2), 
Palmer’s work is beholden to a relationship greater than an individual yet rooted in the 











intertwined with the advancing of the truth, all are called to "act justly and love mercy." (Micah 
6:8). Parker Palmer champions efforts, as evident in the  founding of the Center for Courage and 
Renewal, to rejoin educators’ "soul and role."30  He is also prophetic because he challenges a 
culture obsessed with external factors that produce the educational systems that undermine 
teachers’ ability to help students become life-long learners.  
The consequence [of maintaining the status quo] is an educational culture that is 
mechanical, reductionist, competitive, focused on downloading information, and 
committed to forcing all children to measure up to the same standards regard- less of their 
starting point, their special gifts, or the unique demands and dynamics of their lives.31  
 
For Palmer, advocating the life and human dignity of the person on the “flatlands” is the main 
task of an educator. Palmer speaks of the educator’s capacity for relationship with God and 
openness to co-create with the Holy Spirit as the ground for others to fully participate in seeking 
God’s truth by asking questions and entering into conversations that support deeper listening, 
build trustworthy relationships, and help discern vocations.32  The ability to relate person-to-
person with students in their faith journey is central. Possessing an attitude that is not pietistic, 
authoritarian, or condescending is also essential. No matter what the subject matter, teachers 
should not be detached from any real experience of life’s joys and pains. On the contrary, forging 
a caring attitude that stems from one’s own struggles, hardships and losses in life is what fosters 
"reconnection."  In a very real and tangible way, an educator must model a joyful attitude amidst 
pain. It stands to reason then that the first key disposition of a religious educator is to teach from 
 




32 These relationships are presented and discussed not only in his published works but also on the website 




a place of wonder not fear. In an article posted on the Center for Courage and Renewal website, 
Palmer states: 
I am always astonished and saddened by the fact that this country, which has the most 
widespread public education system in the world, has so many people who walk around 
feeling stupid because they feel that they are the losers in a competitive system of 
teaching and learning. It is a system that dissects life and distances us from the world 
because it is rooted in fear.33 
Hence, the religious educator is charged with the responsibility of witnessing God’s unfolding 
grace in the lives of his or her students. By modeling an attitude of wonder, not fear, an educator 
might engage in a prophetic imagination that will serve as a conduit for grace, the "grace of great 
things," and the fertile ground for knowing, teaching, and learning for students living on the 
flatlands of a desacralized world. 
Therefore, the underpinning question this chapter begins to addresses for religious 
education and educators in the twenty-first century is, How might we teach an alienated and 
increasing religiously illiterate and disconnected populace, a population in the words of Parker 
Palmer, that lives on the "flatlands of a desacralized world?"34 Recall that the desacralized 
landscape is flat, tedious and devoid of surprise or wonder. It gives no impetus to neither go 
beyond oneself nor explore the depths of one’s being not to mention experience the mystery of 
God’s love. This is problematic in forming not only critical thinkers for the present but also 
integrated lives for the future.  The importance of this question is that it incorporates two 
essential (foundational) experiences of faith – grace and the prophetic imagination. If theology is 
a reflection upon faith, then grace and the prophetic imagination are the ground where mystery 
and self-transcendence find their meaning. This theological foundation guides the educator to a 
 
33 "The Grace of Great Things • Center for Courage ...." Accessed March 24, 2020. 
http://www.couragerenewal.org/parker/writings/grace-great-things/. 
 
34 Palmer, The Courage to Teach, 115. 
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deeper understanding of the importance of teaching students to become critical realists through 
an immersion into the prophetic imagination while at the same time reaffirming that they are 
"God’s image-bearers." (Genesis1:26) In the annals of Christian education, one of the best 
exemplars of connecting “soul and role” as well as champion the life and dignity of the person 
while forming communities of truth is St. John Baptist de La Salle.  
Championing the Life and Human Dignity of the Person and Forming Communities of Truth on 
the Flatlands: St John Baptist de La Salle   
As previously noted, Parker Palmer states that championing the life and dignity of the person 
on the “flatlands” is the true role of an educator.  The nature of grace and the prophetic 
imagination (Chapter 2) are the theological wellsprings that provide the fertile ground for an 
encounter with the individual and the Holy Mystery of God.35  Grace, God’s self-
communication, impels educators to hear the prophetic word of God, a word "aglow with God’s 
pathos" where God’s very nature is revealed.36 The prophetic imagination enlivens and 
encourages the mind and soul of the educator to see God’s incarnational love alive and 
present…now and everywhere. Grace and the prophetic imagination help form an intentional 
attitude and caring disposition that makes it possible to teach life lessons along with course 
 
35 In referring to an encounter with the Holy Mystery of God, I am including the definition of theology 
found in the Catechism of the Catholic Church. Theology (theologia), refers to "the mystery of God's inmost life 
within the Blessed Trinity” and economy (oikonomia), "the works by which God reveals himself and communicates 
his life," are imparted to the individual through grace and the prophetic word. Thus, "through  
the oikonomia the theologia is revealed to us; but conversely, the theologia illuminates the whole oikonomia. God's 
works reveal who he is in himself; the mystery of his inmost being enlightens our understanding of all his works. So 
it is, analogously, among human persons. A person discloses himself in his actions, and the better we know a person, 
the better we understand his actions." Catechism of the Catholic Church, 2nd ed. (Washington, DC: United States 
Catholic Conference, 2000), 236.  
 
36 Abraham Heschel, The Prophets, (New York: Harper, 1969), p.25. Heschel writes: "One cannot 
understand the Word of God without first entering into a relationship [with] the emotional life of the divine or the 
pathos of God."  In fact, the prophet is one who "tries to impart the pathos of the message together with its logos. As 
an imparter his soul overflows, speaking as he does out of the fullness of his sympathy." (26) The pathos of God is 




content. In Christian education, no finer example of forging a caring attitude and fostering 
"reconnection" has there been than St. John Baptist de La Salle.  De La Salle’s belief in the 
importance of the subject in relation to the subject matter provides not only a historical example 
but also a tried-and-true spirituality for today’s educators, supporting, too, Parker Palmer’s 
assertion that transformative learning includes a quest toward authentic selfhood.37  This quest 
transcends time and includes the recognition that educators "are drawn to a body of knowledge 
because it sheds light on personal identity as well as on the world."38  Knowing this is an 
essential aspect of the "inner life" of an educator and the ground where  religious educators 
encounter Christ. 
           In Perfectae Caritatis, the Document on the Adaption and Renewal of Religious Life, the 
Second Vatican Council extols the presence of individuals whose lives and charisms were 
exemplary in putting God’s will first and whose presence played a significant role in helping 
others encounter Christ and His Church.  
From the very beginning of the Church men and women have set about following Christ 
with greater freedom and imitating Him more closely through the practice of evangelical 
counsels, each in his own way leading a life dedicated to God. Many of them, under the 
inspiration of the Holy Spirit, lived as hermits or founded religious families… So it is that 
in accordance with the Divine Plan a wonderful variety of religious communities has 
grown up which has made it easier for the Church not only to be equipped for every good 
work (cf. Tim. 3:17) and ready for the work of the ministry – the building up of the Body 
of Christ (cf. Eph. 4:1).39 
 
 This paragraph lends credibility to the sentiments expressed by Parker Palmer regarding the 
formation of communities of truth as well as the importance of being open to the "the grace of 
 
37 Palmer, Let Your Life Speak, p. 16. 
 
38 The Courage to Teach, 25. 
 
39 Michael J. McGinniss, FSC, A Sense of the Future: Notes to Ourselves in the Making: A Seminar on 




great things."40 It is abundantly clear from this document’s observation that only after an 
individual has “made room” for the grace of the Spirit (God’s Holy Mystery), could one 
understand that supporting individuals and communities on the flatlands of a desacralized world 
is both counter-cultural and  necessary for society.  
 St. John Baptist de La Salle (1651 -1719) was an individual who accepted the “grace of 
great things” and became a counter cultural influence and inspirational source in forming 
intentional communities of truth for his time.  Serving as a priest, educational reformer and 
founder of the Institute of the Brothers of Christian Schools, De La Salle sought to make a 
difference in the world. Hailing from a French aristocratic family, John Baptist de La Salle was 
the oldest of eleven children. As one biographer notes "his devout parents [Louis de La Salle and 
Nicolle Moet de Brouillet] named him after John the Baptist, the herald of Jesus, a name that 
providentially gave a fitting indication of the role that he would play in bringing the Gospel to so 
many people who has little opportunity of hearing or appreciating its power and appeal."41  The 
La Salle name was well known and well-connected within De La Salle’s hometown of Rheims. 
The expectation was for young John Baptist to follow in his father’s footsteps and assume a civic 
role as magistrate. Instead, young De La Salle accepted the position of canon, a position and title 
within the Church "that brought with it both church responsibilities and church benefits."42 At 
the age of nineteen, De La Salle entered the seminary in Paris. Yet, within eighteen months, “this 
privileged world of De La Salle’s changed quite dramatically. In the short span of a year, his 
 
40 Palmer, The Courage to Teach, 113. 
 
41 John Gray and Br. George Van Grieken, FSC, “In the Footsteps of De La Salle: A Vocation Journey,” 





mother and then his father passed away. Named as executor of the estate and guardian of the 
younger children (four brothers and two sisters), John Baptist dutifully left Parish and returned to 
Reims to assume the role of head of the household.43  The management of the family’s estate as 
well as the care of siblings would have been enough to overwhelm anyone in his position. Yet, in 
a spirit of humility and with great courage, De La Salle cared for his family, managed the family 
estate, completed his seminarian and doctoral studies and then was ordained a priest at the age of 
twenty-eight.  Thus, De La Salle’s life’s accomplishments provide insight into his character and 
abiding faith in the God of possibilities. His openness to the "tugs and pulls" of meaningful 
relationships, spurred his inventiveness in approaching everyday realities of life with what would 
become known as "the Spirit of the Institute," a "spirit of faith" and "ardent zeal." 44 John Baptist 
de La Salle would model that both faith and zeal were not to be seen as separate realities. 
Instead, "authentic zeal flows from a life of faith, and equally, a life of faith is dead without the 
expression of zeal."45 
Friends, acquaintances, and people of faith helped John Baptist de La Salle accept Jesus 
of Nazareth’s prophetic and salvific witness of God’s love for all of humanity, especially the 
most vulnerable. It was the most vulnerable, women, children, and the lower classes who 
suffered the lingering effects of war and a series of epidemics of plague that ravaged Europe well 
 
43 Ibid. 
44 St. John Baptist de La Salle, Rule and Foundational Documents. Translated and edited by Augustine 
Loes, FSC, and Ronald Isetti. Volume 7 of Lasallian Sources: The Complete Works of John Baptist de La Salle, 
(Landover, MD: Lasallain Publications, 2002), 16.  
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after the historic Black Death of 1347- 1351.46  From his first post as chaplain and confessor of 
the Sisters of the Child (Infant) Jesus and their orphanage for girls, John Baptist came to 
appreciate that life itself was a gift. Through mentoring by his old friend and spiritual director 
Nicolas Roland, John Baptist de La Salle grew in humility and courage in the face of mounting 
challenges and obstacles. Perhaps his chance meeting with Adrien Nyel, a lay educator of poor 
boys, who urged him to find a similar refuge for orphaned boys, convinced De La Salle that his 
organizational skills and desire to affect the lives of the poor could best be used in the education 
of the poor. At the very least, his philosophical and theological studies instilled in him an 
understanding of the Word of God and a deep appreciation for the Word "become flesh." 
Nevertheless, an understanding of the reality God’s incarnate love for humanity was not fully 
appreciated until he experienced the poverty of the young boys whom he instructed, boys he later 
called disciples. De La Salle would also experience God’s incarnate love while helping to train 
the men who would become schoolmasters, some of whom became Brothers.   
For De La Salle, faith in God’s incarnate love for humanity meant going beyond personal 
salvation. It meant embracing mercy, "the willingness to enter into the chaos of another,"47 as the 
standard for Christian care in the world. The willingness to model mercy meant possessing "a 
 
46 The political, social and economic repercussions of the Franco-Spanish War of 1635 to 1659 had lasting 
effects throughout De La Salle’s lifetime. Coupled with a series of epidemic plagues that ran their course throughout 
Europe in the sixteenth and seventh centuries, those with little means suffered alongside the wealthy. Yet, as Colin 
Jones notes in his article Plague and Its Metaphors in Early Modern France , "if the rich were less often affected by 
the disease, this was mainly because they were  in a better position to implement the most genuinely helpful advice 
on offer in time of plague, as captured in the slogan cito, longe, tarde (flee soon, go far, come back late)." Colin 
Jones, "Plague and Its Metaphors in Early Modern France". Representations (53): 97–127. DOI: 10.2307/2928672 
https://dbproxy.lasalle.edu:2151/stable/2928672. 98. For De La Salle and the Brothers, to be with the poor and those 
of ill health meant exposing themselves to those maladies that might have been avoidable, in de La Salle’s case, if 
one were of means and mobility. 
 
  
47 James Keenan, The Works of Mercy: The Heart of Catholicism (New York: Rowan & Littlefield 




zeal for the salvation of others"48  and by doing so become a prophetic witness of the Church’s 
mission of service to the least of society. The fact that De La Salle and fellow Brothers of the 
Christian Schools shared in the life of the marginalized and poor in building God’s Kingdom 
here on earth, meant nothing until the poor and outcasts became their "masters."  The Brothers’ 
horizons of God’s incarnate love broadened and deepened through these experiences. Hence, in a 
radical encounter with those whom society deemed irrelevant due to lack of education, status and 
material wealth, love and mercy created the fertile ground for such encounters. Here the words of 
the psalmist came to fruition; "Steadfast love and faithfulness will meet; righteousness and peace 
will kiss each other." (Psalm 85:10). Here, too, the Brothers’ "spirit of faith" and "ardent zeal" in 
service of the poor were united. 
 The radical encounter with the Holy Mystery of God was found in a hidden closeness of 
humanity’s "least." God’s judgment, a very real and proximate reality for De La Salle and his 
contemporaries, was viewed rather as a forgiving intimacy – an intimacy born "from a demand to 
identify with the flesh and blood reality of the students, to humbly enter into their lives, even 
giving up one’s own life, in order that they might have life."49  Their world of persons and things 
became a real home, a community of truth where love was shared unconditionally until the very 
end of each of their lives. A Brother’s life and his educational ministry in sharing the Gospel 
were inseparable and interdependent.  This made it possible to form communities of truth that 
withstood the test of time despite political and social upheavals. 
 
48  John Baptist de La Salle, Meditations for the Time of Retreat, trans. Augustine Loes, FSC (Winona, MN: 
St. Mary's College Press, 1975), 25. 
 




For John Baptist de La Salle, Christ is the moral compass and source of life that unites 
those filled with the Holy Spirit (1 Corinthians 2:12).50  in forming communities of truth.  Like 
St. Paul, De La Salle believed that individuals were given spiritual gifts for the betterment of the 
community.  By marshaling these spiritual gifts (1 Corinthians 12:4-11), the community would 
better recognize Christ amongst themselves. Thereupon, they would act more Christ-like, 
primarily when ministering to the most vulnerable members of society.  De La Salle’s concern 
for vulnerable members of society, his belief in God’s presence in the visible reality of service, 
sometimes referred to his "mystical realism,"51 and his belief in the poor as sacrament, provide a 
rich framework for instructing the whole person as Christ did. Reflecting on Perfectae Caritatis, 
De La Salle’s option for the poor in the spirit of humility, is a defining charism (gift of grace) not 
only for the Church of the twenty-first century but also for today’s religious educators. For 
example, in the Brothers of Christian Schools’ Rule, De La Salle’s charism is etched forever as 
an integral part of the Lasallian family and tradition of the Institute that lives on today. 
The Brothers are convinced that the Holy Spirit was manifested in a special way in the 
life, work and writings of Saint John Baptist de La Salle, their Father, and subsequently 
in the living tradition of the Institute. They draw from these sources the inspiration 
required by their mission and fulfillment. 52   
 
 
50 I Corinthians 2:12: "Now we have received not the spirit of the world, but the Spirit that is from God, so 
that we may understand the gifts bestowed on us by God." For a full treatment on the spiritual gifts in Corinthians 1, 
see Preban Vang, Mark Straus Editor., 1 Corinthians: Text the text Commentary Series (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker 
Publishing, 2014), 34ff. 
 
51 George Van Grieken, To Touch Hearts - Pedagogical Spirituality and St. John Baptist de La Salle 
(Christian Brothers Conference: Lasallian Region of North America, 2011) p. 218. Br. Grieken, in a footnote 
detailing Lasallian spirituality as noted by Br. Luke Salm, FSC, notes the term "mystical realism" as one of the 
characteristics of De LaSalle’s spirituality. Van Grieken offers this insight in light of a lecture given by Br. Michel 
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Thus, religious educators are called to share in the example of John Baptist de La Salle by 
witnessing their baptismal call, the "new life" they received in Christ. Students, observing their 
faith and good works, can glorify the Father (Matt.5:16) and can perceive more fully the real 
meaning of human life and the universal bond of humanity before the presence of God. Hence, in 
light of  De La Salle’s "spirit of faith" and "ardent zeal," and Parker Palmer’s efforts to  rejoin 
educators’ "soul and role," the mission of religious educators on the flatlands of a  desacralized 
world would include the following: an understanding of the Gospel and the demands of 
discipleship; the reading of the signs of the times; and the resulting ministerial response of the 
aforementioned.53   
De La Salle: An Innovative Mission Pedagogy  
To help illustrate these three aspects of mission, one of the abiding legacies of  De La 
Salle  "show him to be a man very much aware of the society in which he was working, of the 
problems that the common people faced, and of what might be the suitable means of influencing 
that society and of dealing with those problems." 54  Given the cultural milieu of his time, many 
adults did not receive basic nor professional training for any sustain period of time. This also 
included educators. One can say, given an assessment of the "signs of the times," De La Salle 
faced "flatlands" that rivaled any today. Even though De La Salle lived in a Christian world, that 
is, where the Church still held a considerable of autonomy, the circumstances surrounding 
education and poverty were quite profane. Not succumbing to the dire circumstances of his day 




54 Lawrence J. Colhocker, So Favored by Grace: Education in the Time of John Baptist De La Salle 




of cities where little else sustained them and their parents educationally and spiritually save their 
local parish.  The spiritual and economic challenges that De La Salle encountered, especially in 
the lives of children, are described in Brother George Van Grieken:  
The children of the poor were largely neglected or ignored, allowed to amuse themselves 
in whatever way they wished until they were able to begin working at some trade or craft. 
De La Salle came to see that children were being educated into forms of thinking and 
behaving that would remain with them throughout their lives. That was why it was so 
important to shape their character in a Christian fashion at an early age. 55   
 
Nowhere is De La Salle’s understanding of mission most relatable to education and to the Gospel 
than his Meditations for A Time of Retreat and Meditations on the Main Holidays of the Year. 
Reflecting on the feast of St. Francis of Assisi, De La Salle directs a Brother of the Christian 
Schools to carry on the ministry of serving Christ in the poor.    
Your ministry requires that you should devote yourself to the wellbeing of the poor, since 
it is your duty to instruct them. Like St. Francis look upon them as the image of Jesus 
Christ, and as being the best disposed to receive His Spirit abundantly. In this way, the 
more you cherish them, the more you will be united to Jesus Christ. 56     
 
 In the words of Brothers Michel Sauvage and Miguel Campos, the resulting ministerial 
response to reading the signs of the times and living the Gospel mandate "to be [Christ’s] 
witnesses to all the ends of the earth" (Acts 1:8) proceeded an understanding of Christ’s non-
negotiable stance on care of the poor.  
De La Salle situates himself at the heart of the Gospel and takes seriously Christ’s words 
about his presence in the poor; he penetrates to the center of the mystery of Christ when 
he sees Christ living in His suffering members, the poor…Finally he sees the poor with 
the eyes and heart of God and therefore urges his disciples to help Christ grow in them 
and to help them grow in Christ, starting with their concrete situation in a sinful world.57 
 
55 Patrick M. Brennan, The Vocation of the Child (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Pub., 2008), 
367. 
 
56  Michel Sauvage and Miguel Campos, St. John Baptist De La Salle, Announcing the Gospel to the Poor: 
The Spiritual Experience and Spiritual Teaching of St. John Baptist De La Salle (Romeoville, IL: Christian Brothers 







Thus, De La Salle’s decision to make the Gospel the rule of the Brothers’ lives meant a 
commitment to be open to the mystery of Christ who manifest Himself in the preaching of the 
Gospel to the poor. This is what is meant to share in "Christ’s high calling."58  As the individual 
Christian encounters Christ in the "other," the Church then grows and increases in fullness and 
righteousness as herald of God’s kingdom here on earth. De La Salle gave voice to the very same 
Gospel demand and its reciprocal effect. He recognized that the Brothers’ unique ministry drew 
them near to the poor children in their care and afforded the opportunity to discover the very 
same Christ they were trying to become. Love and instruction of the poor is a participation in the 
Spirit of Christ. This is how De La Salle envisioned the Church serving the mystical body of 
Christ – "the same yesterday, today and tomorrow" (Hebrews 13:8). Therefore, since the Church 
is universal in scope, to share in "Christ’s high calling" is to acknowledge that the human race is 
more than a mélange of people with different cultures, ethnicities, religions and morals. It is to 
come to an understanding that the mystical body of Christ includes the entire human race. 
Whatever is done or not done to the least of God’s people, bears God’s judgment on all of 
humanity.  According to Second Vatican Council's decree on missionary activity, Ad Gentes 
Divinitus, the achievements and the future of Christianity depend on the living example and 
witness of Christians in the everyday events of human life and in the preaching of the Kingdom 
of God. De La Salle recognized this call and believed education was the path to live and witness 
the love of Christ in full measure.  
Witnessing the incarnational love of Christ means establishing relationships of respect 
and love and sharing in the social and cultural affairs of human life. Through this witness, 
 




religious educators become a positive influence and source of life. Likewise, when the Church 
"implants itself" in the social and cultural circumstances of the world, the world is reconciled to 
Christ .59  De La Salle’s hope was for educators to be open to God’s spirit of truth and love by 
"implanting" themselves in the lives of their students. He encouraged his co-educators to 
"awaken and enkindle in the hearts of students their ability to participate in their heritage as 
children of God."60  Knowing this purpose requires an active "spirit of faith." On one such 
occasion, De La Salle uttered this impelling charge beginning with an all-important question: 
"Do you have such faith that is able to touch the hearts of your students and to inspire them with 
the Christian spirit? This is the greatest miracle you could perform, and the one God asks of you, 
since this is the purpose of your work."61 Even though many of De La Salle’s biographers, 
especially George Van Grieken, state that "there is no evidence that De La Salle had any interest 
in producing a wide-spread educational spirituality, the pedagogical realities that confronted the 
[Brothers] in pursuing their mission or 'work' provided the occasion and substance of his 
spirituality.62 The "substance of his spirituality" has been referred to as mystical realism, "a 
dynamic process of searching ever more deeply into the mystical dimensions of real life 
experiences."63 The practical nature of De La Salle’s mystical realism help create the space for 
 
59 Vatican Council II, "Decree on the Church’s Missionary Activity," Ad Gentes (December 77, 1965), 
n.10. "The Church, in order to be able to offer all of them the mystery of salvation and the life brought by God, must 
implant herself into these groups for the same motive which led Christ to bind Himself, in virtue of His Incarnation, 
to certain social and cultural conditions of those human beings among whom He dwelt." 
 
60 George Van Grieken, Touching the Hearts of Students: Characteristics of Lasallain Schools (Christian 




62 Ibid., p. 142. And as noted in the footnote to this page #416 citing the work of Michel Sauvage, FSC – 






educational and spiritual transformation for both teacher and student.  Essential to this process 
was the educator’s (the Brother’s) understanding of the special invitation to participate "in a 
relation of love that embraces the whole of existence (of the poor)… the Brother is called day 
after day to live a poverty and detachment from all things so that he may devote himself without 
reserve to the poor whom God entrusts him."64 In his Meditations, De La Salle makes this 
abundantly clear: 
The Brothers’ enterprise is under God’s judgment. Why? Simply put, teaching as Jesus 
did entails taking care of the most vulnerable of society – the poor, especially children of 
the poor. De La Salle’s own words stand as source of encouragement and indictment. For 
religious educators today, it is cause for celebrating the joy of sharing in De La Salle’s 
mystical realism – an invitation to share more fully the lot of Christ.65   
 
They also serve as a reminder that all are under God’s judgment especially when the safety and 
wellbeing of the most vulnerable are involved. 
As previously mentioned, for John Baptist de La Salle, Christ is the moral compass and 
source of life that unites all. For those who do not share in the same "spirit of faith and zeal," 
namely, educators who view teaching solely as an occupation and unrelated to mission, their 
efforts to fulfill the Gospel mandate, "to make disciples of all nations," (Matthew 28:19),  fall 
short of getting to know the students first as “persons.” As a result, these teachers may be prone 
to practices that devalue the care for the whole person – cura personalis.66 On a more serious 
 
64 Sauvage and Campos, St. John Baptist De La Salle, Announcing the Gospel to the Poor, 109. 
 
65 John-Baptist De La Salle, Meditations, 91. 
 
66 Cura personalis or care for the whole person. Although a Latin term attribute to the spirituality of St. 
Ignatius of Loyola (1491- 1556), cura personalis has its roots in Christianity’s beginnings. In the Eastern Church, in 
particular Basilian Spirituality, this entire gift of God can be realized in the act of hospitality. Hospitality affords the 
opportunity to “entertain angels,” it saves the sinner and allows for the reconciliation between God and humankind 




note, those educators who abuse children not only scandalize the Church but also crush the spirit 
of their victims. Their very actions are a source of profound judgment on their souls. 
Since children are the most innocent part of the Church and usually the best disposed to 
receive the impressions of grace, Jesus Christ desires that you fulfill your task of making 
them holy, that they all form that perfect man who is Christ come to full statue, so they 
are no longer like children tossed here and there, carried about by every wind of doctrine 
that originated from human trickery and skill in proposing error. They can be victims of 
such great error in the companions with who they associate, or in others who propose evil 
and lead them into falsehood. But you are to help them in all things to grow to the full 
maturity of Christ, the head, through whom the whole body of the church grows with the 
proper functioning of the members joined firmly together by each supporting ligament, 
building itself up in love. In this, they share in the promises of God in Jesus Christ.67  
 
Associating with virtuous teachers assisted students in their learning in forming life-giving 
relationships with their peers and other adults correctly. Therefore, any actions that threatened 
the trust between an educator and those commended to their care was considered grave and need 
of immediate attention.  
Over time, and despite struggle and uncertainty pertaining to the future of the Brothers of 
the Christian Schools, De La Salle’s methods won the approval of parents, parishioners, local 
ordinaries, and educators.  For the Brother and the religious educator of today, it is the "mystical 
dimension, the awareness of a vocation…nourished by community practices (prayers, formation, 
spiritual reading retreats…)"68 that allows for the reinterpretation/adaption of  De La Salle’s 
spiritual writings and the discovery (rediscovery) of the evangelical meaning (s) of their 
work.  De La Salle’s mystical realism can also nourish reformers who are looking to implement 
the vision of Vatican II and share in the mission to teach the Gospel to all nations. After all, the 
 
67 John-Baptist De La Salle, Meditations, 91. 
68 See Michel Sauvage, "For a Better Understanding of Lasallian Association." AXIS: Journal of Lasallian 
Higher Education 5, no. 2 (Institute for Lasallian Studies at Saint Mary’s University of Minnesota: 2014).  Brother 
Sauvage’s (1924 – 2001) work provides a detailed chronological account of the stages of association and vows in 
the Lasallian tradition as well as sobering historical perspective of the Christian Brothers’ beginnings. 
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call to missionary activity, as stated in Ad Gentes Divinitus, is the greatest pursuit of the 
Christian - to assume Christ’s missionary role through example and word. 
Just as Christ penetrated to people’s hearts and by a truly human dialogue led them to the 
divine light, so too his disciples, profoundly pervaded by the Spirit of Christ, should 
know and converse with those among whom they live that through sincere and patient 
dialogue they themselves might learn of the riches which a generous God has distributed 
among the nations. 69 
 
De La Salle’s hope was for the love of the teaching Brother to be as a living sacrament of Christ 
for the poor. Conversely, De La Salle believed the poor children "represent Jesus Christ in the 
Brother’s eyes; they are an invitation to him to meet, love and honor Christ."70  His Meditations 
reflect his belief that the poor are spiritual “teachers.” The belief in the poor as “sacraments” of 
Jesus Christ has profound implications for the Church and religious education today as it did 
during De La Salle’s time. This belief fashioned a sacramental worldview that advanced the idea 
that education was about nurturing the body, mind, and soul. 
The Fertile Ground of a Sacramental Worldview 
In a prophetic stance that goes to the heart of a Lasallian understanding of learning and 
education, in his seminal work, Love and Living, Thomas Merton states that the function of 
education was to "help men and women save their souls and in so doing save society."71  Saved 
from what?, one might ask. The answer is so ripe for today: "From the hell of meaninglessness, 
of an obsession of complex artifices of systematic lying, of criminal evasions and neglects, of 
self -destructive futilities."72 Merton's description aptly describes the "desacralized landscape" 
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71 Thomas Merton, "Learning to Live," in Love and Living, edited by Naomi Burton Stone and Brother 
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that Parker Palmer proposes as the greatest threat to not only education but also to humanity. 
Merton's description of education also addresses De La Salle's desire to put the person at the 
center of the educational process. If education is necessary for the salvation not only of learners' 
souls but also society itself, then it stands to reason that religious education requires serious 
redress. 
In recent years, Pope Francis' exhortation in Evangelii Gaudium (Joy of the Gospel), 
highlight Palmer's, De La Salle's and Merton's concern regarding the fragmented, secular, (and 
here, consumerist) world where educators encounter students: 
The great danger in today’s world, pervaded as it is by consumerism, is the desolation 
and anguish born of a complacent yet covetous heart, the feverish pursuit of frivolous 
pleasures, and a blunted conscience. Whenever our interior life becomes caught up in its 
own interests and concerns, there is no longer room for others, no place for the poor. 
God’s voice is no longer heard, the quiet joy of his love is no longer felt, and the desire to 
do good fades. This is a very real danger for believers too. Many fall prey to it, and end 
up resentful, angry and listless. That is no way to live a dignified and fulfilled life; it is 
not God’s will for us, nor is it the life in the Spirit which has its source in the heart of the 
risen Christ. 73 
 
Today humanity is experiencing a turning-point in its history. Advances to improve people's 
welfare in areas such as health care, education, and telecommunications point towards a hopeful 
horizon. At the same time, there is an increasing digital divide in many countries, even the 
United States. Access to healthcare is not always available, and many families live paycheck to 
paycheck.  These inequities have come to further light by the recent pandemic of the novel 
coronavirus (COVID-19) as communities in the United States struggle to find a balance between 
individual rights and communal responsibilities. While the coronavirus currently affects the 
 





whole world, lower-income households and communities bear a heavier burden due to their 
socioeconomic status.  
Seattle journalist Levi Pulkkinen interviewed Jeff Hebert, an urban strategist who served 
as chief resilience officer for New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina, on how COVID-19 has 
exposed America’s economic and racial divide. "It all goes back to disinvestment in 
communities and lack of opportunity," says Hebert. "This crisis has just exposed it and 
exacerbated it."74 
During these troubling times, the hearts of many people are gripped by fear and 
desperation, even in the so-called rich countries like the United States. The joy of living and 
working towards the common good can easily succumb to a narrow view of the human person 
that degenerates into a lack of respect for others, and lack of care for one’s neighbor.  For 
Christians, to live without the joy of the Gospel is to live without hope and, often, to live with a 
precious little dignity.  Through prayerful consideration of the needs of those within the 
community along with the needs of those in the world, meaning and hope enliven the hearts and 
minds of those who join in celebrating the pains and joys of life, death, and new life. No greater 
testament in respecting the human person is there in identifying and celebrating those most in 
need. In many Christian communities, especially Catholic Christian communities, this is a 
testament to a life lived sacramentally. 
The sacramental life of the Church lauds the sacredness of life for both the individual and 
the community. It is the ground of the Christian claim about creation: Creation exists so that God 
 
74 Levi Pulkkinen, “The COVID-19 Crisis Exposes America’s Economic Divide,” U.S. News & World 





can communicate God's self to creation. That gift of self is what is meant by agape, love.75  God 
gives the gift of grace, "the self-giving love of God outside the Trinity, bringing all things into 
being."76  God's incarnate love in Christ is a prime example of a sacramental worldview, "For 
God so loved the world that He gave His only Son" (John 3:16). Individuals enter into an 
awareness of God's love through a relationship with Christ. God nurtures the community of 
believers on the fertile ground of grace. Here the theological virtues of faith, hope, and love bear 
the fruit of the corporal and spiritual works of mercy. Through service, volunteering, and 
humanitarian efforts on behalf of the poor and dispossessed regardless of creed, color, gender, or 
social status communities of kinship form. Here, too, along with mercy, a biblical understanding 
of justice is learned so that love may be known. Justice is not only understood as a virtue 
advancing equality and equity but also, and more importantly, as a non-negotiable of Christian 
faith. Justice, in essence, is a necessary component to live in a right relationship with God. 
Hence, one is encouraged not just to know about God but to know who God is: 
Therefore, the Lord waits to be gracious to you; 
Therefore, he will rise up to show mercy to you. 
For the Lord is a God of justice; 
blessed are all those who wait for him (Isaiah 30:18). 
 
The lived experience of God's "graciousness" or agape propels communities to promote 
hospitality and strive toward advancing a sacramental worldview. The 2014 film on the life and 
work of Jean Vanier encapsulates and affirms many of the experiences and feelings of committed 
Christians concerning the Sacraments, grace, community, faith and, yes, "God's graciousness." 77 
 
75 Michael J. Himes, S.J., As Leaven in the World: Catholic Perspectives on Faith, Vocation and the 
Intellectual Life, Thomas M Landy, Ed. (Sheed & Ward, 2001), 98. 
 
76 Ibid., 98. The chapter noted here is authored by Michael J. Himes and is entitled "Finding God in All 
Things": A Sacramental World view and Its Effects. 
 
77 The film is entitled JeanVanier: The Sacrament of Tenderness. It is with great care and attention to the 
conclusions reached by L'Arche's internal investigations of its founder Jean Vanier and Mr. Vanier's "spiritual 
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It also confirms insights regarding the need for kinship within a culture inflicted by 
individualism, power, prestige and materialism. The film makes readily readily apparent that the 
current landscape in many Western societies is antithetical to a sacramental worldview. The 
question that seems to generate a considerable amount of attention is whether or not the 
marketable "uptick" in self-preoccupation exemplified in social media posts and advertising as 
well as the disregard of anything religious when it comes to safeguarding human rights and 
responsibilities, is symptomatic of human progress or a loss of faith or both? If human progress 
is truly in vogue, as evident by advances in science and human rights, why is it that the most 
vulnerable, like the mentally challenged Jean Vanier and the members of L'Arche care for, are 
always fighting for to be treated fairly and with dignity? Has a sacramental worldview rooted in 
the fertile ground of faith succumbed to a culture whose people are divested of kinship, and thus 
rendered sacramentally blind towards nature and towards one another? Jesuit Michael J. Himes 
proposes that part of this blindness is that people need to be remined of God's ever-present grace. 
Afterall, if all creation is graced, how is it that people go about their lives not noticing it? He 
answers this dilemma by offering a definition he calls the sacramental principle: "What is 
always and everywhere the case must be noticed, accepted, and celebrated somewhere 
sometime…What is always and everywhere true must be brought to our attention and embraced 
 
father" Fr. Thomas Philippe (d. 1993) that the role Jean Vanier played in the sexual abuse of six women is of great 
concern when including his work within these pages. To quote from L'Arche website, larche.org (posted Feb. 20, 
2020) "These actions indicate the psychological and spiritual hold that Jean Vanier had over these women and show 
his adoption of some of Father Thomas Philippe's deviant theories and practices," reads the statement from the 
movement. As posted in the video statement, current leaders of L'Arche, Stephan Posner and Stacy Cates Carney 
write: "We are deeply shocked by these discoveries and we unreservedly condemn these actions which are in total 
contradiction with the values that Jean Vanier stood for." While the considerable good work and literary 
contributions he was responsible for throughout his life time including the work assigned to him in "The Sacrament 
of Tenderness," and the insights in his book Becoming Human are without question, I find it necessary to write a 
disclaimer that might speak to the "grace' resulting from Vanier's actions rather than Jean Vanier as a deeply flawed 
human being. 
 




(or rejected) in some concrete experience at some particular time and place." 78  Himes' 
definition speaks to the urgent need to form communities of truth, especially in education, to 
combat humanity's inner ward selfish gaze toward self-preservation and materialism. Thus, 
forming a sacramental worldview is necessary for the future of humanity and Creation. 
Pope Francis asked a similar question early in his pontificate, "How can it be that it is not a news 
item when an elderly homeless person dies of exposure, but it is news when the stock market 
loses two points?"79 This begs the question, given humanity's technologically and societal 
advances, Are people less aware? less human? What world might we be creating if it is not 
imbued with the sacred? Pope Francis' words are a prophetic challenge for humanity, especially 
the young and most vulnerable members of society. Simply put, humanity is up against a 
sobering reality: kinship is not the norm when it comes to a culture of consumption and 
consumerism. 
How might Pope Francis’ words be translated in terms of a critical pedagogy that would 
advance a sacramental worldview? Or a mission pedagogy like that of St. John Baptist de La 
Salle that places the person at the center of the educational process? In Jean Vanier's Becoming 
Human, in particular the chapter entitled "Loneliness," these words might offer some insight:  
Every child, every person needs to know that they are a source of joy; every child, every 
person, needs to be celebrated. Only when all of our weaknesses are accepted as part of 
our humanity can our negative, broken self-images be transformed.80  
 
 The "world" where many students live before entering a classroom is fragmented politically, 
socially and economically. Students are sacramentally "dulled" at the very least. Their world is 
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further fragmented due to an educational system that seeks to maximize content and 
productivity81  within a culture of consumption and consumerism. In this culture, there is little 
room to employ Himes’ sacramental principle. Hence, whether students are from "working 
poor," or affluent families, many bear the burden of "broken self-images" and households that 
shroud "the grace of greatness things." To add insult to injury, a majority of students are the 
recipients of broken educational systems that are underfunded and pedagogically out of step with 
critical pedagogical practices that assess capabilities and capacities82 with little regard to forming 
communities of truth. The opportunity to think about an idea or challenge a previously learned 
idea and apply it to their reality is often not the norm. The prevailing model (still) in many 
curricula is thus: information is dispensed; questions are asked about the information; students 
review the previous information; and an assessment is given on the information. 
Over fifty years ago, the Brazilian educator and philosopher, Paulo Freire (Chapter 5) 
challenged this prevailing model and pedagogical approach in his 1968 book Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed referring to it as a "banking" concept (model) of education .83 Students are simply 
vessels or warehouses for information to be placed in them by instructors without any future 
orientation to how it might be applied or help with problem solving. The outcome of this teacher-
centric model is that students do not learn to be critical thinkers nor learn about themselves in 
relation to the world beyond the facts and data imparted for a particular subject matter. As a 
 





83 A more detailed treatment of Paulo Freire’s philosophy and pedagogical insights are addressed in 
subsequent chapters. I mention him here because his focus on the importance of dialogue and how dialogue is 
central for understanding how community (communities of truth) and praxis (informed action linked to certain 
values) help how educators and students make a difference in the world. 
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leading advocate of critical pedagogy, Freire contends that in order for education to be life-
giving it must challenge the consciousness of students. The starting point for this is creating a 
sacred space where students are disarmed, stories are shared, trust is restored, and compassion is 
resurrected. The final chapter of this endeavor will offer a critical pedagogy that meets this 
challenge. Reflecting upon the prophetic voices of the men and women who have contributed so 
much to the transformation of education, four critical concerns will be presented: 
disarming students; engaging students; reestablishing trust; and resurrecting compassion. 
Beginning from a place of wonder and awe not fear, stories are shared, and active listening and 
empathic responding promoted. When such a space is created that disarms students from their 
entrenched notions of self, others, the world and God, the sharing of stories about themselves, 
others, the world and God, can take place and, in the process, create bonds of "mutual trust" and 
make room for sacramental awareness. Only then can some sense of empathy or compassion be 
understood.  
In conclusion, when the joy of learning and being human return to the center of the 
classroom, hope is renewed, and faith restored as students are equipped to speak to the future not 
only with voices that challenge but also with voices that offer hope. Then, and only then, will the 
"flatlands" be transformed into mountainous peaks of adventure and mystery and verdant valleys 
where rushing rivers of faith roar and give life. Hence, the underpinning question of how we 
might teach an alienated and increasing religiously illiterate (and sacramentally blind) populace 
living on the “flatlands of a desacralized world,” is resolved in retrieving the prophetic 
imagination and witness of the Hebrew prophets. 
Looking ahead, the prophetic imagination and witness of the Hebrew prophets are 
the subjects of Chapter 2 of this dissertation. Learning about the prophetic imagination Commented [DWF7]: KISS 
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and grace can challenge one’s worldview as well as what one understands what it means to have 
faith in God and the future. A central question this chapter addresses is, how is God calling 
individuals to see beyond the reality of the present and envision a future of hope – God’s future? 
Starting with an overview of the prophetic imagination and grace, this chapter will explore how 
the Hebrew prophets reveal the pathos of the living God and serve not just as mouthpieces but as 
partners. While the prophets’ role is one of judgment, ultimately, they reveal God’s steadfast 
love and offer hope to a hopeless world. Most importantly, they challenge everyone to choose 







































A BIBLICAL APPROACH IN RETRIEVING THE PROPHETIC IMAGINATION AND 
WITNESS OF THE HEBREW PROPHETS 
 
Proceeding from Chapter One’s perspective on learning and faith, especially as it concerns 
the future of humanity, the underpinning question of how might we teach an alienated and 
increasing religiously illiterate populace living on the "flatlands of a desacralized world,"84 is 
resolved in retrieving the prophetic imagination and witness of the Hebrew prophets.85 In 
countering the desacralized landscape of their times, prophets like Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, and 
Jeremiah, addressed the economics of affluence, the politics of oppression and a static religion 
that sanctioned the aforementioned.86 They used vivid imagery like that of justice "rolling down 
like water" (Amos 5:24) and mercy like "a path in the mighty water" (Isaiah 43:16). They also 
envisioned a future reality that stood in opposition to the royal consciousness embedded in the 
status quo of their times.87 From king to average citizens, a rejection of the wonders of God’s 
 
84 Palmer, The Courage to Teach, 115. 
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name.  
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87 Royal consciousness – In Chapter 2 of The Prophetic Imagination, Walter Brueggemann traces the ethos 
of economic, political and social situation that began with King David but reached its zenith with King Solomon 
only to be replicated time after time with kings like King Ahab et al. In a similar vein, it was the same type of 
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covenantal love and fidelity inherent in all creation dulled the senses and eroded compassion 
during the time of the prophets. Unfortunately, the same can be said about today’s situation. 
Then I heard the voice of the Lord saying, "Whom shall I send, and who will go 
for us?" And I said, "Here am I; send me!"  And he said, "Go and say to this 
people: 'Keep listening, but do not comprehend; 
keep looking, but do not understand.’ 
 Make the mind of this people dull, 
    and stop their ears, 
    and shut their eyes, 
so that they may not look with their eyes, 
    and listen with their ears, 
and comprehend with their minds, 
    and turn and be healed' (Isaiah 6: 8-10). 
 
Imagine telling people that their senses are dulled and that they have a limited ability to hear, see 
and understand! Today’s desacralized landscape is not much different than Isaiah's. It is devoid 
not only of wonder and awe but also imagination, mystery and self-transcendence. It gives no 
impetus either to go beyond oneself or to explore the depths of one’s being, not to mention 
experience the mystery of God’s love. This is problematic in forming not only critical thinkers 
for the present but also integrated lives for the future.   
How, then, might religious education support an alienated populace while at the same 
time lead them into an experience of wonder and awe, mystery and self-transcendence? After all, 
it has long been held that mystery and self-transcendence, a life and a meaning for it, are 
foundational for a healthy religion.88 Regrettably, religion has become a foreign concept and 
 
consciousness that Moses the prophet stood in opposition while in Egypt. Moses championed justice and 
compassion in the face of oppression as well as a "numbness" and obtuseness of spirit represented by the imperial 
court of the pharaoh and his unwillingness to let the Hebrew people go. Centuries later, and with a Temple built in 
honor of the one God, we see Solomon seeking to present God as a “soother of the royal consciousness.” The 
prophets stand in direct opposition to this type of state religion where God is not truly free nor truly Lord as other 
foreign gods enter the collective consciousness of the people through Solomon’s summit marriages of foreign wives 
who “turned away his heart.” (I Kings 11:3)   
 
88 O'Meara, "Religious Education for Maturity," 454. 
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word, archaic even. It has become scandalized and even denigrated in favor of something 
"spiritual," an often self-seeking, commercialized, alternative – one that could even be a 
downloadable app for a cell phone providing a "happy" thought for the day. Yet, mystery and 
self-transcendence, the essential ingredients of religion that “bind” the sacred and the profane or 
ordinary in life, are the very paths toward transformation that so many people innately desire! 
How might the wholesale divorce and separation of religion from life and work be reconciled to 
foster a convergent understanding of religion’s importance in all aspects of life? In the same 
vein, how might the faithful come to an understanding of an equally misunderstood concept and 
word – grace? In order to re-ignite some moral agency toward some ultimate end and liberate the 
consciousness of a people "whose senses are dulled, an understanding of the roles of mystery and 
self-transcendence," and their concomitant awe and wonder, are rooted in the prophetic 
imagination of the Hebrew prophets. 89 The "wisdom, vision and courage" witnessed by the 
Hebrew prophets90 and subsequently, exemplified in the life and teachings of Jesus of Nazareth 
and proclaimed by the early Christian communities, are the antidotes to both a numbing 
narcissism and certain irreligious attitudes prevalent today. 
 The following pages within this chapter are dangerous. This is said not to bolster what is 
written nor make a claim that what is written is, in some way, heretical. Instead, offered herein 
are statements on how learning about the prophetic imagination and grace can challenge one’s 
worldview as well as what one understands what it means to have faith in God and the future. 
Starting with an overview of the prophetic imagination and grace, this chapter will explore how 
 
89 Self -transcendence in light of the prophetic imagination is transcendence to the common 
good/community. For example, the Hebrew concept of tikkun olam, "world repair," is the community's effort to 
enact social policies to "repair" the world. Yet, it is an individual's responsibility, once called by God to love one's 
neighbor, to join the community and work towards the common good. 
 




the Hebrew prophets reveal the pathos of the living God and serve not just as mouthpieces but as 
partners. While the prophets’ primary role is one of judgement, ultimately, they reveal God’s 
steadfast love and offer hope to a hopeless world. Most importantly, they challenge everyone to 
choose life on the flatlands of a desacralized world.   
The Prophetic Imagination and Grace 
  First, in order to come to an initial understanding of the prophetic imagination, it would 
be helpful to note that its definition is rooted in a question.  The prophetic imagination asks the 
question, how is God calling individuals to see beyond the reality of the present and envision a 
future of hope –God's future? What may seem as a seemingly benign question is a rather exigent 
one. Seeing beyond the reality of the present not only asks, "What if?" but it also asks, "Why 
not?" It impels people to retrieve not only a sacramental sense of wonder in retrieving the beauty 
and truth of God’s Holy Mystery in Creation but also a moral sense of wonder that provokes 
peoples’ consciences and their understanding of goodness and righteousness in terms of faith and 
faithfulness. For instance, St. Oscar Romero of El Salvador, who addressed the political and 
economic struggle for freedom and human dignity in one of his many radio addresses in the late 
1970s boldly asked the question, "What kind of gospel is that?" 
That is what the church wants: to disturb people’s consciences and to provoke a crisis in 
their lives. A church that does not provoke crisis, a gospel that does not disturb, a word of 
God that does not rankle, a word of God that does not touch the concrete sin of the 
society in which it is being proclaimed—what kind of gospel is that? 
Just nice, pious considerations that bother nobody—that’s the way many people would 
like our preaching to be. Those preachers who avoid every thorny subject so as not to 
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The gospel preached from many pulpits of Romero’s time repressed any imagining of a better 
world for the poor and oppressed in the here and now and focused on their just rewards in the 
afterlife. Romero’s hope was to be a "voice for the voiceless," to re-imagine a Church that 
retrieved the practice of prophetic imagination, rather than maintain the status quo of 
authoritarian action (this was the basis of religion for the early Church). Such a practice "consists 
in the courage, freedom, and daring to see the word differently…a capacity to 'imagine' the world 
differently…such practice [of the imagination] requires courage, freedom and daring, nothing 
less than the work of voicing and enacting the world anew…according to the holiness of God."92 
Romero wanted a country where rich landowners and  poor campesinos could dare to consider 
themselves El Salvadoran first and risk working together, co-creating and living into God’s 
future - a future shared by all. Yet, for all this imagining, Romero was martyred. Hence, 
imagining a better world for all can be dangerous. 
  Second, given that Scripture describes "holiness" (kedushah) as God’s defining trait as 
well as a goal for people to strive for, the prophetic imagination serves as a conduit for what we 
have come to define  as grace, God’s self-communication, thus providing a fertile ground for 
mystery and self-transcendence in all of life.  In the Hebrew Scriptures, the relational ground of 
grace can best be defined as "undeserved mercy" or “undreamed –of compassion."93 Hebrew 
Scriptures are replete with images of God as an "untiring parent of a wayward child and the 
reckless lover of the unfaithful beloved." 94 St. Paul would later define grace (charis) as 
"justification," despite our sinful nature, of the means through which we become "holy" and 
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enter into the “holiness of God.”  According to St. Paul, grace is embodied in the life, death and 
resurrection of Jesus, the Paschal Mystery, working on our behalf and for the salvation of the 
world as in Paul's letter to the Ephesians. 
 But God, who is rich in mercy, out of the great love with which he loved us  even when 
we were dead through our trespasses, made us alive together with Christ[a]—by grace 
you have been saved—and raised us up with him and seated us with him in the heavenly 
places in Christ Jesus, so that in the ages to come he might show the immeasurable riches 
of his grace in kindness toward us in Christ Jesus (Ephesians 2:4-7).  
 
As Jesus prophetically proclaimed in both word and deed, it is only with the eyes of faith one 
understands God’s grace, God’s holiness, even the kingdom of God and begins to see one’s life 
and the world’s struggles as integral for identity, wholeness, growth and salvation!  A profound 
example of this is Jesus’ encounter with the Pharisees in the Gospel of Luke: 
 Once Jesus was asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom of God was coming, and he 
answered, "The kingdom of God is not coming with things that can be observed; nor will 
they say, 'Look, here it is!' or 'There it is!' For, in fact, the kingdom of God is among you" 
(17:20-21). 
 
"Seeing with the eyes of faith" is an act of faith that transcends the senses and goes to the very 
heart of the relational and transformational encounter God desires when one trusts and loves God 
with "all of one’s heart, soul, and might" (Deuteronomy 6:5). Similarly, in an exchange to test 
Jesus’ truthfulness and compliance with the Law of Moses, a lawyer asked Jesus what the 
greatest commandment was. Jesus responded: "You shall love the Lord your God with all your 
heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind.' This is the greatest and first commandment.  
And a second is like it: 'You shall love your neighbor as yourself.’" (Matthew 22:36-38) With 
such fortitude and faith, one begins to see the kingdom of God dwelling amongst and within 
God’s holy people, especially one’s neighbor. This love, too, is not separate and apart from 
loving oneself! Thus, when Jesus states, "first take the log out of your own eye, and then you will 
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see clearly to take the speck out of your neighbor’s eye," (Matthew 7:5) He is not simply 
defining a commonsense approach for conflict resolution. In fact, Jesus reserves judgement to a 
process of introspection and looking into one’s own heart first. One must be in the right 
relationship with oneself first before reconciling with another. This takes truthfulness, humility, 
courage and faith. 
A full espousal of this "faith" is proclaimed by the Prophet Jeremiah when God declares 
that He will forge a new covenant with Israel that shall be "written on their hearts" (Jeremiah 
31:33).  Amidst the trials and tribulations of life, the recognition of God’s dwelling place within 
one’s heart and not with one’s "sight" is an occasion of  intense joy not only for the present 
moment but also for the future. "Although you have not seen him, you love him; and even though 
you do not see him now, you believe in him and rejoice with an indescribable and glorious joy." 
(1 Peter 1:8) This is the main thrust of prophetic imagination. Unlike the Pharisees, if we truly 
believe we are "graced people," then we must find God’s future more compelling than the 
current reality. 
 Third, a working definition of grace along with an understanding of the prophetic 
imagination's orientation to God's future are very important. God’s grace, that is, "God’s self-gift 
outside of the Trinity which brings the universe into existence," 95 and the prophetic imagination 
become the theological wellsprings that provide the fertile ground for an encounter with God’s 
Holy Mystery, a God who transcends us yet who in His steadfast love cares for us even to the 
point of becoming one of us! Grace opens us up to hear the prophetic word of God where God’s 
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very nature is revealed and where we are given the ability to become fully ourselves and fully for 
others. The prophetic imagination also affords us the awareness to see God’s incarnational love 
alive and present…now and everywhere! A deeper insight can be gained by understanding the 
role of grace and the prophetic imagination as pillars of the "life in the Spirit." If theology is a 
reflection upon faith, then grace and the prophetic imagination are the very ground where 
mystery and self-transcendence find their meaning.  
  Lastly, I would like to submit as essential components to this work Abraham Heschel's 
The Prophets, Walter Brueggemann’s The Prophetic Imagination and Bruce Birch’s book Let 
Justice Roll Down: The Old Testament, Ethics and Christian Life. Both Heschel and 
Brueggemann’s insights on the prophets as representatives of an evolving consciousness that 
transmits God’s pathos (inner motives) as well as God’s covenantal (steadfast) love (hesed) are 
foundational for understanding God’s intended future. Both God’s pathos and God’s covenant 
love are essential for the type of faith that challenges static and oppressive structures both within 
one’s own life and in society as a whole. Continuing with the Scriptural roots of this endeavor, 
Birch’s work highlights the radical nature of God’s steadfast love as the place where prophetic 
judgment (justice) and grace (mercy) meet. This supports Heschel’s claim that God’s pathos is 
the relational ground out of which God could address His people. Thus, as representatives of 
God, the prophets were making known a God who refused to be neutral to the course of human 
affairs and history. Whether God is portrayed in the prophetic writings as the Creator, the giver 
of laws, keeper of promises, deliverer from bondage, "untiring parent," and/or faithful spouse, 
the basis or foundation of God’s relationship to Israel and to all of humankind is rooted in God’s 
love for a people, a people that are the "apple of his eye" (Zechariah 2:18) and to whom a future 
"full of hope" (Jeremiah 29:14) is extended. 








Making Sense of The Prophet’s Complaint: A First Look at The Pathos of God 
 
The oracle that the prophet Habakkuk saw. 
 
  O LORD, how long shall I cry for help, 
      and you will not listen? 
 Or cry to you “Violence!” 
      and you will not save? 
 Why do you make me see wrongdoing 
      and look at trouble? 
 Destruction and violence are before me; 
      strife and contention arise. 
 So the law becomes slack 
      and justice never prevails. 
 The wicked surround the righteous— 
      therefore judgment comes forth perverted (Habakkuk 1:1-4).96 
 
 In a time when goodwill and civility are often usurped by corrosive politics and misinformation 
and where compassion and human dignity are eroded daily by a steady stream of violence and 
hyper-sexualized entertainment, it would seem that "justice never prevails" and "the wicked 
surround the righteous." Lately, the conversation on how Habakkuk’s words are prophetic for 
today, spill into a conversation on how the human spirit can be dulled and even blinded by the 
failure to take into account, for example, the role of technology and the ever-evolving digital 
landscape. It would seem that the rapidly evolving digital landscape as well as a culture based on 
consumerism has forged an era of efficiency and determinism that not only "cannibalizes time" 
 
96  I have often shared this Scripture passage from the prophet Habakkuk with students in both high school 
and college as a means to unmask the rather unsettling parallels between Habakkuk’s Israel of seventh century 




and "the long arc of storytelling"97 but also reduces human beings to a means to an end and not  
as an end unto him or herself; as something that must be measured and not lived, solved or 
surveyed and not encountered respectively. Forr example, Walter Brueggemann states: "Our 
consumer culture is organized against history. There is a depreciation of memory and a ridicule 
of hope, which means everything must be held in the now, either an urgent now or an eternal 
now."98 In this milieu, what is needed  more than ever, especially in education, is a deeper 
understanding of the importance of teaching students to become critical realists through an 
immersion into the prophetic imagination while at the same time reaffirming that they are "God’s 
image-bearers" not only for a moment but for all time. What does this entail? Where might we 
start? Consider the prophetic words of one of the principal architects of Christian education, St. 
John Baptist de La Salle: 
In your teaching, the boys in your charge must see by the way you teach that you are true 
ministers of God, full of true charity and sincere in carrying out your tasks. It is most         
important for you to realize that you are ministers not only of God but also of Jesus 
Christ and the Church. 
Saint Paul also urges us to regard as ministers of Christ not only all who preach the 
Gospel but also those who write the message that Christ dictates not with ink but with the 
spirit of the living God, not on tablets of stone but on the fleshy tablets of the heart - on 
the hearts of boys. Be driven by the love of God then, because Jesus Christ died for all, 
that those who live may not live for themselves but for him who died and rose for them. 
Let your students be moved by your untiring care for them and feel as though God were 
encouraging them through you, because you perform your duties as ambassadors of 
Christ.99 
 
97 Here I am referring to a TedGlobal talk given by Abha Dawesar in 2013 entitled Life in the Digital Now. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/abha_dawesar_life_in_the_digital_now?language=en In the talk, Abha recalls her 
experience post Hurricane Sandy where along with the need for water and food was the desperate need to "get re-
connected" – to charge cell phones and laptops. Her experience made her rethink how dependent we have become 
on technology and how technology has come to "cannibalize time" as we know it.  Sharing time with her 
grandmother over a cooking recipe, she laments that the gift of storytelling which accompanied this time with her 
grandmother is very much in danger of being lost. Storytelling is the relational ground that helps us connect one-on-
one as human beings. 
 
98 Brueggemann, The Prophetic Imagination, 1. 
 
99 John Baptist De La Salle, Meditations for the Time of Retreat #201.1, trans. Augustine Loes, FSC 





 The word "prophetic" here describes De La Salle’s words because seventy years after his death 
(1719), the French Revolution (1789) occurred. Espoused were the values of "equality, 
fraternity, and liberty." In an attempt to re-organize the Church on nationalistic grounds and end 
ecclesial corruption with such laws as the Civil Constitution of the Clergy, sponsoring of 
collective rights and reason over individual rights and faith did more than forge a separation of 
Church and State and the dechristianization of France. It undermined “personhood,” cura 
personalis, as well as one of the non-negotiables maxims of monotheism that effectively toppled 
the idols from Babylon to the Greco-Roman world, namely, we are made in the "image and 
likeness of God."  
Thus, in retrieving the prophetic imagination and witness of the Hebrew prophets, I 
would like to offer that like John Baptist de La Salle, religious educators are entrusted with the 
care of educating youth and young adults alike and must champion a desire to live God’s Word 
in their lives and see "with the eyes of faith." The Psalmist proclaims this desire: "Open my eyes, 
that I may behold wondrous things out of your law." (Psalm 119:18) Before addressing the 
particulars of God’s law, there is an openness to "behold," and "to gaze upon the wondrous 
things" of God’s law, namely God’s own pathos – not "works" but instead love, awe and wonder. 
This is the primary way an educator "writes" on the "fleshy hearts" of those he or she instructs. 
One cannot "write" unless one had first read the "signs of the times"100 and reflected on God’s 
Word. This underscores the transformative nature of faith; that is, the formation of conscience 
and openness to God’s love needed to help create "God-centered meaning" in a world often 
 
 
100 This phrase is rooted in Scripture and can be found in the Gospel of Matthew (16:3) and the Gospel of 
Luke (12:56). It was used by St. Pope John XXIII when he convoked the Second Vatican Council, in the statement 




bereft of meaning and purpose. In one way, it also entails a reflection on the experience of faith 
in one’s life. The aforementioned passage from John Baptist de La Salle’s work, Meditations 
speaks to this, and presents a prophetic challenge. The challenge is this: Religious educators are 
called to be open to and agents of grace, "untiring in care and encouragement, leading by 
example. "101  
Partners Not Just “Mouthpieces of the Living God 
 Leading by example is not easy. Proclaiming God’s Word is not easy. It demands 
sacrifice as well as prayer, study and discipline. Addressing a conference on leadership and the 
role of faith and grace, Jean Vanier stated that leading in this vein, "is to trust people so much 
that they are deeply listened to, not to give them an ideology, not even a theology, but to 
experience… that they find an experience of life, of love, of God. So, it’s not putting stuff into 
people’s heads. It is giving them the occasion to live a deep experience where they discover who 
they are and the rising up of their personal consciousness."102  Abraham Heschel articulated this 
very same sentiment when he stated, we are called like the prophets of Scripture to be partners, 
not just "mouthpieces" of the living God103 fully engaged and not emotionally detached. We are 
called to have some "skin in the game." 
Emotional detachment would be understandable only if there were a command which 
required the suppression of emotion, forbidding one to serve God "with all your heart, 
with all your soul, with all your might." God, we are told, asks not only for "works," for 
action, but above all for love, awe, and fear. We are called upon to "wash" our hearts (Jer. 
4:14), to remove "the fore-skin" of the heart (Jer. 4:4), to return with the whole heart (Jer. 
3: 1 0) - "You will seek Me and find Me, when you seek Me with all your heart" (Jer. 
 
101 De La Salle, Meditations for the Time of Retreat #201. 
 
102 Jean Vanier, "Jean Vanier: Of Belonging and Bonding." Faith and Leadership, Accessed February 28, 
2019 https://www.faithandleadership.com/jean-vanier-belonging-and-bonding. 
 




29:13).The new covenant which the Lord will make with the house of Israel will be 
written upon their hearts (Jer. 31:31-34).104 
 
Partnering in grace means availing oneself not only to the pursuit of critical pedagogical 
approaches but also to an "encounter" rooted in the belief that students should be given a deep 
vision coming from the Word (Scripture) and tradition. The goal of this approach 
 (and of De La Salle and Vainer) is the deposit of faith that bends towards a liberating faith and 
virtue (character) not solely the traditional catechetical approach focused on underscoring 
doctrine and dogma. For instance, in exploring the rich tapestry of Eastern Catholicism and 
Spirituality exemplified in the treatises of St. Basil the Great, one can easily see a distinct 
charism akin to the spirituality of John Baptist de La Salle that retrospectively emboldens 
Vanier’s and Heschel’s claims. Basil writes:  
The best way to discover our duty is to study the divinely inspired Scriptures, for in them 
we find both instructions about conduct and the lives of blessed men, delivered in 
writing. They are laid before us like living images of the godly life for the imitation of 
their good works. When we devote ourselves to the imitation of what is offered there, we 
find the appropriate medicine for whatever deficiency or illness we feel we have, as from 
a pharmacy.105 
Indeed, St. Basil offers an historical perspective that has provided for many over the centuries a 
deeper appreciation for the role of Scripture in advancing the Christian life, a central part and 
necessary component not lost in Christian spirituality. The "imitation" therein is an invitation to 
become "partakers of the divine nature" (2 Peter 1:4) and thus agents of grace. In his book 
Partakers of Divine Nature, Archimandrite Christoforos Stavropoulos reflects on 2 Peter 1:4 that  




105 This is part St. Basil’s Letters 2.4 This quote is found in Everett Ferguson’s work, Inheriting Wisdom, 




communicant of divine grace and energy – to become just like God, a true god."106 This can be 
summarized by the term theosis.  
Theosis, in short, is the understanding that human beings can have real union with God, 
and so become like God to such a degree that we participate in the divine nature. Also referred to 
as deification, divinization, or illumination, theosis is a concept derived from the New Testament 
regarding the goal of our relationship with the Triune God. It also implies that through prayer 
and charity we can recognize the divine nature in others. This is the relational ground of being 
witnessed by the Hebrew Prophets and Jesus of Nazareth. According to Bruce Birch, sharing in  
God’s nature basically means that we are intrinsically "related to God, others and the rest of 
nature."107 In essence, "not only are we created in relationship with plants, animals, and other 
human beings, but the constant interaction with God the Creator implies that interrelatedness 
extends to God as well."108   It is a “union” that crosses time and cultures and is an essential 
ingredient in the "spiritualities" of Basil, La Salle, Heschel and Vanier.  
For the early Church Fathers like St. Basil of Caesarea, to speak of any kind of "union" is 
to encounter the Holy Spirit in the Word of God.  "The encounter with the Word of God was a 
profoundly moving experience that required not just intellectual discipline but moral preparation. 
Scripture was steeped in many layers of meaning, through which the discerning soul passed 
through on the way of ascent to God, drawn by the light of faith."109 This "light of faith" is 
 
106  Archimandrite Christoforos Stavropoulos, translated by Stanley Harakas, Partakers of Divine Nature 
(Edina, MN, Light & Life Publishing, 1976), 87. 
 
107 Bruce C. Birch, Let Justice Roll Down: The Old Testament, Ethics and Christian Life (Louisville, 




109 Steven Beale, "St. Basil: How to Plumb the Depths of Scripture," Catholic Exchange, November 16, 




necessary in recognizing grace at work in our lives- – God’s self-communication, unmerited and 
all-encompassing.  It is the lamp that guides our imagination both moral and spiritual. It is also 
the way one discovers that they were made in the image of the Creator endowed with the dignity 
and freedom necessary to flourish and find lasting joy. Thus, forming pedagogy for religious 
education is to see God’s incarnational love (grace) alive and present now and everywhere. In 
Sacramental theology, we might refer to this reality as sacramental imagination.  St. Paul 
understood this reality and why it is important to see God’s grace both as a moment in time 
"enfleshed" for us to model and a reality that dwells amongst and within us. In St. Paul’s letter to 
the Philippians (Chapter 2:1- 5), we read, 
If there is any encouragement in Christ, any consolation from love, any sharing in  the 
Spirit, any compassion and sympathy, make my joy complete: be of the same mind, 
having the same love, being in full accord and of one mind. Do nothing from selfish 
ambition or conceit, but in humility regard others as better than yourselves. 4 Let each of 
you look not to your own interests, but to the interests of others. Let the same mind be in 
you that was in Christ Jesus… 
 
That this "same mind" that was in Christ Jesus is "written on the hearts" (Romans 2:15) of 
believers and the believing community, upholds key dispositions a religious educator must 
possess and reveals the lived reality of being a “a partaker of God’s divine nature.”  Consider 
what this demands for anyone "open" to God’s grace in their lives. Consider, too, the relationship 
between an educator and those whom he or he instructs. Is it not sharing in the "life of the 
Spirit?"  Here the only thing that counts is faith working through love (Galatians 5: 6b).  Thus, a 
key component to being motivated by love is commitment to a life of compassion, humility and 
service.  This is why St. Paul offers these words as direction and encouragement to the 
community in Philippi.  In a nutshell, the world can be both cruel and indifferent, but we are 
called not to be cruel and indifferent! In this effort, we are not alone. The gift of the Spirit is the 
gift of God Himself.  "The image underlying the name Spirit is essentially that of an irresistible 
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power coming from God Himself…a deifying power, a sanctifying power supremely equipped to 
communicate God’s life."110 And it is precisely the responsibility of the religious educator to 
"communicate God’s life." What other occupation does this? Thus, the charge to make the 
Gospel known can only in truth be accomplished through the Holy Spirit, "the Giver of Life from 
whom 'streams of grace will flow to refresh the whole of creation, to bring it to the fullness of 
life.'"111 Thus, we come to be truly motivated by love to "write on the hearts" of students when 
we "join in the Spirit’s mission in sanctifying humanity - leading humanity to partake of the state 
of holiness in which Christ’s humanity is already established." 112  
 The role of Scripture is paramount in forming a grace-filled pedagogy where God’s gift 
of the Holy Spirit can aid in the transformation of the student as well as the teacher. In the first 
encyclical of his pontificate, Lumen Fidei, The Light of Faith, Pope Francis echoes this very 
same bridge of grace necessary for creating a grace-filled pedagogy:  
There is an urgent need, then, to see once again that faith is a light, for once the flame of 
faith dies out, all other lights begin to dim. The light of faith is unique, since it is capable 
of illuminating every aspect of human existence. A light this powerful cannot come from 
ourselves but from a more primordial source: in a word, it must come from God. Faith is 
born of an encounter with the living God who calls us and reveals his love, a love which 
precedes us and upon which we can lean for security and for building our lives.113 
 
Simply put, faith in a future that contains meaning and meaningful relationships is not only the 
result of the "workings" of grace but it also paramount for the survival and transformation of 
religious education, the Church and humanity! It also evokes a memory, a dangerous memory in 
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terms of the structures that stand in opposition to a life of faith - structures that would advance 
power, prestige and wealth at any and all cost. It enheartens believers to care. This care is not 
limited to just individuals but extends to social institutions and structures that oppress God’s 
people and God’s Creation.  
The church will not have power to act or believe until it recovers its tradition of faith and 
permits that tradition to be the primal way out of enculturation. This is not a cry for 
traditionalism but rather a judgment that the church has no business more pressing than 
the re-appropriation of its memory in its full power and authenticity.114 
 
 Pope Francis echoes Walter Brueggemann’s prophetic imagination and the power of its 
memory. The light of faith "illuminates every aspect of human existence" that gives birth to a 
prophetic vision of Christian faith.  Pope Francis believes that we are presented each and every 
day with an opportunity to move beyond the attitude of "entre nous" and encounter the world - 
all its people and Creation. It is to have faith in God’s plans "to give [us] hope and a future." 
(Jeremiah 29:11) In a world beset by war and conflict, one must have a prophetic vision and  a 
faith "born of an encounter" so as to "remain steadfast in [the] intention to respect others, to heal 
wounds, to build bridges, to strengthen relationships and to 'bear one another’s burdens’ 
(Galatians 6:2)'."115  
When trying to describe faith as part of an encounter, one could easily construct a 
working, simple definition, e.g. "trusting in God’s love." However, faith’s foundation and 
subtext can take on a myriad of meanings. Faith’s biblical meaning (taken literally), can, in 
reality, be complex and demanding. For example, when the author of the book of Hebrews 
defines faith as "the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen," (Heb.11:1) 
 
114 Brueggemann, 2. 
 
115 Pope Francis, The Joy of the Gospel (Evangelii Gaudium): Apostolic Exhortation of the Proclamation of 




one should prayerfully consider how this definition translates into one’s life. This does not imply 
that defining faith should be easy. On the contrary, such a definition should cause one to reflect 
on the inclusive Word of God, "the primordial source." For Pope Francis, faith as a theological 
virtue is prophetic. It is linked to hearing God’s Word. "Faith is a response to a word which 
engages us personally, to a 'Thou' who calls us by name."116 Scripture is replete with men and 
women "called by name," and often "called" despite their readiness or even willingness to enter 
into dialogue! Perhaps it is fitting that Pope Francis begins by citing Abraham, "the father of 
faith," and how his response carries with it a memoria futuri, "a remembrance of the future." It is 
also important to take into account how "sight" is connected to action. 
 The word spoken to Abraham contains both a call and a promise. First, it is a call to 
leave his own land, a summons to a new life, the beginning of an exodus which points 
him towards an unforeseen future. The sight which faith would give to Abraham would 
always be linked to the need to take this step forward: faith in the horizons opened up by 
God’s word. This word also contains a promise: Your descendants will be great in 
number; you will be the father of a great nation (cf. Gen 13:16; 15:5; 22:17). As a 
response to a word which preceded it, Abraham’s faith would always be an act of 
remembrance. Yet this remembrance is not fixed on past events but, as the memory of a 
promise, it becomes capable of opening up the future, shedding light on the path to be 
taken. We see how faith, as remembrance of the future, memoria futuri, is thus closely 
 bound up with hope.117  
 
Hence, when considering one’s hopes and aspirations for life in relationship with others, the task 
requires work and a commitment to openness. Therefore, it is important for a Christian to come 
to a fundamental understanding of the prophetic nature of Christian faith and its source. 
Plumbing this "source," like the faith of Abraham, in the words of Pope Francis, goes to the heart 
of this prophetic understanding of faith- a faith deeper than any convention or group, deeper than 
any dogma or creed, one that embraces both transcendent and immanent experience of God’s 
 
116 Ibid., 11. 
 




holy presence.  It is a faith that dares to "unmask" the exterior trappings of religion and “self” in 
favor of a more mature personal identity in relationship with God, others and the world.  On a 
personal level, this faith is the creative fruit of an authentic and lucid search for meaning.118  In 
this vein, humanity’s search for "the God of truth" (cf. Is 65:16) is inextricably "bound up with 
hope" - a hope for the future. One "sees" to the extent that one journeys, to the extent that one 
dares to remember God’s promise.  
 
The Role of The Prophet: Judgment, Hope and God’s Steadfast Love 
 
In Thomas Groome’s book, Will There Be Faith? A New Vision for Educating and 
Growing Disciples, Groome states that faith in a future that contains meaning and meaningful 
relationships is paramount for the survival of the Church and humanity. If education is the key to 
the advancement of society in breaking the cycle of poverty and despair, then it stands to reason 
that religious education must bear witness more than ever to the last great mandate that the risen 
Christ gave to the little remnant community on the hillside in Galilee - that they should "make 
disciples of all nations…teaching them" what he had taught (Matt 28:16-19).119 In an effort to 
make sense of the present in anticipation of the future regarding his ultimate question, “Will 
there be faith?" Groome beckons the believer to take a "second look" at the prophetic stance 
Jesus took when he began His earthly ministry. Jesus’ public ministry began in Galilee when he 
proclaimed the words of the prophet Isaiah. 
The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me to bring good news to the 
poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives and recovery of sight to the 
blind, to let the oppressed go free, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor (Luke 4: 18 -
 
118 Thomas Merton, Naomi Burton.  Stone, and Patrick Hart, Love and Living (New York: Farrar, Straus, 
and Giroux, 1979), 4. 
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 In just a few words, Jesus unveils the twofold prophetic ministry of the prophets of Hebrew 
Scripture, namely, to criticize the status quo (judgment) that displaces God and the vulnerable of 
society, the anawim, and to energize the marginalized for a future marked by hope.  To this 
endeavor, the prophets bring passion and life. They arouse our imaginations about what should 
be and what could be. Now one can see more clearly that prophetic imagination is rooted in a 
stubborn hope for the future and the promise of God’s steadfast love for His people and all the 
nations!  Walter Brueggemann said it best in defining the prophetic ministry of Jesus as the 
"incarnate reality" of God’s steadfast love. Jesus’ own mission statement, as some have called 
the previously mentioned Lukan passage, reminds the poor and vulnerable of their inherent 
dignity and challenges the consciousness of those who whose very status in society is predicated 
on the notion that those who are poor, blind and/or  infirmed are receiving their just due for 
having sinned. 
In both his teaching and his very presence, Jesus of Nazareth presented the ultimate 
criticism of the royal consciousness. He has, in fact, dismantled the dominant culture and 
nullified its claims. The way of his ultimate criticism is his decisive solidarity with 
marginal people and the accompanying vulnerability required by that solidarity. The only 
solidarity worth affirming is solidarity characterized by the same helplessness they know 
and experience.120 
 
"Vulnerability" is required to journey into the pathos of God, a true mark of a prophet. It is also 
the prerequisite lesson of compassion in proclaiming God’s Word to God’s people. If the "heart 
of the Law" is mercy (Matthew 12:7), what is required is the openness and vulnerability to go 
where that Word may lead. Recalling the words of Jesuit theologian James Kennan, "Mercy is 
 




the willingness to enter into the chaos of another" 121 and as such is essential resource for the 
journey. Before there was any psychological study on the link between vulnerability and courage 
made popular today by the works of Brené Brown, there was the poetic witness of the Prophets 
who through word and deed exemplified what it truly meant to "dare greatly."122 Case-in–point, 
in the opening chapter of his book, The Prophets, Abraham Heschel asks the question, "What 
manner of man is the prophet?"123 He then describes a prophet as an individual who is sensitive 
to evil, austere and compassionate, luminous and explosive, and with a penchant for the truth. 
For I heard a cry as of a woman in labor, anguish as of one bringing her first child, the 
cry of daughter Zion gasping for breath, stretching out her hands, 
"Woe is me! I am fainting before killers"(Jeremiah 4:31). 124  
 
 Heschel notes that these attributes are essential in executing the responsibility of assayer, 
messenger and witness of God’s Word. It is in short, "solidarity characterized by 
helplessness."125 Availing oneself in faith and becoming vulnerable is daunting and 
countercultural. There is nothing more daunting and counter-cultural than proclaiming the Word 
of God. God's Word can be one of judgement, condemnation, and doom where the prophet’s 
allegiance to do God’s will is at odds with the peoples’ livelihood and/or what they understand to 
be God’s will (This is Habakkuk’s complaint!). Yet, the Word is also one of assurance, comfort 
 
121  As previous noted in Chapter 1, the Keenan’s definition is well suited here and provides a deeper 
understanding of vulnerability. James Keenan, The Works of Mercy: The Heart of Catholicism, 2nd edition (Lanham, 
MD: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers Inc, 2008), 4. 
 
122 Here I am referring to the 2012 best seller Daring Greatly: How the Courage to Be Vulnerable 
Transforms the Way We Love, Love, Parent and Lead by Dr. Brené Brown. 
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124 I chose to use the New Revised Standard Version: Catholic Edition (NRSV) for this passage. Unless 
otherwise noted, I referred to NRSV mainly because of the use of “steadfast love” in describing God’s covenant love 
or hesed.  
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and hope during difficult times.  Whether employed by a king to serve as court prophet like 
Nathan did under David, a seer and visionary in the manner of Ezekiel, or a man of the 
countryside like Amos, ultimately God moves such individuals to leave their comfort zone and 
speak God’s Word with authority to His chosen people. Therefore, a prophet cannot be faint of 
heart. It takes courage and faith to leave behind what is comfortable and to enter into the "chaos" 
of another. This is what is meant to be courageous in love, to be compassionate. Walter 
Brueggemann states: "Compassion constitutes a radical form of criticism, for it announces that 
the hurt is to be taken seriously, that the hurt is not to be accepted as normal and natural but is an 
abnormal and unacceptable condition for humanness."126 
    Journeying in the chaos of another is not without risk. One will risk one’s reputation, 
livelihood even one’s life.  In fact, authority to proclaim the Word of God is bestowed by taking 
these risks. To do so is to know one is in "good company" as God will be ever-present. 
Considering the risks involved in proclaiming God's Word, the following passage found in the 
book of Deuteronomy and ascribed to the role of Moses as prophet: 
I will raise up for them a prophet like you from among their kinsmen and I will 
put words into his mouth; he shall tell them all that I command him. If any man 
will not listen to my words which he speaks in my name, I myself will make him 
answer for it (Deuteronomy 18:18-19). 
 
It is quite clear from the passage that the central and exclusive authority for this prophet, and for 
future prophets, is from God. The prophet speaks God’s Word. Deuteronomy 18:18-19 instructs 
prophets to follow Moses as those who will proclaim God’s Word. This is also evident with later 
prophets like Jeremiah who begin their prophetic addresses with "Thus says the Lord," or "Hear, 
then" or "Hark."  It is interesting to note that God will still uphold the prophet despite an 
unfavorable outcome, for instance, the people not "listening." 
 
126 Ibid., 88. 
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But the Lord said to me, "Do not say, 'I am only a boy:' for you shall go to all to 
who I send you, and you shall speak whatever I command you. Do not be afraid 
of them, for I am with you to deliver you, says the Lord" (Jeremiah 1:7-8). 
 
Indeed, the book of Jeremiah contains some of the best examples of the prophet’s unique role. 
Jeremiah’s life seems to be in peril for noting Judah’s apostasy. 
"Come," they said, "let us contrive a plot against Jeremiah. It will not mean the 
loss of instruction from the priests or of counsel from the wise, nor of messages  
  from the prophets…" (Jeremiah 18:18). 
 
 Here the prophet’s role as "messenger" is distinct from that of the priests and wise men (elders) 
of the community. Bruce C. Birch, in his prolific work Let Justice Roll Down: The Old 
Testament, Ethics and Christian Life, defines in detail the prophet’s role. In Jeremiah’s case, as 
in the case of all the prophets of Hebrew Scripture, what is unique to his life is the manner and 
gravity of meditating on God’s Word to the people; calling, at times, recalling them to exclusive 
loyalty to the God whom they are covenanted.127  Birch further states that the Hebrew prophets 
demonstrate their loyalty to the covenant by promoting both human dignity and offering a new 
vision for God’s people.  Birch notes that prophets are messengers of hope for a despairing 
world. They remind people, interpret for people, protest on behalf of the faithful, and are 
advocates that also offer vision. The vision is rooted in a memory that the people are God’s 
people. Indeed, to understand the Prophets one must learn to appreciate that their message was 
always centered in the character and the will of God and remembering His promise in loyalty, a 
loyalty that suffers the prophet unto God and God’s people.128 
 
127  See Bruce C. Birch, Let Justice Roll Down: The Old Testament, Ethics and Christian Life (Louisville, 
Kentucky: John Knox Press, 1991), 243f. Bruce Birch’s book offers valuable insights into hesed. In addition, his 
treatment of God’s faithfulness in relation to covenant love also provides a valuable resource that complements 






 Walter Brueggemann offers an apt description of the role of the Prophets.  Basically, 
there are two kinds of prophets; those that tell it like it is (Jeremiah) and those that tell it like it 
should be (Isaiah). Taking into account the role of the prophets and that of the religious educator, 
the role of religious educator encompasses both perspectives along with asking "the big 
questions" of life and witnessing the answers. Yet, this "witnessing" is not meant to be passive. 
In fact, it is a call to actively engage students where they are, on "the flatlands of a desacralized 
world,"129 and help them see the world with a new set of lenses – to see the world as God sees it. 
  
 Covenant love as revealed by the pathos of God 
As previously mentioned, the prophetic literature found in the Hebrew Bible is often punctuated 
with the phrase, "Thus says the Lord (Yahweh)."  The prophets were not speaking their own 
words to Israel but were representing God. It is not enough to say that they spoke in the name of 
God for the most part.  Rather, they were speaking the very words of God. For example, 
Jeremiah 1:7b, 9b-10: 
For you shall go to all to whom I send you, and you shall speak whatever I command 
you…. 
            Now I have put my words in your mouth. 
See, today I appoint you over nations and over kingdoms, 
to pluck and to pull down, 
to destroy and to overthrow, 
to build and to plant.  
 
Recalling Abraham Heschel’s treatment of the prophets, the prophets not only communicated 
God’s Word, but also gave insights into the pathos of God. 
It would be wrong to maintain that the prophet is a person who plays the role of "the third 
party," offering his good offices to bring about reconciliation…The prophet does not 
judge the people by timeless norms, but from the point of view of God. Therefore, the 
prophetic speeches are not factual pronouncements. What we hear is not objective 
 




criticism or the cold proclamation of doom… He dwells upon God’s inner motives, not 
only on His historical decisions. He discloses a divine pathos, not just a divine judgment. 
The pages of the prophetic writings are filled with echoes of divine love and 
disappointment, mercy and indignation. The God of Israel is never impersonal.130 
 
This "divine love" is demonstrated by the covenant God made when He freed the descendants of 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob from the bondage of slavery to be His people in a new and Promised 
Land. The Exodus event figures prominently in both the Jewish and Christian traditions for this 
reason. Put more boldly, God’s love is demonstrated through the faithfulness or fidelity God has 
shared with Israel despite Israel’s faithlessness and errant ways while wandering in the 
wilderness, prospering under kings, and living in exile. It is not so much that God "has saved," 
but that God continues to "call back" God's people. The words of the prophets recalling God’s 
will to initiate the covenant and the love exhibited in virtue in maintaining the covenant can be 
understood as God’s covenant love. This love is costly. Simply put, what is communicated and 
shared on the part of one-half of a relationship (God) is not so clearly received and lived out by 
the other half (God’s people).  This love is grounds for God’s own suffering. Such is God’s 
relationship with Israel and the prophets’ role in addressing and redressing this relationship.  
 Kinship love resembles God's steadfast love throughout the Hebrew Scriptures. Since the 
covenant is about relationship and the care needed to sustain this relationship, steadfast love, or 
in Hebrew hesed, is defined as "kindness," "mercy," ''compassion,” ''assurance,” ''benefits,” to 
name a few. Hesed also goes beyond the maintenance of the covenant and directs God’s people 
to the horizon of God’s deep and abiding love. It becomes the norm that all relationships should 
have as an end.  God’s people are to go beyond the minimum duties of prayer, worship and 
 
130 Heschel, The Prophets, 28-29. 
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sacrifice. To quote the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., "You must love ultimately because 
it is lovely to love."131 
For I desire steadfast love and not sacrifice, 
knowledge of God rather than burnt offerings (Hosea 6:6). 
. 
 
Therefore, God’s people, especially those called to lead God’s people, must seek to live a life of 
faith that witnesses "steadfast love." In the words of the prophet Micah, what God asks his 
people is that they "love hesed." This is an expression of love on the people’s part in hearing the 
words of the prophets like Micah.  
He has told you, O mortal, what is good; 
and what does Yahweh require of you 
but to do justice, love kindness, 
and to walk humbly with your God? (6:8). 
 
Indeed, the entire history of Israel’s encounter with God is an act of covenant love, of "walking 
humbly with one’s God." (Micah 6:8) Were that it was the case that God’s people always 
listened to the prophets and sought to live a life of faith according to God’s idea of faithfulness!  
The often-understated role of the prophets as representatives of God’s faithful, steadfast love 
grounds their spirited and often angry indictment of Israel’s unfaithfulness. When Israel fails the 
obligations to the relationship, when its actions do not reflect God’s steadfast love, justice and 
righteousness, then it has broken the covenant. Breaking covenant and its consequences are 
described in this passage. 
Hear the word of the Lord, O people of Israel; 
for the Lord has an indictment against the inhabitants of the land. 
There is no faithfulness or loyalty, and no knowledge of God in the land. 
Swearing lying, and murder, and stealing and adultery break out; 
bloodshed follows bloodshed (Hosea 4: 1-2). 
 
 
131 Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr, "But If Not," November 5, 1967, 
https://archive.org/details/MlkButIfNot (Accessed May 17, 2017).  
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Hosea’s words are accusatory and inclusive. He "pulls no punches" with priests, prophets, their 
offspring, and those who follow them. They have "rejected knowledge" and have "forgotten the 
law of God." Hosea speaks to the whole of the people who have received the land in fulfillment 
of God’s faithfulness and steadfast love.  These are the virtues proper to the covenant; their 
concrete working out is "knowledge of God." Israel demonstrates her lack of knowledge, 
"forsaking Yahweh," by putting its trust in worldly powers and peoples and priding herself that it 
still "knows God." Israel cannot truly be faithful for a "spirit of whoredom is within her." (Hosea 
5:4) Thus, the misunderstanding and disregard of God’s covenant love as seen in Hosea often 
results from an attitude of self-importance or even vanity.  Today we may use the term 
narcissism. It is in effect the gripping reality within today’s culture that has pervaded the hearts 
and minds of youth and young adults.  
Of course, adults or anyone over the age of thirty are not spared the malady of spirit 
called narcissism. In fact, most of the engineering of our current culture of consumerism and 
corporate greed is a result of market realities and a moral landscape promoted by those who have 
the most adult years "under their belts" i.e. "the baby boomer generation." From elected officials 
to corporate executives, educators and religious leaders there has been a mass abdication of 
collective moral responsibility and a significant turn to moral relativism. According to the Barna 
Group poll, "a majority of American adults (57%) state that knowing what is right or wrong is a 
matter of personal experience."132 This percentage coupled with the fact that "two-thirds of 
American adults either believe moral truth is relative to circumstances (44%) or have not given it 
 
132 Barna Group, "The End of Absolutes: America's New Moral Code," Research Release in Culture and 
Media, May 25, 2016,  https://www.barna.com/research/the-end-of-absolutes-americas-new-moral-code/ (accessed 




much thought (21%),"133 may account for why young adults and teenagers have a relativistic 
worldview that bends toward narcissism. Yet, this only account for part of the current landscape. 
A recent study of 600,000 teenagers between the ages of 14 to 17 tracked rates of depression 
from 2009 to 2017 and found that depression among this age group increased by more than 60%. 
134 The study found that "unfettered access" to social media as the leading unhealthy change 
consistent during this time. Jean Twenge, author of iGen  states within the recent study that, 
"There’s this overload of information and stimulation and a much bigger sphere of influence that 
[Generation Z is] they’re being exposed to... given what we know about adolescent development 
and vulnerability and the intensive need for intimate and healthy social connection during these 
years, you can see how social media may not be developmentally appropriate."135 How might we 
redirect an inward facing, faltering and at times forlorn populace? Along with global warming, 
the reality this question poses might be one of the most paramount crises of our times. 
 
Choosing Life in the “Flatlands”  
 
Too often contemporary society has resigned love to an attitude that promotes a person’s 
"feeling good" about themselves, the work that they do and/or the relationships they hold. 
Alarmingly, this attitude seems above reproach. Simply put, it contends that love cannot nor 
should not render judgment. Love is not considered nor understood as a virtue that one pursues 




134 Markham Heid, "Depression and Suicide Rates Are Rising Sharply in Young Americans, New Report 







means to an end in the pursuit of happiness and is often promoted as a part of a person's "right" 
to speak on an issue. In his Tony Award acceptance speech in 2016, Lin-Manuel Miranda 
proclaimed the now famous tautology in the face of the horrible mass shooting at a gay Orlando 
night club that killed forty-nine people and wounded fifty- three others, "And love is love is love 
is love is love is love is love is love, cannot be killed or swept aside."136  While this sentiment 
catered to the desire to set the record straight that love is inclusive and is the "balm" to senseless 
violence, the absence of justice and loyalty to a truth greater than one’s own worldview, culture 
and morality can be equally overlooked if the efforts to address such violence do not take into all 
aspects of what it means to love unconditionally. Unconditional love bears the burden of making 
a judgment of one’s behavior and attitude, especially in the face of adversity. Imagine if Jesus, 
after forgiving the woman caught in the act of adultery, ended his encounter with her with the 
words (John 8:11), "Neither do I condemn you."  Left out are the words, "Go your way and from 
now on do not sin again."  Lin-Manuel Miranda's speech might "resound like a gong or clanging 
cymbal" (1 Corinthians 13:1) not for a lack of love but for a lack of an understanding that love 
without a call to faithfulness and the judgement therein that goes with being faithful is 
incomplete and uninspiring. 
The accompanying result of Israel’s unfaithfulness to the covenant is God’s judgment. In 
so many words, God’s judgment is the consequence of Israel choosing death by disregarding the 
covenant and its promise of life in relationship to God.137  By turning away from God’s covenant 
love, refusing to listen, and  bowing down to other gods and serving them (Deuteronomy 30:17), 
 
136 New York Times, "Lin-Manuel Miranda’s Sonnet From the Tony Awards, "New York Times, June 12, 
2016, final edition, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/13/theater/lin-manuel-mirandas-sonnet-from-the-tony-
awards.html, Accessed February 28, 2019. 
 
137 Birch, Let Justice Roll Down, 249; cf. Deuteronomy 30:11-20. 
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Israel sets itself up for imminent destruction and suffering, a fate not desired by God but 
executed by a "divine, righteous judge."  Again, what God wants is life for his people. Recalling 
God’s promise to the descendants of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, the authors of Deuteronomy 
could not have put it any simpler: 
Choose life so that you and your descendants may live, 
loving the Lord your God, listening to him, 
and holding fast to him…so that you may live in the land  
that the Lord swore to give to your ancestors,  
to Abraham, to Isaac, to Jacob (Deuteronomy 30:19b-20). 
 
In the face of a faithless and sinful people, the prophets' loyalty to God, to be His representatives, 
depends entirely upon their "brutal honesty" regarding the covenant and its promise of life. Not 
to live the covenant of life is to choose death. Once again, it is incumbent upon the prophets to 
spell out the consequences of the peoples’ choices.  Isaiah seems to have put it best: 
Because you have said, "We have made a covenant with death, and with Sheol138 we have 
an agreement; when the overwhelming scourge passes through it will not come to us; for 
we have made lies our refuge,  
  and in falsehood we have taken shelter."  
  Therefore, thus says the Lord God… "I will make justice the line,  
and righteous the plummet; hail will sweep away the refuge of lies,  
and waters will overcome the shelter. Then your covenant of death will be annulled, and 
your agreement with Sheol will not stand; when the overwhelming scourge passes 
through you will be beaten down by it" (28:15-16a, 17-18). 
 
What is the final word the prophets have to announce regarding God’s covenant love? It seems 
that even amidst the words of judgment; there is a message of hope, consolation, and the promise 
of restoration.  In spite of Israel’s apostasy, its many sins (listed and described in full) and even 
after God’s own judgment, God remains faithful to Israel. God does not "burn any bridges." For 
 
138 Sheol – "pit" or "hole" also "death" or "the grave" - It connotes the place where those that had died 
congregated. In the book of Job, it is the “abode of the dead” where the righteous and not so righteous dwell. It is an 
"underground" resting place- a place until the final judgment.  
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example, even one of the harshest critics of Israel, the prophet Amos, seems to hold out a promise 
of hope, fragile though it may be: 
Hate evil and love good, and establish justice at the gate; 
it may be that the Lord, the God of hosts, 
will be gracious to the remnant of Joseph (5:15). 
 
Hosea encourages the people not to lose sight of God’s promise of renewal, and that they must do 
their part in keeping hope alive: 
You shall return by the help of your God, 
if you remain loyal and do right   
and always hope in your God (12:6). 
 
Recalling the words of Hosea, "I will take you for my wife in righteousness and justice, in 
steadfast love, and in mercy. I will take you for my wife in faithfulness; and you shall know 
Yahweh" (2:19-20). Not only will God remain faithful, but also will act to initiate the actions 
that make renewal and restoration possible.  Even though the Lord God has sufficient reason to 
withdraw His covenant love, it would be out of character for Him to do so. God offers His people 
consolation.  His divine judgment is not the end of the covenant. In Isaiah we read: 
Comfort, O comfort my people, 
 says your God… 
For a brief moment, I abandoned you, 
but with great compassion I will gather you. 
In overflowing wrath for a moment 
I hid my face from you, 
but with everlasting love I will have  
compassion on you says the Lord, your Redeemer…. 
For the mountains may depart 
and the hills be removed, 
but my steadfast love shall not depart from you, 
and my covenant of peace shall not be removed, 





That God’s "steadfast love shall not depart" indicates that not only is the Lord God a God who 
holds out hope, offers consolation and promises restoration, but He is also a God of great 
compassion. It is manifest through the renewing of His covenant love.  
The days are surely coming, says Yahweh, when I will make a new covenant with the 
house of Israel and the house of Judah…I will put my law within them, and I will write it 
on their hearts; and I will be their God, and they shall be my people (Jeremiah 31:31, 33). 
        
 Ultimately, the prophetic imagination of God’s love for Israel is likened to a faithful spouse 
and/or a caring parent. Both images portray a God who makes new life possible by being 
forgiving and nurturing.  God’s desire for His people’s wellbeing and a share in their future goes 
beyond judgment and wrath. It goes to the heart of why God acts in history, that is, God’s 
steadfast love.  
I will recount the gracious deeds of Yahweh, 
the praiseworthy acts of Yahweh, 
because of all that Yahweh has done for us, 
and the great favor to the house of Israel 
that he has shown them according to his mercy, 
according to the abundance of his 
steadfast love (Isaiah 63:7). 
     
 This passage from Isaiah encompasses the idea that covenant love is broader than the covenant 
itself. As the prophets proclaimed in their own unique style, covenant love speaks to the 
movement and will of Yahweh, a God who is very much involved in human history and who 
takes to heart His relationship with His people. As defined, hesed, covenant love’s main 
characteristic, gives singleness of purpose and transparency to Yahweh’s dealings with Israel. 
Whether these dealings are acts of judgment, mercy, consolation and restoration, the bottom line 
is that this love gives Yahweh personal identity. Hesed becomes synonymous with grace and the 
prophetic imagination becomes the conduit of transmitting God’s grace. This is the key that 
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unlocks our understanding of God’s nature and benevolent attitude - in desiring "welfare not 
woe" for all of humanity and Creation. 
 Moving forward, the nature of grace and the prophetic imagination shed a light on faith. 
Like all healthy love relationships that thrive despite suffering and loss, faith exists and 
flourishes only when a spirit of openness, trust and mystery are radically present. Chapter Three 
of this project will plumb the radical encounter with God’s grace and how it unfolds within the 
prophetic imaginations of St. Paul, St. Augustine, and Karl Rahner S.J. When addressing the 
foundation of Christian faith, the same spirit of openness, trust and mystery as revealed through 
the incarnate Word, Jesus Christ, becomes the measure and rule of whether or not religious 
education and educators in the twenty-first century are living a life of faith - a faith that should 




AN ENCOUNTER WITH GRACE, AND ITS UNFOLDING WITHIN THE PROPHETIC 
IMAGINATION 
 
Like all healthy love relationships that thrive despite suffering and loss, faith exists and 
flourishes when a spirit of openness, trust, and mystery are present.  This chapter presents the 
radical encounter with grace and how it unfolds in the prophetic imaginations of St. Paul, St. 
Augustine, and Karl Rahner S.J.  It is the hope that their insights offer a deeper understanding of 
the radical nature of grace in transforming the hearts and minds of people who seek the truth of 
their lives in relation to others and the world. Their lives bear witness to the "giving of divine 
revelation (inspiration) [that] creates in the subject the very disposition to receive it, that is, that 
the presence of the Holy Spirit is thought to be identical with the deiform [prophetic] 




imagination." 139 If the prophetic imagination is the ability to see a reality beyond culture, 
politics, socio-economic structures, and even religion, it enkindles awareness to see the world as 
God sees it and experiences God’s incarnational love alive and present in the here and now. 
Through the prophetic imagination "the vision of God combines immediacy with wholeness: 
through his images the prophet ‘sees’ God with immediacy and as a whole, not piecemeal."140 
This is important for understanding how the prophetic imagination leads to prophetic hope, 
which, in turns, leads to prophetic action. Hence, for Paul, Augustine and Karl Rahner, the 
incarnate Word, Jesus Christ, becomes the measure and rule of whether or not one is living a 
faith of immediacy, wholeness and truth; a faith that should "move mountains" and peoples' 
hearts.  For Paul and Augustine, the prophetic imagination is alive and present in a faith that 
liberates. A liberating faith reveals God's unmerited love (grace) for humanity. This love is not in 
vain, for it seeks to reveal God's will and to restore humanity's dignity (as noted in the previous 
chapters). In his goodness and wisdom, God chose to reveal himself and to make known to us the 
hidden purpose of his will (cf. Eph 1: 9) by which through Christ, the Word made flesh, 
[humanity] has access to the Father in the Holy Spirit and comes to share in the divine nature (cf. 
Eph 2:18).  St. Paul refers to this as "life in the Spirit."  In the words of Augustine of Hippo, who 
often turned to the authority of the apostle Paul ("the Apostle"), this "life in the Spirit" melts 
hardened hearts.  For Augustine, the prophetic imagination is seeing the living Word beyond the 
text of Scripture. It is an encounter with the beauty of the Word that leads one to accept God’s 
grace, a grace that unchains humanity from all that enslaves - from all that hinders and harms 
 
139 Ray L. Hart, Unfinished Man and the Imagination: Toward an Ontology and a Rhetoric of 
Revelation (Louisville, KY: John Knox Press, 2001), 54. 
 
140 Ibid., 329. Ray Hart states that the deiform or prophetic (as he sometimes substitutes deiform with) 
imagination is the source of prophetic knowledge. Yet, it is passive in that "the prophet cannot distinguish what he 
says by his own spirit from what he says in the power of divine afflatus" or inspiration. (329-330). 
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one’s deepest, most authentic self. For Augustine, the demanding vision of the Christian life is 
"one where grace both prompts and supports a life marked by love and humility, intelligence and 
service; one that provides a model that does justice to the redemption wrought by Christ."141 
Likewise, Karl Rahner's insights into Augustine's encounter with grace is akin to finding 
God by exploring the mystery of oneself in the ordinary aspects of life. "The simple and honestly 
accepted everyday life contains in itself the eternal and the silent mystery, which we call God 
and his secret grace, especially when this life remains the everyday."142 Wherever people are 
engaged in the everyday struggles of life, and seeking truth and love, God is present. Religious 
faith, in essence, plumbs the depth of peoples’ free, responsible actions amidst life’s joys and 
pains. Whether or not an individual becomes cognizant of this orientation, it is part of the grace-
filled nature and mystery of faith (chapter four) and the unique responsibility of educating the 
“soul” of the individual. 
St. Paul: Grace as the Radical Encounter with the Incarnation 
In the previous chapter, grace is defined as "God's self-gift outside of the Trinity, which 
brings the universe into existence."143 Ronald Rolheiser, in his much-celebrated work on 
Christian Spirituality, The Holy Longing, states that "the central mystery within all of 
Christianity, undergirding everything else, is the mystery of the incarnation."144 It is the 
 
141 Thomas Martin, Exercises in Grace: Augustine’s "En in Ps 118". Augustiniana 54, no.1/4 (2004):159. 
Accessed June 5, 2020.www.jstor.org/stable/44992680. 
 
142  Karl Rahner, The Mystical Way in Everyday Life: Sermons, Prayers and Essays, trans. and ed. 
Annemarie S. Kidder (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2010), 17. 
 
143Michael Himes, S.J, "Catholics: Why We Are A Sacramental People." Church in the 21st 
Century, accessed June 25, 2019, https://youtu.be/oEfY_PCLpy0/.  
 





incarnation that reveals God's grace through Christ Jesus: "For in him, the whole fullness of deity 
dwells bodily" (Colossians 2:9). That "God's gift" brings all things into existence, Rolheiser 
points out, "is the mystery of God taking on human flesh and dealing with human beings in a 
visible, tangible way."145  Hence, the Incarnation is an ongoing event that should not be assigned 
to a moment in time, place, or person.  
Nevertheless, despite the belief that the incarnation is an ongoing event, Christianity has 
had to continually address the scandal of particularity, that is, "the notion that God somehow 
zeroed in on one specific time and culture."146 Perhaps the first person to address this is Paul. In 
writing to the fledgling community of believers in Corinth, Paul recognizes and addresses the 
"illogic" of the incarnation calling the effort to grasp at it from the point of reason as "foolish:" 
"Has not God made the wisdom of the world foolish" (1 Cor. 1:20)?147  To this point, what the 
Hebrew Scriptures (Old Testament) reveals and what the testimony of the first followers of Jesus 
including, Paul, revealed in the Christian Writings (New Testament), is the profundity of faith 
itself – faith in an invisible, real presence that transforms and liberates the hearts and minds of 
individuals. The question then is, what becomes "more real" than logic and reason itself to lay 
claim on one's life? This underlying question speaks to an alternative (meta) narrative, a 
narrative beyond logic, reason, time, and locale that has at its center God's holiness and 
neighborliness. It is an experience of God's holiness and neighborliness that is the source of 
conversion to the Gospel of life. This conversion is marked by a willingness to work towards a 
 
145 Ibid., 76. 
 
146 Carey Walsh, Chasing Mystery: A Catholic Biblical Anthology (Collegeville, Minnesota: Liturgical 
Press, 2012), 126. Carey Walsh further explains this scandal in terms of a question, "What are the odds that divine 
presence would touch down so particularly?" (126) As Walsh notes, this was an issue that Paul continually 






more just and peaceful society. In order to accomplish this, one must stand up against the 
narrative of death that has at its center violence and the reduction of all life to commodity.148  
If there ever was an individual who stood counter-culturally to the narrative of his times, it was 
Saul of Tarsus (4? B.C.E – 62-64 C.E.). This first-century C.E. rabbinical Jew was responsible 
for the religious persecution of the first generation of followers of  "the Way."149  His life 
"typifies conversion, even outside religious contexts."150  From a religious persecutor of 
Christians to accepting the mantle of  "herald and an apostle, teacher of the Gentiles in faith and 
truth" (1 Timothy 2:7), Saul becomes known as Paul, the Greek derivation of the Hebrew Saul. 
He helps spread the Gospel of Jesus Christ throughout the Mediterranean basin. The accounts of 
Paul's conversion to the faith that he so vehemently opposed and persecuted are detailed three 
times by Luke the physician and evangelist (c. 80 C.E.) in the Act of the Apostles chapters 9, 22, 
and 26.151  These accounts are preceded by the great commission of Jesus as proclaimed in Acts 
1:8, " But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you will be my 
witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth." It is important to 
 
148 Carolyn J. Sharp, The Oxford Handbook of the Prophets (New York, NY: Oxford University Press 
USA, 2016), 660. Sharp distills Walter Brueggemann's insights into the prophetic literature and entertains 
Brueggemann's question on how "we should receive the prophetic texts in the closed world of scientism marked by 
the most notorious "new atheists." (660) Brueggemann sees "technical reason" and the "reduction of all life to 
commodity" as threats to a just society. 
 
149 Throughout the Acts of the Apostles, the name "the Way", is referenced more than the word 
"Christians," which is important to note especially since Paul introduces himself as a follower of "the Way" and not 
as a "Christian" (Acts 24:14), even though they were known as "Christians" by Acts 11:26. See. Acts 9:2, Acts 19:9, 
Acts 19:23, Acts 24:14. See also: Jaroslav Jan Pelikan, Acts (Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos Press, 2005). 
 
150 Alan F. Segal, Paul the Convert: The Apostolate and Apostasy of Saul the Pharisee (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1992), 3. 
 
151 See. Charles W. Hendrick, "Paul's Conversion/Call: A Comparative Analysis of the Three Reports in 
Acts," Journal of Biblical Literature 100, no. 3 (1981): 415 - 432. The significance of the three different narratives 
of Paul's conversion as well as a parallel synopsis of the accounts are offered by Hendrick. As Hendrick notes, "Paul 
is the great missionary to the Gentiles, it is appropriate that his conversion/call immediately precedes the worldwide 
spread of the Gospel. Hence, Luke introduces it immediately before the movement of the Gospel into the Gentile 




note that "Paul is not converted by Jesus's teachings, but rather an experience, a revelation of 
Christ, which radically reorients his life."152 Paul comes to know Jesus through a blinding vision, 
"a vision that is more real than the entirety of his life."153 In Paul’s Epistle to the Galatians 1:11-
12,15, Paul recounts his conversion as a divine revelation: 
For I want you to know, brothers and sisters,[a] that the gospel that was proclaimed by me 
is not of human origin; for I did not receive it from a human source, nor was I taught it, 
but I received it through a revelation of Jesus Christ… But when God, who had set me 
apart before I was born and called me through his grace, was pleased to reveal his Son to 
me, so that I might proclaim him among the Gentiles… 
 
Ray Hart's, Unfinished Man and the Imagination: Toward an Ontology of Rhetoric, speaks to 
Paul's conversion and how the "intellect can achieve [God's vision] only through images 
impressed in the [prophetic] imagination by divine agency,"154 namely, the Spirit of the risen 
Lord!   
It is also important to note that Paul's conversion did not change his view concerning the 
authority of the Torah or law, "For I delight in the law of God in my inmost self" (Romans 7:22). 
Instead, his conversion "caused him to revalue his Judaism, in turn creating a new understanding 
of Jesus' mission" in light of the prophetic tradition. 155  Wayne A. Meeks, professor of Biblical 
Studies Yale University, states that "the primary impact [ Paul] has left on Christianity is through 
his letters, but in his own time, he sees himself primarily as a prophet to the non-Jews, to bring 
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the Hebrew prophets' call for Israel to return to covenant relationship with the Lord God, Paul's 
understanding of Jesus' mission was his reconciling the world to the Father (2 Corinthians 5:18). 
It is the Father's love for humanity (John 3:16) and concern for those oppressed and imprisoned 
by poverty, sin, and blindness that Jesus, according to Luke, begins his earthly ministry with the 
words of deliverance from the prophet Isaiah (61:1)  as proclaimed in Luke 4: 18-19: 
The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, 
because he has anointed me 
          to bring good news to the poor. 
 He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives 
      and recovery of sight to the blind, 
          to let the oppressed, go free, 
   to proclaim the year of the Lord's favor. 
 
Reflecting on a God "who intervenes in human history to set free an oppressed people," Thomas 
Groome in, Faith for the Heart: A Catholic Spirituality, notes that "St. Paul  recognized a similar 
divine intervention in Jesus: 'The Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has set you free from the law of sin 
and death' (Romans 8:2)."157 Fittingly, Paul proclaims that Jesus is "the revelation of the mystery 
kept secret for long ages but now manifested through the prophetic writings" (Romans 16:25-
26).158 This revelation includes the "good news" that God's grace is at work in everyone. "God’s 
grace makes us all the more the more responsible and precisely to do good and live well."159  
And God is able to make all grace abound to you, so that always having all sufficiency in 
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 Paul also articulates the unitive nature of God’s grace in his letter to the Galatians: 3:28: "There 
is no longer Jew or Greek; there is no longer slave or free, there is no longer male and female; 
for all of you are one in Christ Jesus." All Christians, that is, those who accept the "good news" 
are in Christ. There is no "lesser Christian." As a result, faith in God's unmerited grace is 
sufficient, and surpasses the law. Taking a cue from Jesus teachings on the law i.e. the 
sabbath,160 Paul preaches that the laws of the Torah 161 were not an "end" unto itself; it was 
always meant to guide God’s chosen people toward God's holiness and steadfast love. 
Accordingly, what puts Paul at odds with his fellow Jews was his belief that "the Jewish people 
[have] an instrumental not a fundamental, value in God’s project for the world."162 This belief 
stands squarely with the prophetic tradition found in the writings (Ketuvim) of the Prophets. For 
example, the prophet Jonah resented that the Lord God had a message of judgment and hope for 
the land of Nineveh, a great city in the Assyrian empire and sworn enemy of Israel. Jonah 
 
160  Mark 2:27 Then he said to them, "The sabbath was made for humankind, and not humankind for the 
sabbath." 
 
161 When the ancient, nomadic, Semitic people know as the Hebrews, settled down in the land known as 
Canaan (comprising of present-day Israel, the West Bank and Gaza, Jordan, and the southern portions of Syria and 
Lebanon), they began writing down laws and other legal principles. It is widely believed that by the sixth century 
B.C.E., these laws, containing the covenant to the one God along with dietary prescriptions and laws on moral 
behavior, eventually became the first five books of the Hebrew Scripture (Bible). They were attributed to the great 
prophet Moses who freed the Hebrew people from slavery in Egypt. The written Torah (“law” or “teaching”) 
provided the ancient Hebrew people, later the people of Israel or Israelites, with 613 laws or mitzvot. The mitzvot 
included the Ten Commandments. According to S. Leyla Gürkan, the reason the Hebrew people, later known as the 
nation of Israel, were different from other nations “is ascribed solely to the fact that Israel upheld the Torah, namely, 
the truth and their concomitant mission ‘to be man and Israelite; called upon to serve the eternal God.”  See: Salime 
Leyla Gürkan, The Jews as a Chosen People: Tradition and Transformation (London: Routledge, 2014), 68. As 
noted in footnote 22. Thus, “Israel was created for the Jewish religion not the Jewish religion for Israel.” (ibid.) 
 
162 Salime Leyla Gürkan, The Jews as a Chosen People: Tradition and Transformation (London: 




reluctantly delivers the Word of the Lord, and Nineveh repents. God works through Jonah to 
make a profound point that He is the God of all nations:163 
And should I not be concerned about Nineveh, that great city, in which there are more 
than a hundred and twenty thousand persons who do not know their right hand from their 
left, and also many animals (4:11)? 
 
Thus, Jonah is a prophetic example that God’s grace transcends, time, locale, and hegemony. 
The incarnation's very essence is an understanding that those who accept this mystery in faith 
and live out this mystery in hope are the embodiment of God’s love and mercy!  For Paul, Jesus 
Christ is the fulfillment of the law (Galatians 5:14) and the prophets. The law is secondary to the 
incarnational love of God in the person of Jesus Christ. Therefore, Paul can proclaim, "Now you 
are the body of Christ and individually members of it" (1 Corinthians 12:27). Grace reveals the 
Father's love through Christ. Thus, the experience of God's holiness and neighborliness is the 
driving force behind Paul’s conversion. 
In an article on discipleship, Ronald Rolheiser cites the nineteenth century, Danish 
philosopher and theologian, Soren Kierkegaard, who once said that "what Jesus wants is 
followers, not admirers... To admire Jesus without trying to change our lives does nothing for 
Jesus or us."164 Rolheiser further states that the centrality of God's holiness and neighborliness, 
embodied in the person of Christ, is lost when Christians admire Jesus and not seek to imitate the 
Good News Jesus came to share with all humanity. 
 
163 From Genesis all through the historical books like Chronicles, and including the Psalms and books of 
the Prophets, it is clear in Scripture that God is the God of all nations and that Israel is an instrument to deliver both 
judgment and hope.  “At that time, they will call Jerusalem, The Throne of the LORD, and all nations will gather in 
Jerusalem to honor the name of the Lord. No longer will they follow the stubbornness of their evil hearts.” (Jeremiah 
3:17) The following is a partial list of Scripture passage describe God (YHWH) as the God of all nations. Genesis 
12;3,18:18,22:18,26:4, 28:14; Psalm 47:1,72:11, 117:1; Isaiah 49:6; Jeremiah 3:17; Daniel 7:14; Malachi 3:12. 
 
164 "Following Jesus – Be Ready for Some Surprises," Ron Rolheiser Following Jesus Be Ready for Some 




As Paul states in Colossians, Jesus is "the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all 
creation" (Colossians 1:15). This begs the question for those who simply admire Jesus, are they 
cognizant that Jesus is “the firstborn of Creation?” And the author of 1 John adds sharper 
testimony to this effect:165  
We have seen with our eyes, 
what we looked upon 
and touched with our hands 
concerns the Word of Life – 
or life was made visible; 
we have seen it and testify to it 
and proclaim to you the eternal life 
that was with the Father and was made visible to us (1 John 1:1-2). 
 
Through and in Christ, the hidden God is made visible. God’s steadfast love (hesed), proclaimed 
by the prophets, is enfleshed for all time. For Paul, the message could not be any more 
transparent, "For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision nor uncircumcision counts for anything; 
the only thing that counts is faith working through love" (Galatians 5:6). On fire with this love 
through a radical encounter with the incarnation, St Theresa of Avila (1515-82), the mystical 
doctor of the Church, provides a compelling example for those who simply admire Jesus when 
she penned these words as a prayer for all time: 
  Christ has no body now but yours 
No hands but yours, 
No feet but yours. 
Yours are the eyes through which 
Christ Compassion must look out on the world. 
Yours are the feet with which 
He is to go about doing good. 
Yours are the hands with which 
 
165 Here I draw upon Carey Walsh's scriptural comparisons between Paul and the later Christian epistles. 
Her work clarifies the connection between the mystery of the incarnation and the early Pauline understanding of 
Christ's pre-existence before Creation. This point is taken up by individuals like Richard Rohr in his work on the 





He is to bless us now.166  
 
St. Paul's proclamation of the "good news" echoed in St. Theresa's prayer states that God is 
present in the human person (and all of creation) so much so "that God's presence in the world 
today depends very much on us."167 This radical encounter with the incarnation propels Paul, like 
the biblical prophets of the Hebrew Scriptures, to proclaim the secret and hidden wisdom of God 
(1 Cor 2:7) and to do so as a divinely appointed messenger. This encounter constitutes a return to 
prophesy as a phenomenon not only of inspired mediation of a divine message168 (like the 
prophet Isaiah that Paul references heavily) but also as a result of a spiritual gift, the "first gift 
according to the grace given to us."169 "We have gifts that differ according to the grace given to 
us: prophecy, in proportion to faith; 7 ministry, in ministering; the teacher, in teaching; 8 the 
exhorter, in exhortation; the giver, in generosity; the leader, in diligence; the compassionate, in 
cheerfulness." (Romans 12:6-8). Paul also provides a warning against false teachers, and, in the 
process, offers a valuable insight into the important role of teacher at home and within the body 
of Christian believers (church):  
I urge you, as I did when I was on my way to Macedonia, to remain in Ephesus so that 
you may instruct certain people not to teach any different doctrine, and not to occupy 
themselves with myths and endless genealogies that promote speculations rather than the 
divine training that is known by faith.  But the aim of such instruction is love that comes 
from a pure heart, a good conscience, and sincere faith. Some people have deviated from 
these and turned to meaningless talk, desiring to be teachers of the law, without 
understanding either what they are saying or the things about which they make assertions 
(1 Timothy 1:3-7). 
 
166 Rolheiser, Holy Longing. Rolheiser includes the St. Theresa of Avila quote includes this in his chapter, 
"Christ as the Basis for Christian Spirituality." 
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From a pedagogical perspective, an encounter with grace affirms the importance of instructing 
the faithful with a "pure heart, a good conscience, and a sincere faith." (1 Timothy 1:5)  
 Hence, those who seek to live a new life in Christ and who may also have the responsibility of 
instructing and leading others to this new life, must never forget the Teacher (Christ) behind the 
message. St. Paul's letter to the Philippians bears witness to this endeavor, 
If then there is any encouragement in Christ, any consolation from love, any sharing in 
the Spirit, any compassion and sympathy, make my joy complete: be of the same mind, 
having the same love, being in full accord and of one mind. Do nothing from selfish 
ambition or conceit, but in humility regard others as better than yourselves. Let each of 
you look not to your own interests, but to the interests of others.  Let the same mind be in 
you that was in Christ Jesus (2:1-5).  
 
This passage from Philippians addresses the belief that Christ Jesus is enfleshed in the individual 
believer and believing community as the result of grace and the unfolding prophetic imagination. 
If one is aware of what this demands for anyone "graced with an openness-unto-God,"170 
especially a religious educator, one must recognize that teaching at its core is sharing in the "life 
of the Spirit." Therefore, "the only thing that counts is faith working through love" (Galatians 5: 
6b).  Consequently, one whose being is shaped by the prophetic imagination is compelled by the 
Holy Spirit to commit oneself to a life of compassion, humility, service, and transformation. One 
can be a bearer of wonder, and even mystery, but to be a bearer of grace, can be both 
liberating and daunting. This responsibility is why St. Paul offers these words and hopes they 
provide the needed direction and encouragement for the community in Philippi.  
In a nutshell, the world can be both cruel and indifferent, abounding with false teachers, 
immoral leaders and crises that seem insurmountable. In light of the heightened political vitriol 
and disunity in the United States and recent calls to end racial inequality after the murder of an 
 




African American male, George Floyd, at the hands of a white police office as well as the 
mounting death toll from the Covid-19 pandemic, many have taken to the streets in protest.  Still, 
there are those who feel alone and helpless. Yet, St. Paul proclaims that those sincere in faith are 
not alone. It is fitting, then, that many Americans are returning to the prophetic words of Rev. 
Dr. King (1929-1968) who considered himself "not alone" because he had carried with him the 
Gospel of Jesus Christ and the words of St. Paul into the battle for racial equality, economic 
justice, and political empowerment during America’s Civil Rights Era (1954-1968). Mindful of 
the many false narratives and false teachers, purveyors of racial discrimination and hate, Dr. 
King delivered one of his most critical and hopeful sermons of the Civil Rights Era. In 
"Remaining Awake Through a Great Revolution," Dr. King extols what it will take to transform 
people’s hearts and society. 
Through our scientific and technological genius, we have made this world a 
neighborhood and yet we have not had the ethical commitment to make it a brotherhood. 
But somehow, and in some way, we have got to do this. We must all learn to live together 
as brothers, or we will all perish together as fools. We are tied together in the single 
garment of destiny, caught in an inescapable network of mutuality. And whatever affects 
one directly affects all indirectly. For some strange reason I can never be what I ought to 
be until you are what you ought to be. And you can never be what you ought to be until I 
am what I ought to be. This is the way God’s universe is made; this is the way it is 
structured.171 
 
It is precisely the responsibility of those whose role within the church is to instruct the faithful to 
do so by first communicating Christ’s Spirit through the "inescapable network of mutuality."172 
Thus, the charge to make the Gospel known can only be accomplished through the Holy Spirit, 
 
171 Martin Luther King, "Remaining Awake Through a Great Revolution," The Martin Luther King, Jr., 








the Giver of Life from whom' streams of grace will flow to refresh the whole of creation, to bring 
it to the fullness of life.173 Therefore, the faithful can only transform the world  when they join in 
the Spirit's mission in sanctifying humanity – "leading humanity to partake of the state of 
holiness in which Christ's humanity is already established."174  Here one might come to 
understand what Paul meant by "let the same mind be in you" and "faith working through love." 
The gift of the Spirit is the gift of God Himself. "The image underlying the name Spirit is 
essentially that of an irresistible power coming from God Himself…a deifying power, a 




Marks of a Community of Truth and Love 
Like the Great Teacher, Jesus, St. Paul believes that those who accept Christ as Lord and 
Savior are called to witness to one another and the world, the same Spirit of truth and love 
revealed through Christ, the incarnate Word of God. Belief in God, a presence revealed in 
history, yet hidden, a God who acts in justice and mercy, calling all to be responsible176 are, in 
part, the marks of true Christian.177  
 
173  A reference to John 7:38. Thomas Boston, Human Nature in its Fourfold State (Lafayette, IN: 
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Let love be genuine; hate what is evil, hold fast to what is good; love one another with 
mutual affection; outdo one another in showing honor. Do not lag in zeal, be ardent in 
spirit, serve the Lord. Rejoice in hope, be patient in suffering, persevere in 
prayer. Contribute to the needs of the saints; extend hospitality to strangers. 
Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse them. Rejoice with those who 
rejoice, weep with those who weep. Live in harmony with one another; do not be haughty 
but associate with the lowly; do not claim to be wiser than you are. Do not repay anyone 
evil for evil but take thought for what is noble in the sight of all. If it is possible, so far as 
it depends on you, live peaceably with all.  Beloved, never avenge yourselves, but leave 
room for the wrath of God; for it is written, “Vengeance is mine, I will repay, says the 
Lord.” No, “if your enemies are hungry, feed them; if they are thirsty, give them 
something to drink; for by doing this you will heap burning coals on their heads.” Do not 
be overcome by evil but overcome evil with good (Romans 12 :9-21). 
Paul’s letter to the Romans proclaims the "marks" of a true church, a community of truth that 
witnesses a liberating faith. Reflecting on this passage, it is clear that the Church "does have a 
vision of authentic living to offer today’s young people [and the world]."178 
Reflecting on the "disconnected" and disaffiliated youth of today, and with so many 
irreligious and irresponsible models before students, the prophetic word has become a harder 
Word to hear and bear witness (chapter 1). In this milieu, Jesus may serve as the model "teacher" 
for postmodern, post Christian students if the role of teacher goes beyond subject matter and, like 
Jesus, addresses the learner. In terms of forming a critical pedagogical approach that bears 
witness to the incarnate Word, Graham Cheesman of the Center for Theological Education 
provides some valuable insight. 
Of course, Jesus is the peerless example of holiness, prayer, humility and many other 
vital issues for theological educators. He also called the disciples whom he taught, his 
"friends" and that close, involved, yet hierarchical, relationship needs to be explored for 
our role with students. But he asked them to become his disciples and we need to ask our 
students to become disciples not of ourselves but another. He adopted, with 
modifications, the current model of education, that of the rabbi, so he may well be a good 
example of critical contextualization into our contemporary educational system, but we 
do not need to wander the land in sandals with twelve students. Above all, although he 
was a human being, he was not a sinful fallible human being like us and it is this very 
 
178 Richard G. Malloy, A Faith That Frees: Catholic Matters for the 21st Century (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis 




factor which is vital for the way we do theological education, think of ourselves and 
relate to our students.179  
 
Cheesman states that St. Paul provides the faithful an example of a sinful, fallible human being 
who, through God’s grace, serves as a model of God’s redemptive love and exemplifies the 
humility and honesty necessary to witness that very same love and friendship as Jesus did for his 
disciples. Paul’s encounter with grace and the prophetic imagination allowed him to see that 
"Jesus imbues a teaching beyond sight."180 From Paul’s unique moment in history down to the 
present day, the “Word made flesh” draws believers nearer to the larger truth of their lives that 
"[u]ltimately, we are what we choose and do. And the good news is that God takes our efforts 
and magnifies their effects when we strive and struggle to align our hearts and actions with His 
divine action in history."181  As witnessed in the life and teachings of St. Paul, teaching becomes  
fundamentally a form of ministry to God’s church.  
In a similar vein, Augustine states in De doctrina christiana, a four-volume book on the 
interpretation and teaching of Scripture, that God makes it possible for humans to depend upon 
other humans for instruction on divine Wisdom.  This interdependency dignifies the human 
condition (and role of teacher or guide) as part of God’s providence to impart the order of loves 
down through the centuries; love of God, followed by love of neighbor.182 In this schema, 
instruction is not without the need for grace. In fact, it is through grace one meets the heart of 
another. Augustine "asserts that divine Wisdom will gain the attention of those far from it 
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through its own expression in the flesh of Christ  [incarnate Word] and in the Scriptures and 
sacraments that tell of Christ."183 For Augustine, the necessity to immerse oneself in the world in 
order to grasp the incarnation and the truth of Scripture is at the heart of conversion. It also is a 
requirement of faith for it carries with it a responsibility to seek God’s mind (truth) and to labor 
for the welfare of one’s neighbor (love). Here the prophetic imagination and grace elicit the 
response necessary to share with others the love first shown to the world as evident in the 
revelation of God’s incarnate Word, Jesus Christ. 
Augustine: Conversion to the Spirit that Liberates for Life  
What is this simple yet sublime dynamic of life we call faith? The Jesuit priest and 
theologian, Jon Sobrino, posed this question when asked to describe the "gospel faith" of his 
friend and martyred archbishop of El Salvador, (St.) Oscar Romero. "I want to plumb," Sobrino 
remarks, "what is the ultimate mystery of every human being, which is hidden in the depths of 
the heart, that source from which emanates both our daily lives and the actions we take at crucial 
moments."184  Plumbing this "source" goes to the heart of an encounter with grace and its 
unfolding in the prophetic imagination in the life and works of Augustine. It also speaks to the 
dynamic role of liberating faith - a faith deeper than any convention or group, deeper than any 
dogma or creed, one that embraces both a transcendent and immanent experience of God’s holy 
presence.185   It is a faith that dares to "unmask" the exterior trappings of religion and self in 
 
183 Ibid., 142. 
 
184 Jon Sobrino, Archbishop Romero: Memories and Reflections (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1990), 61. 
 
185  liberating faith – Jürgen Moltmann, a German Reformed theologian, aptly defines liberating faith as 
the type of faith that moves individuals beyond an intellectual or formal assent to doctrines of the church. It is 
certainly not “blind faith” for it takes on a personal character. Rather, it is "a faith that takes us personally 
captive…The truth that makes me free is the truth to which I myself assent and understand it not because tradition 
and custom compel me." See: Jürgen Moltmann, The Spirit of Life: A Universal Affirmation (Minneapolis: Fortress 




favor of a more mature personal identity in relationship with God, others and the world.  On a 
personal level, this faith is the creative fruit of an authentic and lucid search for meaning.186 This 
search for meaning leads one to immerse oneself in the world rather than embark on an "escape 
plan" for the hereafter. Here Oscar Romero’s prophetic words ring true:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
"    
 
186 Thomas Merton, Naomi Burton. Stone, and Patrick Hart, Love and Living (New York: Farrar, Straus, 




I am a shepherd who with his people has begun to learn a beautiful and difficult truth; our 
faith requires that we immerse ourselves in the world."187 
This truth, both "beautiful and difficult," is an encounter with the Spirit that liberates for 
This truth, both "beautiful and difficult," is an encounter with the Spirit that liberates for life. It is 
couched in a vision that demands both learning to rise from the dead and learning to die in order 
 
187 From Romero’s homilies and radio speeches: 71:41-72:28 
http://www.albertus.edu/alumni/documents/from-romeros-homilies-speeches-and-writings.pdf, Accessed, June 18, 
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to live.188 As St. Paul’s life and teachings so poignantly proclaim, "in the end, we want ourselves 
to engage the God of the Bible and not simply read what the ancients said about their own 
engagement with the divine. In the end, we desire not the hearsay but the encounter itself." 189  
Augustine embraced God’s Spirit in pursuit of that freedom that minsters to life.  
 When considering what an encounter with the Spirit might mean in terms of grace and its 
unfolding in the prophetic imagination, Augustine (354 - 430) is one the top candidates to 
contend with in terms of his volumes of work and insights concerning his conversion to 
Christianity, the nature of grace, and the role of Scripture. The hagiography surrounding his life 
and teachings is one of the most expansive and most celebrated. Added to this is his 
autobiography, Confessions, a classic of Western literature, where one is afforded insight into the 
role of faith, prayer and the courage needed to pursue truth and love. There is also a treasure 
trove of his many sermons, philosophical treatises, and apologies in defense of the Christian 
faith. Included in this list is Augustine’s book City of God that broaches such topics as free will, 
original sin, suffering and the existence of evil. 
  Augustine was born in Thagaste, an area located in present day Algeria, North Africa. 
By most historical accounts, his father, Patricius was non-Christian and his mother, Monica, was 
a devout Christian. His childhood is marked by exploration and, at times, delinquency.  In Book 
I, Chapter 10 of his Confessions, Augustine reflected on being disobedient especially when it 
came to the will of his parents: "
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For whatever purpose they had in mind, later on I might have put to good use all the things 
which they wanted me to learn. I was disobedient not because I chose something better than they 
proposed to me, but simple for the love of games."190 
 
He left for Carthage at very young age to advance in his studies. By the time Augustine was in 
his teens, he became a follower of Mani (or Manes c. 216– c. 276), "a Persian prophet who 
preached that there are two conflicting supreme forces, a good God, the source of spirit and light, 
and an evil principle, the source of matter."191 While in Carthage, he indulged in a life of 
pleasure. He also became a lover of philosophy especially the works of Cicero. During this time, 
Augustine examined or attempted to examine, holy Scriptures "to see what kind of books they 
were,"192 but found they "unworthy of comparison to the stately prose of Cicero."193 This only 
fueled one of his biggest stumbling blocks regarding the Christian faith, namely, the hypocrisy of 
its adherents.  For Augustine, Christians did not live what they professed. "'Truth and truth alone' 
[were] the motto they repeated to me again and again, although the truth was nowhere to be 
found in them."194 In pursuit of the truth, Augustine continued his philosophical musings and 
garnered a reputation as an exemplary teacher of rhetoric. As an orator (or rhetor), he used his 
wit and public speaking skills as legal counsel in Carthage. However, Augustine became 
disillusioned with Manicheism and its emphasis that evil would continually triumph over good 
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and only be defeated after a spiritual liberation of humankind in toto. He soon entered in a period 
of skepticism.195  
Feeling the pangs of an unfilled life and wanting a new start, Augustine traveled to Italy 
and procured a position in the imperial court of Milan. Monica followed and soon established a 
relationship with the bishop of Milan, Aurelius Ambrose (c. 340- 397) who was also a master of 
rhetoric and well known in the courts of Milan. Before long Augustine found a kindred spirit in 
Ambrose and listened to his sermons. Augustine "began to understand the errors of the 
Manicheans who, in interpreting the Genesis verses about the human creation in God’s image, 
incorrectly had concluded that God was a corporal being like us."196 Ambrose helped Augustine 
overcome his skepticism and prejudices of Scripture and guided him to see the "spirit of the 
law." In Confessions, Augustine wrote: 
I was glad that at last I had been shown how to interpret the ancient Scriptures of the laws 
and the prophets in a different light from that which has previously made them seem 
absurd, when I used to criticize your saints for holding beliefs which they had never 
really held at all. I was pleased to hear that in his sermons to the people Ambrose often 
repeated the text: "The written law inflicts death, whereas the spiritual law brings life" (2 
Corinthians 3:6). 197 
 
 
195 Ibid. Augustine struggled to find some truth to the origins of evil. He pondered if there was a truth that 
help sway over one’s life. To be clear, this is only part of the claim offered by Academic Skepticism dating back to 
the Platonic Academy. Skepticism saw a resurgence during the time of Augustine. In short, the skeptic argues that a 
wise man must retreat to skepticism since nothing can be known.  "In Contra Academicos, Augustine targets a few 
key Academic claims: (a) that appealing to truth-likeness or plausibility is coherent; (b) that skeptics are wise; (c) 
that nothing can be known; and finally (d) that skepticism leads to tranquility." See: Charles Bolyard, "Medieval 
Skepticism," The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Fall 2017 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), URL = 
<https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2017/entries/skepticism-medieval/>. Key to Augustine’s disillusionment 
with skepticism lie in the first claim regarding truth-likeness. For Augustine, truth-likeness, cannot function alone as 
a standard, since one cannot know that something is like the truth without also knowing the truth itself. (Bolyard)  
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There is no doubt that Augustine found a spiritual mentor in Ambrose.  He also found 
companionship with a fellow sojourner named Alypius who later became bishop of Thagaste. 
While in conversation with Alypius over what Augustine called the "two wills" dwelling inside 
him; one of nature (carnal), and one spiritual,198 Augustine finally turned over his own will to 
God. Augustine wrote: 
I was asking myself these questions, weeping all the while with the most bitter sorrow in 
my heart, when all at once I heard the sing song voice of a child in a nearby house. 
Whether it was the voice of a boy or a girl I cannot say, but again and again it repeated 
the refrain 'Take it and read, take it and read'….So I hurried back to move away I had put 
down the book containing Paul’s epistles. I seized it and opened it and in silence I read 
the first passage on which it fell: "Not in reveling and drunkenness, not in lust and 
wantonness, not in quarrels and rivalries. Rather, arm yourself with the Lord Jesus Christ; 
spend no more thought on nature and nature’s appetites." For in an instant as I came to 
the end of the sentence, it was as though the light of confidence flooded into my heart and 
all the darkness of doubt was dispelled.199 
 
 After delving into the epistles of Paul, Augustine found in Paul "the master and final court of 
appeal." 200 St. Paul helped resolve two fundamental questions that burned within Augustine. In 
Paul, he found that there was no disagreement between the Old and New Testament, and, unlike 
his Manichean contemporaries, salvation was found in the humility of Jesus Christ and his 
Gospel. In the year 387 C.E., to the delight of his mother, Augustine and Alypius, were baptized 
by Ambrose. Augustine was later ordained a priest in 391 C.E. and finally bishop of Hippo in 
396 C.E. He served as until his death in 430 C.E. 
A Grace that Unchains the Human Heart for Freedom 
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 "For Augustine, the search for God takes place in interiority." 201 His conversion to the 
Christian faith is an encounter with grace through the Living Word of God that resonated (and 
resided) in his own being- body and soul. Breaking from his neo-Platonic roots,202 Augustine 
writes that union with God is not [inescapable] but comes about only because of God’s gracious 
transformation of the soul. 203 Book I of his Confessions is a recognition of this and the belief 
that humankind is not separate from God’s creation. 
But still, since he is a part of your creation, he wishes to praise you. The thought of you 
stirs him so deeply that he cannot be content unless he praises you, because you made us 
for yourself and our hearts find no peace until they rest in you.204 
 
Like Paul, Augustine is convinced of the nearness of God and sees the Incarnation of God in 
Christ as the way to restore human dignity and freedom. Again, like Paul, Augustine did not 
come to his conviction though some sort of intellectual or moral effort but through revelation. 
Augustine was convinced that the "enveloping love of God’s presence has nothing to do with 
merit… God’s love is all God’s initiative." 205 Faith is not an intellectual assent but rather and 
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openness to God’s initiative, that is, grace. Yet, this is not simply grace, but always gratia 
Christi (the grace of Christ). 
For who creates justice in human beings? He only, who justifies the godless: that is to 
say, he who by his grace turns the impious into the just (Rom 4:5) Hence the apostle says, 
they are justified freely by his grace (Romans 3:24). We conclude, therefore, that as the 
work of grace is to create justice in just persons, so will those just persons act justly, 
manifesting the work of the justice they have within them.206 
 
The journey of holiness is a way of grace. Hence, "the Christian life is one where grace both 
prompts and supports a life marked by love and humility, intelligence and service; one that 
provides a model that does justice to the redemption wrought by Christ." 207 
 Yet, as much as Augustine’s theology on grace is revelatory i.e. through his conversion 
experience and Ambrose’s mentorship, it was his spiritual exercises (askesis) – reading and 
listening to Scripture, fasting, Eucharistic worships, voluntary poverty – that led him to a truth 
hard fought.  This truth was the "medicine of grace,"208 and became a point of contention 
between Augustine and the followers of Pelagius, a monk from Britain and contemporary of 
Augustine’s, who stressed that Christians can overcome sin through their own moral efforts and 
good works. For Pelagius, "divine grace merely consists in the fact that we are endowed 
with free will, law, and gospel. [Pelagius] also rejected original sin saying that what we have in 
front of us is merely Adam’s bad example, which we can overcome through our moral 
efforts."209 Throughout his many debates with followers of Pelagius, Augustine re-affirmed the 
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notion of sin as a "failure in genuine love for God and one neighbor"210  and  affirmed that 
original sin is humanity’s proclivity to partake of Adam's sin of disobedience both in terms of 
"guilt" and "corruption."211  Augustine defended  the idea that free will (choice) is part of human 
nature, and that the freedom for goodness is precisely what grace bestows.  Since free will is 
injured and enslaved, God's grace is necessary in order to liberate (gratia liberatoris) free will 
from its injury and enslavement to sin. Augustine asserted that "the action of grace is never 
invasive nor intrusive because it works from within, in a loving and redemptive way, as only the 
Creator of humankind could make it work."212  
You, who are more intimate to me than my inmost self, have set a law within my heart by 
the action of your Spirit, as though writing it with your finger. You have written it within 
me so that I may not dread it like a loveless slave but love it with chaste fear like a son or 
daughter and fear it with chaste love.213 
 
Grace does not "enslave." It is not "intrusive," nor does it stifle one’s life in servitude of pious 
actions for their own sake. True piety "makes the ailing mind well for the perception of 
unchanging truth."214  Thus, grace manifests itself as love and dwells "within the human heart in 
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such a way that there is never a question of intrusion, interference, or restriction."215 Grace builds 
up "spiritual confidence" so that the Christian faith becomes the "medicine to heal the tumor of 
our pride" and "break the chains of sin that binds us."216  Hence, in Augustinian terms, forming a 
pedagogy for religious education, would have at its center grace for both the building  up of  
spiritual confidence and human freedom. 
Whereas God’s providence and human freedom’s coexistence posed a conundrum for 
Augustine’s predecessors and contemporaries, Augustine posits that it is the incarnation, the self-
giving, providential love of God, not the foreknowledge of predetermined actions 
(philosophically upheld as a necessary trait of the divine) that God shares with humanity for the 
taking. Augustine makes these points in his work On Free Choice of the Will. In an attempt to 
transcend dualistic thinking, the argument that one cannot have human freedom (freedom of 
choice) in a relationship with an omniscient (all-knowing), omnipotent (all-powerful), God 
misses the central tenant of God’s act of radical freedom and covenantal love; that "in Christ are 
both divine activity and human freedom… We live and act in grace by freely entering into a 
covenant freely offered by God."217 And so, "the victory by which sin is conquered is nothing but 
the gift of God who helps free choice in this struggle."218
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Hence, like Paul, Augustine’s unique moment in history down to the present day, 
encompasses the idea that "the true and good Christian life is one of gradual progress in 
righteousness, supported and guided by grace as the inner [person] is renewed day by day." 219 
This draws believers nearer to the larger truth of their lives that “we each have been in God’s 
care from the moment we began to exist (On the Spirit and the Letter 34.60). 220 Thus, "we 
should listen to Christ, through His word, the Holy Scriptures, and as the inner teacher who 
illumines our understanding."221  
 
Understanding the Theological Basis for a Pedagogy of Grace, Karl Rahner 
Exploring St. Augustine’s encounter with grace, another dimension of the prophetic 
imagination is made known: one that rests in the loving providence of grace, where one bears all 
and believes all so as to live more righteously for God, neighbor and self.  Thus, for the religious 
educator hoping to teach and inspire others to make a difference in the world, embracing the 
"inner teacher," Christ, is necessary. God’s incarnate Word, Jesus Christ, becomes a lamp to 
one’s feet and a light to one’s path (Psalm 119:105). It is the gratia liberatoris, the grace of the 
true Liberator, that one is able to move beyond the "intrusiveness" of everyday life and see life’s 
joys and pains as "teachable" moments of grace. In essence, what is being described is the 
formation and implementation of a pedagogy of grace. After all, it is in the everyday and 
ordinary moments of life that one is afforded insight into the role of faith, prayer and the courage 
needed to pursue truth and love. Creating a sacred space and being attentive to the subjects in the 
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classroom unveils the holy mystery of God, "biding us approach and enfolding us in an ultimate 
and radical love."222 No finer, contemporary, exemplar of gratia liberatoris is the Jesuit priest 
and theologian Karl Rahner. As a pastor and teacher, Rahner espoused the idea that wherever 
people are engaged in the struggle for meaning, seeking truth and love, God is present. Karl 
Rahner’s encounter with grace offers another dimension of the prophetic imagination, a mystical 
perspective. Here, the language of grace takes on a different meaning (dimension) for Rahner. 
No longer does grace "signify a lovely gift distinct from God. Rather, in what Rahner 
characterizes as the most tremendous statement that can be made about God, 'the Giver himself 
is the Gift'."223  
St. Augustine’s ideas on grace speak volumes in determining what might be a starting 
point when defining not only the foundation of Christian faith but also the prophetic imagination 
– a restless and searching heart.  In expounding on perhaps one of the greatest minds in the 
centuries proceeding Thomas Aquinas, Dr. Geffrey B. Kelly reveals in his book, Karl Rahner: 
Theologian of the Graced Search for Meaning, Rahner’s desire to "plumb" the ultimate mystery 
of humankind’s relationship with God, the ground of all being. According to Dr. Kelly, Rahner’s 
insights into faith begin, much like Augustine’s, with a restlessness of heart.  For Rahner, 
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humankind’s search for meaning and desire to know oneself is part of a pre-existent orientation 
to God in creation. Whether or not an individual becomes cognizant of this orientation, is part of 
the grace-filled nature and mystery of faith. Rahner leans towards humankind’s innate goodness. 
He asserts human beings are essentially open to everything. Therefore, people are capable of 
realizing their potential as graced beings. Considering this an essential element of faith, Kelly 
elucidates Rahner’s claim that the origin of humanity’s search for meaning and fulfillment lies in 
an experience of the transcendent God within. Elizabeth Johnson, in Quest for the Living God, 
provides an additional insight into Rahner’s search for meaning and "the God within:" 
Herein lies the specific character of the Christian concept of God. Rather than being the 
most distant being, transcendent holy mystery is engaged in all the realities of the world 
around us, being concerned especially with the desperate and the damned.224 
This is the basis for Rahner’s understanding of the human person before God, an experience of 
which serves as the foundation of the Christian faith – a faith that does not marginalize but 
instead furthers the redemptive love of God for all of humanity. 
Karl Rahner: Towards a Graced Search for Meaning 
 
 Karl Rahner (1904 – 1984), bore witness to God’s gracious, self-giving presence. Having 
lived during two world wars and the advent of the nuclear age, the German Jesuit priest and 
theologian, certainly understood what it meant to be open to the "thrust of grace." He also 
understood the need for God’s all-encompassing love. In the biography Understanding Karl 
Rahner: An Introduction to His Life and Thought, Herbert Vorgrimler notes that Rahner was 
appointed by Pope Paul VI as peritus or expert advisor to the Second Vatican Council (1962- 






views on grace and the sacraments.225 Rahner had complete access to the council and numerous 
opportunities to share his thought with the participants. Rahner's influence at Vatican II was thus 
widespread, and he was subsequently chosen as one of seven theologians who would 
develop Lumen Gentium, the dogmatic explication of the doctrine of the Church. The council's 
receptiveness towards other religious traditions may be linked to Rahner's notions of the 
renovation of the church, God's universal salvific revelation, and his desire to support and 
encourage the ecumenical movement.226  Hence, anyone studying Rahner’s writings and life 
would discover how he was impelled, like Paul and Augustine, to proclaim God’s truth to his 
church and the world.  In his anthology, Karl Rahner: Theologian of the Graced Search for 
Meaning, Geffrey B. Kelly notes Rahner’s representation of the church as "primarily the 
presence of God as truth and love."227  It is through the Holy Spirit’s presence in the world that 
God’s absolute love is revealed through the church.  In describing the mystery of the immanent 
nature of the Trinity, that is, God in relationship with God’s self, Kelly depicts Rahner 
expressing a profound insight in both the mystery of Trinitarian love and the way this love is 
revealed in the church. In his section, "The Church: Basis of Pastoral Action," Dr. Kelly includes 
Rahner’s crucial positions from his book Theology of Pastoral Action. In this work, Rahner 
describes the presence of God’s love in the Church as this: 
The Father reveals himself and gives himself to be possessed as the truth uttered in the 
Son and in so doing remains Father, incomprehensible mystery, mystery uttered in the 
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word. The church is the presence of God first and foremost  as truth, the truth in which 
God communicates God’s self. The church is both the eschatological gift of salvation and 
the means of salvation; it accepts the word of God in faith and confesses and bears 
witness to God’s truth. That the church is the church of the truth heard with belief, and 
proclaimed, a truth which is absolute mystery present to it, is essentially the first 
characteristic of the church and therefore its pastoral action.228 
 
It was Rahner’s contention that the future of the church and the world depended on this type of 
selfless and emboldened faith. The Church of the present and future needs to proclaim the 
radically inclusive love of God. To do this meant  an individual must witness God’s  love by 
being attentive to the needs and concerns of people in his or care, intelligent enough to 
continually ask questions of faith for the sake of acquiring  more understanding, reasonable 
enough that he or she surrenders to the Holy Mystery in prayer and sacrament, and responsible 
enough to put faith into action no matter what the demands and/or costs. Rahner felt that if the 
church exists as "the embodiment of the incarnate Son’s abiding presence in the world,"229 then it 
had to foster the creative freedom and expression of all its members not just of those in authority. 
In order for the church to live fully its first characteristic and apostolic mission, "to go to the 
ends of the earth (Matthew 24:14)," then it had to include people touched by the grace of Christ 
even those outside Christian fellowship. The church was beyond anything institutional. For 
Rahner, embracing the more universal reach of God’s Spirit was both the church’s pastoral duty 
and challenge for the future.  
As a Jesuit priest, Rahner embraced Augustine and St. Ignatius of Loyola’s, challenge to 
live Christ by "finding God in all things."230 Fellow Jesuit and theologian Harvey Egan, writing 
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on the theology and spirituality of Karl Rahner in his work Mystic of Everyday Life, states that 
Rahner’s "entire theological enterprise could be summed up in an experience of grace, or 'God 
self-communication at the heart of human existence.'"231 Such a commitment to explore the 
dynamics of grace in all facets of life (it’s banality and humdrum activities) not just within the 
context of spiritual exercises (recall Augustine) and sacraments would lead many, like Egan, to 
call Rahner "the theologian of experienced grace" and his spirituality, a "mysticism of everyday 
life."232 Egan also states that Rahner fully accepted the difficulty in defining mysticism for a 
contemporary, post Christian, world especially in light of the continual decline in religious 
affiliation (adherence), and church attendance. Thus, it comes as no surprise that Rahner whole 
heartedly believed that "[t]he devout Christian of the future will either be a 'mystic,' one who has 
experienced 'something,' or he will cease to be anything at all."233  For many, this claim is hard to 
fully grasp. Considering the context of Rahner’s understanding of grace and how the prophetic 
imagination has been defined, Rahner understood that people will either have a "dynamic, 
immediate and experiential relationship with God, or they will be bereft of faith."234  The basis of 
this claim also rests on Rahner’s idea that the human person is oriented towards God’s Holy 
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Mystery as expressed in humanity desire for "God’s intimate and faithful nearness."235 To put it 
plainly, humanity was created for love. 
The Mystical Christian and Hope for God’s Future 
  In the Introduction to the translated work of Karl Rahner on mysticism, Mystical Way in 
Everyday Life, Annemarie S. Kidder articulates quite plainly and profoundly Rahner’s view on 
mysticism and the importance it has in placing at the center of one’s personal experience with 
God. 
[M]ysticism involves the practice of contemplation, prayer, and reflection that allows one 
to hear and discern the divine. But it is much more than that. Mysticism involves 
understanding and practicing, right seeing and right praying, a theology and an 
application. Mysticism is especially needed when people have the impression that God 
can no longer be discovered, that a secularized, self-sufficient, technological, and 
scientific age with its laws has preempted the need to search for God who lends purpose 
and meaning to humanity, world history and the evolutionary cosmic struggle. Mysticism 
helps recover the presence of God in the world and everyday life; it makes intelligible the 
personal experience with God, unmasks false God experiences and allows God’s 
presence to emerge where one might have overlooked or ignored it.236 
Annemarie Kidder’s insight into Rahner’s mysticism adds credence to Parker Palmer and Ronald 
Rolheiser’s recognition of humanity’s search for meaning and desire for something more than 
the flatlands of a desacralized world has to offer.  Thus, a recurring theme is disclosed in 
Rahner’s mysticism; the immediacy and efficacy of grace and the need to attune to the prophetic 
imagination as components "to recover the presence of God in the world and everyday life."237 
For Rahner, "everyday mysticism" is the heart of the Christian life and the path towards 
personal intimacy with God. The way to "recover" God and God’s intimacy is through Jesus 
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Christ and entails "encountering the absolute God not only in radical opposition to the world, but 
also in the world." 238 Even though Karl Rahner was not martyred for his faith, he believed that 
at the heart of his Ignatian affirmation of the world and the joy it revealed was "the readiness for 
the cross."239  Yet, being "ready for the cross" does not only mean embracing the notion that one 
might be called to die for one’s faith, it also means bearing life’s daily crosses as a primary way 
in understanding Christ’s death and resurrection for Christian living and the “dynamic nature” of 
faith: 
Cross and resurrection belong together in the authentic witness to Jesus and in genuine 
and responsible faith in him. The cross means the stark demand for a person to surrender 
him or herself unconditionally before the mystery of his being which one can never bring 
under one’s control. Since he or she is finite and burdened with guilt. The resurrection 
means the unconditional hope that in this surrender the blessing, forgiveness and ultimate 
acceptance of the human person takes place through mystery.240 
 
Hence, God’s plan is "mediated through the incarnate Word, and made concrete in the work of 
the Holy Spirit and the Church."241 Mystery (Chapter 4) and a faith, rooted in hope and lived-out 
in love, make up much of Rahner’s mysticism and theology of grace. In fact, 'mysticism as the 
experience of grace' grounds not only the ordinary Christian’s life of faith, hope and love but 
also that of anyone living according to his or her conscience.242  This view of mysticism as the 
experience of grace also entails that God’s Spirit of truth should not, nor could not, be stifled. 
Rahner believed that by speaking truth to power a Christian lived one’s faith in the pursuit of 
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human dignity and freedom and helped fashion a future by open to hope in God’s absolute 
future, "a freedom from the world for the world."243 
To this end, that is, "God’s absolute future," Karl Rahner was willing to risk his own 
reputation and life by being a prophetic voice for a church that had lost touch of its primary, 
baptismal character (mission), namely, to witness "Christ is light to all nations."244 Rahner, like 
Augustine, understood "that baptism has an inherently prophetic function" and served as the 
solemn embodiment of the innermost grace operative in the believer and as the harbinger of the 
eschatological life."245 In Rahner’s view, the "eschatological life" of a Christian was not to be 
understood as the "end times" for which a believer had no foreknowledge or for which he or she 
is reduced  to "a disinterested voyeur who makes God's future 'only what is yet to come from a 
distance, and no longer that which is at hand in its futurity.'"246 Rather, in light of Rahner’s 
mysticism, eschatology "[speaks] strictly out of the present moment as the knowable way in 
which God's future is encountered in the life of faith."247 The person of faith is oriented towards 
the future whereby the present moment is an encounter (through grace) with God’s future. 
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Rahner believed that education, spiritual exercises and prayer, nurtured one’s faith and 
"awakened" the individual to the future by engaging the world in the present.  
When God’s spirit awakens such people, there comes into being a strange mutuality 
between them and the church. On the one hand, the church is not permitted to "snuff out" 
their "spirit." The church, including its official shepherds, is called, rather, to be open to 
the message of the prophets, to pray for them, to receive from them its marching orders at 
any given time in history.248 
 
In an earlier essay entitled, Do Not Stifle the Spirit, Karl Rahner noted that, if the church is to 
model itself on the God revealed in the person of Jesus and witnessed by the faithful down 
through the centuries, "then it must allow the Spirit to breathe where it wills and not necessarily 
on the directions mapped out by authorities in their initiatives, commands and authoritarian 
tactics…"249 The importance of such a statement could not be any more significant in “an age of 
automation, of cybernetics, of a demand for security which is already becoming neurotic in its 
intensity…an age in which the needs and opinions of the masses are manipulated…250 It is rather 
striking that these words were spoken almost sixty years ago. They speak to a world on the verge 
of scuttling all that is necessary for the uplifting and betterment of the individual and society. 
They also serve as a challenge for the Church in carrying out its mission as "the light to all 
nations." 
Yet, such was the concern of St. Paul when instructing the faithful in Thessalonica: Do 
not quench the Spirit. Do not despise the words of prophets, but test everything; hold fast to what 
is good; 22 abstain from every form of evil (I Thessalonians 5:19-22). Referring to Paul’s epistle 
to the church in Thessalonica, Rahner asked these questions: 
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Is the church not the temple of the Spirit, the body of Christ which is vivified by the 
Spirit of Christ? Does not the Spirit preside in this church with the power of the 
eschatological victory of the final age, never abandoning it, always making it the holy 
church? How could the church ever stifle the Spirit?251 
Rahner had witnessed in his own life, and as a student of history, that the Church could stifle the 
same Spirit the church professes to be the revealer of God’s love, truth and hope.  He called 
believers to reflect on the profound reality that "the burning fire of God" could be stifled. How? 
Rahner offers the following: 
We could stifle the Spirit! We could frustrate the Spirit’s movements in us and in  the 
world! The Spirit has been given into our power, made subject to the inertia of our spirit, 
brought under the control of our cowardice, placed at the disposal of our empty, earthly, 
loveless hearts! Not only are we able to be false to ourselves and to betray the dignity and 
destiny of our won nature. We can block the Spirit who wills ever to renew the face of 
the earth! We can kill the life of God in the world; render the spheres of life Godless, 
empty and meaningless!252 
 These words serve as a prophetic indictment of individuals and the institutional church who only 
profess with their lips what they should live in their hearts. Such are they that rest comfortably 
thinking they know all there is to know about the world, themselves and God’s Spirit.  On the 
contrary, as Rahner states the Spirit which is "that love which can be hard leads individuals and 
the church into directions which they had not planned…always into that which is new and 
unknown."253  While the human spirit is a noble one, with potential for continual growth and 
development, it is susceptible to "inertia." Rahner noted that in this modern area where it is far 
too easy to become complacent and reside in ignorance and fear, the impetus of the Spirit is 
"sorely needed" if the church is to live out its very nature and be a people of hope. He proposed a 
 








couple of things the faithful can do to avoid stifling the Spirit. The first thing to do is to acquire 
an attitude of caring.  This can only be possible if the faithful, instead of cowering in fear of new 
ideas and pressures, embrace a spirit of humility.  
How different many things would be if we did not so often react to what is new with a 
self-assured superiority, an attitude of conservatism, adopted as a defense not of the 
honor of God and the teaching and institutions of the church, but of our own selves, of 
what we have always been accustomed to, of the usual, with which we can live without 
the daily experiencing the pain of the new metanoia.254 
 
This new metanoia or "change of one’s mind" is the conversion necessary to embrace the Spirit 
and where it "blows."  
Another disposition that is necessary for the transformation of hearts and minds is 
courage. Courage enables the individual to endure the enviable antagonisms as a member of 
society and even within the church. Since the church is unique in its many different charisms and 
people, there will never be a time when everyone is "on the same page."  Becoming aware and 
attuned to this reality is extremely important if the Spirit is to be freely accepted. This dovetails 
into another requirement demanded for insuring the Holy Spirit’s presence, namely, "that those 
in the church who have the command of power bear in mind that not everything that takes place 
in the church either is or should be the outcome of their own autocratic planning as though they 
belonged to a totalitarian regime." 255 The ability of church officials and those in positions of 
authority to be open to thoughts, feelings, and ideas "from below" is the duty of minds open to 
the thrust of grace. The wisdom of the faithful knows no rank or position. If the church is to 
avoid stifling the spirit and be a Church of God’s "absolute future" on the flatlands of a 
desacralized world, then it needs to be considerate and accepting of the gifts of all its members. 
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The Role of the Church in Social and Educational Life 
In his book Grace in Freedom, Rahner referenced The Pastoral Constitution on the 
Church in the Modern World (Gaudium et Spes) to support his view that Christians exercise their 
responsibility for culture by recognizing that faith and secular life are not separate. Rahner 
believed that faith, "far from becoming manipulated by society into a defense of the status quo, 
should move Christians for the sake of human dignity, to call into questions every structure of 
the secular." 256  Rahner contended that this belief should be part of the Christian’s engagement 
of the world especially in the area of education where learning about one’s worldview takes 
place and critical thinking skills are introduced. It was Rahner’s hope that theological reflection, 
especially in educational settings, would lead to an "awakening," "a new awareness of the 
unbounded scope of the human spirit." 257 Noting how fear and resigned acceptance of one’s "lot 
in life" have permeated humankind’s consciousness to the point of hoping for the hereafter, 
Rahner stated that Christians are called to hope now. Referring to Vatican II council’s 
declaration that Christians "have a duty to impregnate the structure of secular life with 
eschatological hope,"258 Rahner made the following assertion: 
This is an important statement about culture and the Christian’s relation to it, for  this 
"secular life" is actually identical with what we call culture. Now this certainly does not 
mean that the Christians could cause and help establish their eschatological hope, which 
is the kingdom of God and ultimately God, by their cultural activities. The fulfillment of 
this hope, which God freely gives to humanity, is God’s own deed and grace. Yet, the 
absolute future is not in human hands; precisely its hopeful expectation becomes the 
driving power in human beings’ cultural activities: Christians hope through creating 
culture and vice versa. They fashion the future of the world by hoping in the absolute 
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future. Or, to express it more cautiously: they ought to have this hope and thus also do 
cultural work.259 
 
It is important to note that Rahner’s idea of Christian hope and grace was grounded in a healthy, 
critical realism. Rahner understood that "hoping for eternity" in the eyes of people starving for 
dignity and freedom now could only be realized in the constant transformation of secular 
structures. Indeed, it is "God’s deed and grace" that fulfills humanity’s hope for a brighter future.   
Placed in the context of Jesus of Nazareth’s earthly ministry, Rahner’s hope for a future 
church, one that urged the graced uniqueness of individuals as well as the need for a lasting 
fellowship of faith, demonstrated his understanding of the universality of his Catholic Christian 
faith as well as the importance of meeting both the pastoral and educational needs of individuals 
and communities.   For Rahner, "the church fulfills its nature as the presence of God’s truth when 
it believes, lives an act of faith, remembers its faith, and accepts with praise what is bestowed as 
God’s truth." 260 Rahner noted that the early Christian church understood its role in the world as 
evident in its retelling of stories about Jesus’ life especially the stories surrounding his ministry 
to the poor, outcast and stranger.  
Rahner’s Importance for an Emerging Pedagogy of Grace  
  When considering the role of grace in contemporary culture and, more specifically, 
religious education, perhaps Karl Rahner’s commentary on the future of the church offers the 
best insight: 
The church of the future will be one built from below by basic communities as a result of 
free imitative and association…The church will exist only by being constantly renewed 
by a free decision of faith…in the midst of a secular world…for the church cannot be a 
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real factor in secular history except as sustained by the faith on the part of human 
beings…261 
 
Just as the earthly ministry of Jesus of Nazareth was an effort to change peoples’ attitude about 
faith and God’s covenant love, Karl Rahner undertook the task of informing the church that faith 
and love were not only "in doing" but also in being open to God’s Spirit. The biggest obstacles to 
Jesus’ earthly mission to the people of God was not worldliness or sin, for Jesus ate and drank 
with tax collectors and sinners (Mark 2: 13-17), it was the "obtuseness" of spirit on the part of 
religious individuals like the scribes, Sadducees, Pharisees and temple priests who thought they 
had possessed God’s truth. Indeed, some believed that they inherited God’s truth and were given 
a mandate to spend their "God given" capital in preserving it.  Jesus, on-the-other-hand, revealed 
a God whose Word took root and blossomed in fertile ground of faith and humility. Jesus also 
revealed the difficult truth that God’s Word could only take root where there was space for it to 
grow.  As the early church testified, Jesus modeled a lifestyle that demanded his disciples put 
God first. To do God’s will with "all of one’s heart, body and soul" (Deuteronomy 6:4-6) was to 
be in solidarity with another’s humanness whoever that person might be. As Jesus revealed, truth 
is not discovered in the measuring and ferreting out of divine laws from a position of power and 
control like that of the religious hierarchy. Rather, it is found in the "earthliness" of human touch 
and fragility. In this vein, Rahner believed that when love is genuinely practiced, truth is 
present,262 but it is a hard-fought truth.  It is a truth rooted in the conviction that being free means 
to live as "though the truth were true."263  In this sense, the telos (or end) of faith is a life of 
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authenticity powered by grace. Recalling the words of Parker Palmer, "our deepest calling is to 
grow into an authentic selfhood."264 Living this call to a deeper relationship with God’s Spirit 
(Holy Mystery) in a modern, secular world, means to do so as part of a promise and with a 
community of learners, open to God’s Spirit especially in prayer- "to learn from Christ how to 
pray."265  Rahner viewed Christianity primarily as a community (church). However, it was not 
solely in the belonging to a church that one was a Christian. Instead, living the many dimensions 
of Christianity, such as the Sermon on the Mount, love, and the freedom of the spirit, make 
Christianity possible and viable. Therefore, if the church was to teach the truth of God’s 
unconditional love for humanity, it must confront the world (and fellow Christians) with Christ’s 
challenging demand to enter into a loving relationship with God’s Holy Mystery.  
Thus, an encounter with God’s Holy Mystery, a God who transcends all yet who, in His steadfast 
love, cares for all peoples even to the point of becoming human, is the ground for self-
transcendence.  Self-transcendence, transcending or rising above the self, is the relational 
experience, in the words of Walter Brueggemann, with "otherness" – God, neighbor, self. Since 
the human person is created for God’s self-communication, 266 (grace), the importance of self-
transcendence and its unfolding within the prophetic imagination is key to the formation of 
communities of truth and the transforming of pedagogical practices, especially for religious 
education.   
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Chapter Four will present insights on the spirituality of self-transcendence and its 
unfolding within the prophetic imagination by first revisiting the prophetic voice of Walter 
Brueggemann and his ideas on "othering" and the emergence of the covenanted self. Secondly, 
the insights of Thomas Groome, Rita Guare, and Paulo Freire offer approaches on how to create 
an authentic and transformative pedagogy (Chapter 6) geared to the discovery of an authentic 
self and commitment to the future. Lastly, the chapter will conclude with three individuals who 
model the prophetic vision of Christian faith that proclaims to the world a God who cares deeply 
about real people and their actions. Dorothy Day, Madeleine Delbrel, and Catherine de Hueck 
Dougherty serve as exemplars of grace as the transcendent God's immanence and the joy that 
results as the path to self- transcendence. Their lives on the flatlands of the desacralized world of 
their times attest to the transformative power of joy through the embracing of God's 
consciousness ( the prophetic imagination) and in so doing model how to disarm the 

























THE IMPORTANCE OF SELF-TRANSCENDENCE AND ITS UNFOLDING WITHIN THE 
PROPHETIC IMAGINATION 
Paulo Freire's authoritative work for transforming education, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 
reveals a hard-fought truth about education. For learning to be life-giving, life-changing, and 
filled with a passion for the possible, it must challenge students' consciousness.  Likewise, 
Walter Brueggemann (Chapter two) states that if passion is the "capacity and readiness to care, 
to suffer, to die and to feel"267  then the starting point for this must be the conscious choice of an 
educator to re-commit oneself authentically to the process of conversion whereby one is open to 
the transformative nature of self-transcendence, a longing for something greater than oneself.  
Hence, if students are to be liberated from fear, distrust, and disaffiliation, and enter into the 
 




transformative ground (beyond the flatlands) of awe and wonder if they are to share their stories 
to learn to trust and have hope for the future, then the educator must be the first to lead with 
passion, prophetic imagination and its resultant attitude of joy.  
The focus of this chapter centers on how the prophetic imagination and joy serve as 
pillars for self-transcendence, and, in turn, "bring people to engage the promise of newness that 
is at work in our history with God’s [Holy Mystery]."268  "Without divinely inspired [prophetic] 
imagination, there is no seeing, hearing, or conceptualizing the Reign of God, only the flat reality 
of the world as given."269 Without the prophetic imagination, one’s willingness to endure 
suffering, insults, pain, humiliation, or hardships, all of which joy surmounts, is greatly 
diminished. Subsequently, communities and individuals can easily succumb to the dominant 
culture, where the truth is relativistic, and evils are unopposed.   
By way of introducing the importance of self-transcendence and its unfolding within the 
prophetic imagination, this chapter will define the spirituality of self-transcendence by first 
introducing Viktor Frankl and his definition of self-transcendence as "attitude over 
circumstance." Secondly, it will revisit the prophetic voice of Walter Brueggemann and his ideas 
on "othering" and the emergence of the covenanted self. Following these critical insights 
defining self-transcendence, an overview of Thomas Groome, Rita Guare, and Paulo Freire's 
approaches for creating an authentic and transformative pedagogy, (Chapter 6) geared to 
discovering an authentic self and commitment to the future, will be offered. Lastly, the chapter 
will conclude with three individuals who model the prophetic vision of Christian faith that 
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proclaims to the world a God who cares deeply about real people and their actions. Dorothy Day, 
Madeleine Delbrel, and Catherine de Hueck Dougherty serve as exemplars of grace as the 
transcendent God's immanence and the joy that results as the path to self- 
transcendence.                                                                                                                                   
The Spirituality of Self-Transcendence: An Attitude Amidst Suffering  
It would not be a stretch of the imagination to have witnessed the embodiment or at least 
heard described the essence of self-transcendence in history and popular culture. Consider 
Abraham Lincoln's (1809 – 1865) First Inaugural Address (1861). During his address, President 
Lincoln appealed for the Southern States not to leave the Union. In an attempt to hold the nation 
together and avoid turmoil and bloodshed, Lincoln stated, "The mystic chords of memory will 
swell when again touched, as surely they will be, by the better angels of our nature." 270 Two 
years later, in 1863, amidst civil war, Lincoln addressed Congress with these words: 
The dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy present. The occasion is piled 
high with difficulty, and we must rise -- with the occasion. As our case is new, so we 
must think anew, and act anew. We must disenthrall [set free] ourselves, and then we 
shall save our country.271 
 
Alternatively, consider the response by the beloved television personality, minister, puppeteer, 
writer, and producer of the show Mister Roger's Neighborhood, Fred Rogers (1928-2003). When 
asked how children should act during times of crisis, he recalled the events of his youth and 
offered the following:  
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For me, as for all children, the world could have come to seem a scary place to live. But I 
felt secure with my parents, and they let me know that we were safely together whenever 
I showed concern about accounts of alarming events in the world. 
There was something else my mother did that I’ve always remembered: “Always look for 
the helpers,” she’d tell me. “There’s always someone who is trying to help.” I did, and I 
came to see that the world is full of doctors and nurses, police and firemen, volunteers, 
neighbors and friends who are ready to jump in to help when things go wrong.272 
 
What do Abraham Lincoln and Fred Rogers have in common?  For starters, their lives embody 
the lived reality of self-transcendence, for they "were not motivated or driven by money or 
rewards, but an internal drive and concern for doing the right thing" 273 in times of crisis. 
Secondly, their words express a deep concern for how "human beings ought to act in an ethical 
and responsible way towards others as well as the demands of life."274 Thirdly, their desire to 
"connect with and serve something greater than themselves"275 matched their belief that the 
"meaning of life entails the need to assume that we have both the personal responsibility and 
rational capacity to do the right thing that not only makes us feel good and but is also honorable 
and praiseworthy by others."276 These three things, the freedom of will, a will to meaning, and 
meaning of life are the primary sources of human interaction that are foundational and necessary 
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for self-transcendence and are noted by the Austrian neurologist, psychiatrist, and  Holocaust 
survivor, Viktor Frankl. 
Viktor Frankl (1905 - 1997) was born in Vienna, Austria-Hungary to Elsa and Gabriel 
Frankl during a time of great political, philosophical, and scientific upheavals in Europe before 
World War I (1914 -1918). At a young age, Frankl was drawn to the inner workings of the mind 
and human behavior and, as a result, corresponded with the famous Viennese psychoanalyst Dr. 
Sigmund Freud.277 After the political ferment and economic fracturing of Europe during World 
War I and the tumultuous years that followed, Frankl decided to attend medical school and study 
the causes underlying depression and suicide. Upon graduating from medical school, Frankl 
began an apprenticeship in a psychiatric clinic working in the "pavilion for suicidal women."278 It 
was during this time he began to develop his theory and practice of logotherapy ("The Third 
Viennese School of Psychotherapy") which focused on the meaning [logos] of human existence 
as well as [humanity's] search for such meaning."279 The rise of Adolf Hitler's Third Reich tested 
Frankl's theory. With Hitler's annexation of Austria-Hungary and the deportation of Jews, Frankl, 
his family members, and his first wife, Tilly Gosser, were sent concentration camps throughout 
Europe, where they were all executed save Frankl and his sister Stella.  
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Frankl's experience in the concentration camps of World War II served as his ground for 
self-transcendence. "Despite his great personal suffering—or perhaps because of it—Frankl 
found a higher purpose in his life." 280 As Frankl writes: 
We who lived in concentration camps can remember the men who walked through the 
huts comforting others, giving away their last piece of bread. They may have been few in 
number, but they offer sufficient proof that everything can be taken from a man but one 
thing: the last of human freedoms – to choose one’s attitude in any given set of 
circumstances, to choose one’s way.281 
 
What he discovered in such deplorable conditions was the will to find meaning through changing 
one's attitude. In Man's Search for Meaning, Frankl recounts how camp guards subjected 
prisoners to brutal acts of dehumanization. Many prisoners lost their sense of self and 
subsequently, their will to live. Nevertheless, some in the camps seemed to retain or even 
further develop their sense of self and find or reaffirm their life's purpose. These rare individuals 
are another case study in self-transcendence. 
Frankl would further state the importance, even in the direst of circumstances, of right 
action and right conduct. These two virtues are akin to the prophetic ethics of right worship and 
right living found within the prophetic imagination, calling all "to proclaim the truth in love and 
hold one another accountable to our obligations"282 as the people of God. 
What was really needed was a fundamental change in our attitude toward life. We had to 
learn ourselves and, furthermore, we had to teach the despairing men, that it did not really 
matter what we expected from life, but rather what life expected from us. We needed to 
stop asking about the meaning of life, and instead to think of ourselves as those who were 
being questioned by life – daily and hourly. Our answer must consist, not in talk and 
meditation, but in right action and in right conduct. Life ultimately means taking the 
responsibility to find the right answer to its problems and to fulfil the tasks which it 
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Possessing an attitude toward life that does not shrink from responsibility, despite undue 
suffering and circumstances, is how self-transcendence, prophetic imagination, and spirituality 
are connected. As Frankl contends, "The essentially self-transcendent quality of human existence 
renders man a being reaching out beyond himself."284 Hence, the act of "reaching out beyond" 
oneself is a hallmark of the spiritual life and a constituent of the prophetic imagination. In a 
presentation outlining the characteristics of self-transcendence and its roots in spirituality, a 
clinical psychologist and student of Frankl’s logotherapy. Dr. Paul Wong states, 
According to Viktor Frankl, transcendence is rooted in our spirituality, and spirituality is 
the part of humanity that separates us from all other species. One cannot become a fully 
actualized and "whole" person without reaching self-transcendence, and that requires the 
individual to come to a satisfactory conclusion about their place in the higher order of 
things.285 
 
In a similar vein, the results of a medical study on how spirituality affects psychological well-
being among elders and caregivers concluded that "faith or spirituality can help individuals find 
the meaning that will fulfill them and propel them to transcendence." 286 And how might this be 
possible? While discussing the motivational aspects of self-transcendence in Frankl’s work in a 
published article on Meaning Therapy,287, also known as meaning-centered counseling, Wong 
made this observation: 
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It is the spiritual tendency to fully express itself through the liberation from self-
absorption and the boundary of the physical self. A fully developed healthy self-concept 
is leaning towards the disappearing of defenses of the self and its territory and connecting 
with others, nature, and God. It involves active engagement with what really matters in 
an intentional and purposeful manner.288 
 
Paul Wong further notes that even though researchers generally do not adhere to the idea that 
spirituality is a "must" to reach self-transcendence, there is enough anecdotal evidence to suggest 
that transcendence, for many, is rooted in belief systems that profess a hope for the future. Wong 
references the development of Frankl’s four characteristics of self-transcendence that he 
promulgated after witnessing the selfless blood, sweat, and tears of compassionate individuals 
who helped fellow prisoners in Nazi concentration camps. 
1. A shift in focus from the self to others – this shift from selfishness and egoism to 
consideration of the needs of others is a marker of self-transcendence and is the most 
salient and important feature. 
 
2. A shift in values – those who have achieved self-transcendence no longer find themselves 
driven by extrinsic motivation, or external rewards and demands, but by intrinsic 
motivation (the reward for an activity is the activity itself). 
 
3. An increase in moral concern – self-transcendence brings with it a more intensive focus 
on doing what is right. 
 
4. Emotions of elevation – these experiences of higher-order emotions can be triggered by 
all three of the characteristics described above; the emotions include awe, ecstasy, 
amazement, feeling uplifted, feeling elevated, etc. 289 
 
Regarding the fourth characteristic, for Frankl, it is during pursuing meaning that the shift from 
selfishness (including self-preservation) to selflessness occurs and that joy, as a byproduct, 
ensues. "Only when the emotions work in terms of values can the individual feel pure joy."290 
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Frankl notes that joy is not the feeling of having received something. Instead, it is the feeling of 
having given something away and giving of oneself. It is in the selfless act of giving oneself 
through an encounter with the "other" that joy fills one's heart, thwarting despair. Thus, awe, 
wonder, and joy are the results of a life geared toward being responsible for the "other."  
However, "the value of suffering, and responsibility to something greater than the self -- seems 
to be at odds with our culture." 291 Frankl experienced this firsthand when he returned to America 
in 1985 to receive an award from the American Psychiatric Association.  Having lectured in the 
United States throughout the 1950s, 60s, and part of the 70s, he found American culture had 
become more interested in the pursuit of individual happiness than in the search for meaning. 
"To the European," Frankl wrote, "it is a characteristic of the American culture that, again and 
again, one is commanded and ordered to 'be happy.' But happiness cannot be pursued; it must 
ensue. One must have a reason to 'be happy.'"292 Hence, Frankl saw the urgent need to rethink 
education, especially in a culture where one's happiness was an end unto itself, and how getting 
to that "end" by any means possible ran the risk of producing morally bankrupt individuals. He 
felt that "education must be education towards the ability to make decisions, take responsibility, 
and then become free to be the person you decide to be."293 Since educators are responsible for 
individuals' welfare and learning, creating meaning-orientated pedagogical practices (like 
Socratic dialogue) that invite the use of one's imagination and ability to reason is paramount. 
Today, Frankl's words are a challenge for religious educators and their students coping with 
disenchantment and disaffiliation, respectively. 
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The spirituality of self-transcendence: an experience of the "other" in covenanted relationship 
In the Gospel Mark, it is proclaimed:  
2One of the scribes came near and heard them disputing with one another, and 
seeing that he answered them well, he asked him, "Which commandment is the 
first of all?" Jesus answered, "The first is, ‘Hear, O Israel: the Lord our God, the 
Lord is one; you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all 
your soul, and with all your mind, and with all your strength.’ The second is this, 
‘You shall love your neighbor as yourself.’ There is no other commandment 
greater than these."  Then the scribe said to him, "You are right, Teacher; you 
have truly said that ‘he is one, and besides him there is no other’;  and ‘to love 
him with all the heart, and with all the understanding, and with all the strength,’ 
and ‘to love one’s neighbor as oneself,’—this is much more important than all 
whole burnt offerings and sacrifices." When Jesus saw that he answered wisely, 
he said to him, "You are not far from the kingdom of God "(12: 28-34). 
 
So profound and insightful is the scribe's response to Jesus that St. Mark includes one of the 
most affirming statements uttered by Jesus in all of the Gospels, "You are not far from the 
kingdom of God" (v.34). This verse's magnitude speaks to the importance of orienting one’s life 
in a relationship with the "other." Here, the two "others" in this Gospel are the "other" of the 
transcendent God and the "other" of neighbor. Both commandments inextricably entwine in such 
a way that "in these two commandments hang the law and the prophets" (Matthew 22:40). For 
Walter Brueggemann, God's covenant relationship with humanity and the responsibility for one's 
neighbor is foundational for understanding self-transcendence. It is also central to understanding 
a working definition of spirituality.  
Brueggemann defines spirituality as "the enterprise of coming to terms with [the] other in 
a way that is neither excessively submissive nor excessively resistant.”294 Brueggemann further 
describes spirituality as the process of "othering" or "covenanting." This "otherness," as 
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Brueggemann details in his work The Covenanted Self, concerns "the largeness and inscrutability 
of transcendence which is why religious mystery will not go away."295  
The spiritual and existential "pull" of transcendence in his own life impelled Brueggemann to 
study personality theory, in particular, where the first covenant relationship takes place, namely, 
the sacred ground between mother and child. Referring to the work of the British pediatric 
psychiatrist, Dr. D.W. Winnicott, Brueggemann notes that "healthy mother-child relationships 
begin when a child develops the skills and sensitivity to hold an advantage of mother and to yield 
appropriately to mother."296 Thus, learning to assert and yield is foundational for striking a 
balance between being excessively demanding and excessively indulgent later in life and 
covenanting or "othering." Scripture is replete with what Brueggemann refers to as the "delicate 
and definitive relation between parental intimacy and God's transcendent fidelity."297 From the 
psalmist's supplication for the Lord God to return as he once was when he (the psalmist) was at 
his mother's breast (Psalm 22) to God's concerns for Israel's future through the prophetic witness 
of the Prophet Isaiah, "As a mother comforts her child, so I will comfort you," (Is.66:13), 
integral for self-transcendence is the formation of "cords of human kindness" (Hosea 11:3). 
Without delving too deeply into insights on the formation of  "self" in personality psychology, 
Brueggemann makes the point that in families where father or mother have abandoned their child 
or when "cords of human kindness" are never fully developed or are severed, it falls upon the 
community to witness "God's transcendent fidelity."298  It is the community's faith in God who 
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can complete "the unfinished work of valorizing us a genuine self"299 that stands as a model of 
covenanting with both transcendence and intimacy. Thus, the relational bonds of parental and 
family love necessary for "othering" are furthered nurtured (and in some cases primarily 
nurtured) through the "pastoral activity"300 of faith communities and religious education 
programs (and institutions) that prioritize and support the formation and education of the whole 
person as paramount to the future of humankind. As Brueggemann states: "This covenanting 
process concerns every aspect of community life because as I understand it, such a mode of life 
is a concrete way in which the gospel, the news of newness, is enacted."301 Hence, communities 
of truth that witness God's grace and the Gospel mandate to love God, neighbor, and self, help 
answer questions that often arise from broken, disillusioned, or despairing individuals. The 
responses offered in these situations center around where one places one's trust and how one 
orientates one's life in an attentive, believing community that "expresses a living faith in a real 
world." 302 
Nevertheless, the world does not know about or trust the process of "othering."303 Nor 
does the world value the courage and grace necessary to enter into covenant relationships. 
Brueggemann states that the "reality of otherness - God, neighbor, self- will not go away, but is 
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their dialectical nature, that one achieves self-transcendence and experiences joy. Like the 
prophet Habakkuk’s (chapter 2) covenant relationship with God, when one is open to the 
prophetic imagination, one must assert oneself and abandon oneself to witness God’s steadfast 
love prophetically. Here, one can offer complaints on behalf of God’s people and still find solace 
in offering hymns of praise to the subject of one’s supplication. Hence, this is how those imbued 
with prophetic imagination can pronounce judgment and offer hope. Likewise, regarding one’s 
neighbor, covenanting leads to self-transcendence through the sharing in joy and sorrow, truth in 
love, for the upbuilding of the community.305 With the self, covenanting "requires the readiness 
to receive the scattering and the freedom for gathering a self that is unlike the old one."306 This 
process is the very heart of conversion and relies on the courage of the individual to risk being 
open to God’s unmerited grace (Chapter 3) and to imagine God’s future for humanity. Thus, 
being open to the "other" in a covenanted relationship leads to conversion, self-transcendence, 
and hope for the future. 
Self-Transcendence as the Discovery of an Authentic Self and Commitment to the Future  
In her conference paper entitled Leading with Hope: Excursion Through the Arts, 
professor of education, Rita E. Guare (1949-2008), offers valuable insights for religious 
educators into the nature of self-transcendence and its unfolding in the prophetic imagination. In 
an appeal for religious educators to consider the dire need for moral imagination in education, 
Guare suggests that "religious educators cultivate awareness and encourage patterns of action for 







bonds, and for transcending visions that would limit us ."307 "Remembering bonds," 
"transcending visions," and "critiquing structures" are actions underpinning the prophetic 
imagination. These actions envision and work towards a future full of hope and renewal. In this 
vein, it was Rita Guare's firmly help belief that literature and the arts were well-suited for 
transforming students' worldviews. The creative use of the imagination and pedagogical 
practices reinforce student agency and are necessary for education to be authentic and 
transformative. However, setting students on the path towards authentic reflection and ultimately 
self-transcendence can only be accomplished if educators (religious) have it within their capacity 
to recognize two fundamental "pursuits" in providing a "space" for self - transcendence: the 
creation of communities that encourage self-growth and transformation; and the willingness to 
seek common ground with students. In her article Awakening Imagination Through 
Literature, Guare articulates these two fundamental pursuits. 
In suggesting that religious educators recognize capacities for transcendence, I am not 
speaking here about those mystical and extraordinary moments that some people may 
experience. Rather, I am encouraging two kinds of pursuits. One pursuit involves an inner 
journey where we find within ourselves and within our religious communities those 
unfamiliar landmarks that reveal so much more about who we are. The other pursuit 
involves setting out in the company of others to uncover the common ground between us. 
Both pursuits are important in defining who we are and the "more" we are called to be as 
hope-filled searchers.308  
 
Guare’s words speak to the "everyday mysticism" (Chapter 3) rooted in the meaningful, 
authentic, and necessary exchanges that educators have with their students within communities 
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of truth. Thus, the willingness to "uncover the common ground"309 as "hope-filled searchers"310 
not only addresses the ardent desire to contend with the flatlands of a desacralized world but also 
defines the importance of "hope [as] the place where joy meets the struggle." 311 Hence, hope is 
both the "place" where one discovers oneself in the everyday joys and pains of life and "the need 
for truth [ontological need] as an ethical quality of the struggle." 312 
Hope forges a commitment for the future, that is, it is future-oriented and covenant-
driven. The relationships of God, neighbor, and self impel one to find a place in one's heart for 
hope to flourish. Hope helps one engage questions surrounding authenticity. It is the seed of self-
transcendence fed by the everyday encounters with others and questions concerning reality. 
According to Thomas Merton, "The seeds planted in my liberty at every moment, by God's will, 
are the seeds of my own identity, my reality, my happiness, my sanctity. To refuse them is to 
refuse everything; it is the refusal of my own existence and being of my identity, my very 
self."313 In this vein, authenticity is self-transcendence, and, "at its most primordial level, self-
transcendence is the ubiquitous phenomenon of questioning." 314 Therefore, in asking questions, 
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in this process, for it reminds one of God's tender mercy and love. As the prophet Jeremiah 
proclaims, "For surely I know the plans I have for you, says the Lord, plans for your welfare and 
not for harm, to give you a future with hope" (29:11).  
Rita Guare was committed to the process of promoting "horizons of possibilities." When 
culture has failed to infuse social cooperation with meaning and purpose and criticize and revise 
social practices, her call to reawaken the imagination and become "hope-filled searchers" is 
sorely needed. Concluding her presentation on Leading with Hope, Guare stated, "I have come to 
believe that hope liberates narrow visions, sees beyond some unformed promise and sustains the 
work of imagination in realizing new horizons."316  As Guare further articulates, "such vision and 
voice are rooted in the opened ground of love, a love that asks nothing in return but just spreads 
out touching more than we might have imagined and connecting us in webs of human 
solidarity."317 Citing one of her favorite poets on this subject, Rene Rilke (1875 – 1926), Guare 
states the following, indicative of her educational philosophy. 
Rilke advised his disciple to embrace the entire journey as gift and grace, including life's 
difficulties. He loved his student well enough to tell him to hold to the difficult. In this 
way, all that the young one feared would be transformed into a big happiness: "How 
should we be able to forget those ancient myths that are at the beginning of all peoples, 
the myths about dragons that at the last moment tum into princesses...?" 318 
Framing conversations for religious education on the freedom to pursue "the horizon of 
possibilities actively" and experience life as a journey in "gift and grace," is also the bailiwick of 
the author, and professor in theology and religious education, Thomas H. Groome.  
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In Will There Be Faith: Depends on Every Christian, Thomas Groome shares the 
challenges of "passing on" the Christian faith in an increasingly complex world "that does not 
encourage religious faith, but actively works against it."319 Groome offers educators methods, 
contents, and aims for religious education as a whole and authentic, individual self-reflection in 
particular. Groome shares his years of teaching religious education and proposes a "tried and 
true" methodology for all religious educators seeking to do the real ministry of Jesus Christ amid 
life's joys and pains. For Groome, the Who, What, and Why? of religious education and faith 
formation is vital if it is to be transformative. This process considers the concrete situation of 
where an individual finds oneself at the present moment, processes the moment in the light of 
Faith by asking the questions and witnessing the answers, and then, through a means of 
reflection, probes how this "second look" will lead to a liberating faith and self-transcendence. 
These questions help retain the bountiful insights and collaborative approaches that take Faith 
from the classroom and apply it to the various cultural and, at times, irreligious challenges of 
today. Groome makes the argument that the religious educator must be one who is always 
studying, reflecting, and praying. 
In constructing a method for teaching religious education to post moderns, the common 
approach that Groome adopts centers on "life to Faith to life." Students are "agent-subjects" in 
relationship with self, others, and God.  For Groome, "religious education is not solely about 
importing doctrinal truths."320  Instead, the telos (or end) of religious education is that the 
curriculum (environment, process and content) be humanizing for the "fullness of life" (John 
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10:10), that it be "free of manipulation, domination and indoctrination."321 Groome makes this 
argument in an earlier book entitled, Sharing Faith: a Comprehensive Approach to Religious 
Education and Pastoral Ministry: the Way of Shared Praxis.  If religious educators are to witness 
a "resurrected faith" in the true and ancient spirit of catechesis, then religious education must 
include a greater curiosity that witnesses a tradition that resonates with people’s lives.322 
According to Groome, "there is not much value in religious or theological education that does 
not enrich people’s identity in faith."323 Hence, Groome espouses a pedagogy that engages 
people’s "whole being." Only when religious education and educators appeal to God’s 
imagination, or what Groome refers to as a "transcendent disposition," can self-transcendence 
take root. Groome states: 
Christian religious educators are to teach persons as communal beings who are to grow in 
right and loving relationships with God, self, others, and creation. Our pedagogy should 
honor and help realize the conviction that at the heart of us there is a transcendent 
disposition that leads us out of ourselves into relationship and interdependence; that 
ultimately our reach for relationship is to return us to eternal union with the relational 
God (Trinity) whence we came .324 
  
The significance of what Groome shares in his pedagogical approach toward transcendence 
underlies the importance of envisioning a total community catechesis that embraces the 
individual’s disposition towards authenticity and the nature of grace. Only when individuals 
realize “the breadth of God’s own life themselves (original grace), can individuals reach out of 
themselves for interdependence and proper care for others.325  Communal grace empowers 
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individuals to see beyond narcissistic and ego-driven pursuits and, instead, risk embracing reality 
as God sees it (prophetic imagination).  Like Brueggemann’s view on “othering,” Groome 
expresses the disposition one must possess in order to joyfully live interdependently with God, 
others, and creation: 
This communal grace enables us to transcend self-centered narcissism and disposes us to 
love our God by loving others as we love ourselves. Our relational disposition is also 
realized through interdependence with and care for God’ creation. And by living our 
potential for right and loving relationship with all, we begin to realize and experience 
now the "salvation" that is the foretaste of our eternal destiny of complete union with 
God.326 
 
Hence, entering into relationships with others with God's grace enables one to imagine the world 
differently. As Groome proposes in his latest work, Faith for the Heart: A Catholic Spirituality, 
"a Christian spirituality that imagines and nurtures a living faith can be a powerful resource to 
sustain our hope."327  Referring to the great theologian Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274), Groome 
asserts how "faith is the necessary ground of hope…[that] engages, metaphorically, our heads, 
our hearts, and our hands – the whole being of people."328 Thus, according to Groome, imagining 
a partnership between families and religious educators where parishes and schools invest more in 
the pastoral care and education of all its members, will allow for the flourishing of parishes as 
sacraments of God's reign in the world.329  Nevertheless, for this to happen, the people of God 
must free themselves from a maintenance model of church and doctrinal education model where 












identity, respectively, less on bringing people to Jesus Christ.330 Here, Groome states that 
religious education with an emphasis on Scripture studies is essential for the faithful for 
understanding "the non-negotiables" of Christian faith , i.e., The Sermon on the Mount. 
Therefore, individuals and communities of faith, are freed from a faith-based on rewards and 
punishments by embracing a living faith that finds joy in the everyday living of the Gospel. As 
Groome states, "As always for disciples of Jesus, our spirituality intends to integrate our lives 
and Christian faith into a living faith."331  
Groome would concur with Richard Rohr, “the best ally of God is reality – not theology, 
not ideology, and not what should be as much as what is.”332  Thus, self-transcendence entails 
“freeing young people from their fears and alienations and facilitating their personal encounter 
with God…”333 This was what it meant to teach with wonder. To teach out of fear meant the type 
of religious education whose focus was on indoctrination and control.334  
Both Rita Guare and Thomas Groome agree that creating a transformative educational 
experience is the work of educators who possess a transcendental disposition that is mature in 
faith and steadfast in spirit. This transcendental disposition is transformative and, thus, is at the 
heart of conversion. Therefore, every educator must undergo conversion to be an effective agent 
of change, growth, and faith.  As Paulo Freire states, "Those who authentically commit 
themselves to the people must re-examine themselves constantly. This conversion is so radical as 
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not to allow for ambivalent behavior…Conversion to the people requires a profound rebirth. 
Those who undergo it must take on a new form of existence; they can no longer remain as they 
are."335 Therefore, if theology is a re-examination and reflection of faith, then religious education 
is the ground where educators can only plant the seeds for conversion unless they first come to 
recognize their own need, in the words of St. John Baptist de La Salle, of a "steadfast spirit of 
faith."336 In this milieu, there is no room for Paulo Freire states, an "ambivalent behavior" on the 
part of the educator.  The souls of individuals are at stake, and so is the future of humankind. 
Paulo Freire (1921 – 1997), a Brazilian educator and leading advocate of critical 
pedagogy, began his journey of "conversion to the people," while working with adult illiterates 
in North-East Brazil. In his most celebrated and prophetic work, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 
Paulo Freire offers a challenge that becomes a trademark of Freire's. Namely, the constant appeal 
throughout his life to remind humanity, especially educators, that we live in an unfree and 
unequal world and that the restoration and future of humanity can only truly take place when real 
generosity and authentic development of the human person are in the forefront of economic and 
social policies. In this context, Freire argues: 
No pedagogy which is truly liberating can remain distant from the oppressed by treating 
them as unfortunates and by presenting for their emulation models from among the 
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In this vein, a commitment to the community struggle to restore humanity and the oppressed's 
autonomy to chart their future won Freire both praise and scorn. He was praised for his 
"speaking truth to power" and scorned for being too socialist and political. Regardless, in 
attempting to remind people of their inherent dignity and freedom, Freire shares in the prophetic 
imagining of God's future for humankind and testifies to the urgent need for ongoing conversion 
and the abiding faith in the power of humans to create and transform. The following is the core 
message of Freire's pedagogy concerning authenticity (to become fully human) and self-
transcendence. Conversion can only take place if there is dialogue. In Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed, Freire states the importance of dialogue. 
Dialogue further requires an intense faith in humankind, faith in their power to make and 
remake, to create and re-create, faith in their vocation to be more fully human (which is 
not the privilege of an elite, but the birthright of all). Faith in people is an a 
priori requirement for dialogue; the "dialogical man" believes in others even before he 
meets them face to face. His faith, however, is not naive. The "dialogical man" is critical 
and knows that although it is within the power of humans to create and transform, in a 
concrete situation of alienation individuals may be impaired in the use of that power. Far 
from destroying his faith in the people, however, this possibility strikes him as a 
challenge to which he must respond...338 
 
Furthermore, recalling the communal faith and zeal noted by St. John Baptist de La Salle 
(chapter 2), Freire contends that the ground for communication between an educator and student 
is founded on an abiding faith and trust in promoting aforementioned gifts. 
Founding itself upon love, humility, and faith, dialogue becomes a horizontal relationship 
of which mutual trust between the dialogues is the logical consequence. It would be a 
contradiction in terms of dialogue—loving, humble, and full of faith—did not produce 
this climate of mutual trust, which leads the dialoguers into ever closer partnership in the 
naming of the world.339 
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Likewise, dialogue "cannot exist in the absence of a profound love for the world and for 
people."340 
In what is both an autobiographical and impassioned endeavor in sharing the "backstory" 
of the Pedagogy of the Oppressed twenty-five years after its publication, Paulo Freire makes yet 
another impassioned appeal for the transformation of education and society in Pedagogy of 
Hope: Reliving Pedagogy of the Oppressed.  Here he invites people to journey with him in 
reliving the transformative experiences that shaped his understanding of education as a critical 
process (and practice) rooted in hope for the future. Defining hope as an ontological need, Freire 
contends that since the publication of Pedagogy of the Oppressed, unbridled materialism and 
economic, political, and racial discrimination still besiege the world. The current digital divide, a 
widening gap in the quality and access to technology, complicates these disparities. Freire 
contends that what is needed more than ever is a "critical hope," akin to how a fish needs 
unpolluted water.341  
  In Pedagogy of Hope, Freire also recounts that the Pedagogy of the Oppressed was to 
expose the inequality of universal education and the counterproductive education model - that of 
the "banking" concept. If education is to be transformative and assist in breaking the cycle of 
poverty, then the educator's narrative, who in the "banking" model is the depositor of truth to a 
passive student body of receivers, needs to change. Becoming critical realists and thinkers is, in 
part, what Freire proposed and what is held today as part of best practices in education, namely, 
the formation of a "collaborative classroom."342 Freire's views on the need for the 
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democratization of public schools and its teachers' ongoing training is still the main point of his 
work highlighted by the urgent need to continue the dialogue so that education becomes fully 
realized as a fundamental human right. Herein is the prophetic voice of an individual once again 
challenging the status quo and calling for everyone, especially educators, to challenge the forces 
of oppression and thereby reconstruct society. Hence, the task of the progressive educator is to 
"unveil opportunities for hope, regardless of the obstacles"343 and assist in the student's discovery 
of an authentic self with a commitment to a future full of hope.  Freire also redefines hope in 
light of faith and joy. Perhaps what is most telling is Freire's recounting of his tumultuous and 
personal journey of learning. Here he shares a moving and transformative encounter with a day 
laborer. The unnamed man shares the raw reality of poverty and its crippling effects on home life 
and whether one can even think about the future. This encounter provides the basis for Freire's 
critical pedagogy, which includes the importance of language in education, especially in sharing 
"lived experiences." Freire comments that his journey was of "rage and love" in defense of 
progressive postmodernity that seeks to unveil opportunities for hope344 amid wicked and 
exploitive models of education and systems that offer no hope for a future as in the case of the 
poor laborer. Freire shared this story to provide "a better restatement of what I have already said" 
and "to do something new by speaking of hope."345 In his extolling the relationship between 
teacher and student and his passionate argument in defense of the hope, Freire validates students' 
dreams of freedom and their right to discover a sense of joy in life.346 The hopes, joys, and 
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dreams of all learners are significant to educators.  Nowhere is this best summarized than in this 
profound question: 
What kind of educator would I be if I did not feel moved by a powerful impulse to seek, 
without lying, convincing arguments in defense of the dreams for which I struggle, in 
defense of the “why” of the hope with which I act as an educator?347 
 
Freire even states that perhaps this question goes to the heart of why he felt compelled to write 
Pedagogy of Hope. 
Freire's life, work, and books are an open invitation to the pathos of the prophetic 
imagination and his pedagogical credo. With brutal honesty and clarity of conviction, he 
frequently revisits the models for progressive education espoused in Pedagogy of the Oppressed  
calling to mind that the work of an educator continually assesses one's "feelings, passion, desires, 
fear, insight, the courage to love, to be angry." 348 In the end, the passion and compassion of an 
educator to share both content and lived experiences serve not only the moment and exchange of 
ideas but also the wisdom wrought from the sharing of stories remembered over the long arc of 
time. 
By establishing relationships of respect and love and sharing in the social and cultural 
affairs of human life, educators bear witness, in the words of St. John Baptist de La Salle, to the 
"faith and zeal" necessary to transcend life's many trials and tribulations. They also bear witness 
to the incarnational love of Christ. The writings and pedagogies of Rita Guare, Thomas Groome, 
and Paulo Freire are integral for any new, contemporary, holistic approach to teaching Christian 
beliefs and values. All three model authenticity and live the joy needed to be faithful disciples in 
an irreligious world. 
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Joy as a Necessary Component to Self-Transcendence and the Prophetic Imagination 
Three individuals whose lives model the prophetic imagination and witness a God who 
cares deeply about real people and their actions are Dorothy Day, Madeleine Delbrel, and 
Catherine de Hueck Dougherty. These women serve as exemplars of the transcendental 
disposition and joy that leads to self- transcendence. Their stories' similarity begins with an 
impossible set of circumstances (and choices) that could have easily crushed their spirits. 
However, God's grace, their desire to seek the Truth in all things, and the love of committed 
relationships, forged the ground of an intimate encounter with God. In turn, their lives grew to 
grace the lives of people who knew them and who soon came to adorn the pages of their diaries, 
theological works, and biographies - all of which now serve as living testimonies to the prophetic 
imagination's ability to transmit God's love for humanity. Their pivotal discovery of the 
transcendent God within their very being and the recognition that the very same transcendent 
God dwells in others is the wellspring of their joy.   
 
 
Dorothy Day –   Self Transcendence in the Joy of Forging Hospitality and Disarming the 
Desolate 
 
Several pages would need to be reserved to offer a detailed biographical sketch of one of 
the most revered, beloved, controversial and influential women of the twentieth century in 
American Catholicism. Suffice-it-to-say, Dorothy Day (1897 – 1980), who co-founded the 
Catholic Worker movement in 1933 with Peter Maurin, addressed poverty's social and political 
causes disenfranchisement in light of the Gospel's call to holiness and charity. She wanted 
nothing more than to live out the ecstatic/transcendent experiences of God's steadfast love and 
the joy she discovered in opposition to the world's cynicism and restlessness.  
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Dorothy Day lived a relatively protected life before leaving for college. Religion and 
family life were austere. However, Dorothy's curiosity with life led her to question many things, 
including the grinding effects and causes of poverty in Chicago, where she lived most of her 
formative years. Dorothy moved to New York after dropping out of the University of 
Illinois university in 1916. Inspired by her brothers' and father's work in the newspapers, 
Dorothy worked as a journalist and participated in many protest movements. She adopted a 
bohemian lifestyle that included many socialist friends, artists, and writers. Nevertheless, after a 
failed long-time relationship, which led to an abortion, her life came to an impasse. 
After her daughter's Tamar's birth in 1926 (out of wedlock), with an atheist and "common-law" 
husband,  Dorothy found a joy so great "that it turned her heart to God."349 This experience 
shaped her work on behalf of labor movements that included communist party members, 
socialist, and anarchists – all of whom were vying for some redress of the terrible social 
conditions of the post-1929 crash. There also existed a political correctness that saw groups 
mentioned above as un-American and, in many circles, unchristian or "uncatholic." 
Inspired by the life and writing of Therese of Lisieux, Dorothy Day had a conversion 
experience later in life. Day would often turn to St. Therese’s words, "My vocations is to live! In 
the heart of the Church, who is my Mother, I will be love. So, I shall be everything, and so my 
dreams will be fulfilled!"350 During the turbulent social activist years before her conversion, Day 
became aware of a compelling truth. For Day, "joy is at the heart of conversion" and can only be 
adequately experienced and expressed through a refusal to be "distanced" or "detached" from 
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those who desperately need joy in their lives.351 In embracing the other, the desolate or stranger, 
in joy, embraces the “Other.” (Brueggemann) In this way, joy serves to "bridge conventional 
morality and religious faith."352 Perhaps this is best expressed in Day’s own words: "The glimpse 
of God came most when I was alone…Yet how can I say that either? Better let it be said that I 
found Him through the poor, and in a moment of joy, I turned to Him."353 Dorothy’s openness to 
God’s Being (self-transcendence) led her to experience joy amid suffering. In the words of Karl 
Rahner, she embraced "everyday mysticism" and serves as an example for religious educators 
who are "restlessness" and who need to passionately embrace one’s vocation and the subjects in 
front of them. To quote Dorothy Day from The Long Loneliness, “You will know your vocation 
by the joy that it brings you. You will know. You will know when it’s right."354 
There is little doubt that Dorothy Day was noted by her friend and biographer Robert 
Coles, in love with the masses. Nevertheless, it was the love for her child that convinced her of 
making a profound commitment to humankind's future. Dorothy Day discovered that the 
necessity to sacrifice one's life for another could not be formulated as an obligation, as was her 
thinking during her earlier years working for workers' rights, but only through the sacrificial love 
of corporal works of mercy and self-giving.  The first step must be hospitality. She piloted what 
would be called "hospitality houses." Dorothy Day and her dear friend and compatriot, Peter 
Maurin, envisioned a twentieth-century ancient notion of hospice, a place where works of mercy 
were offered and acknowledged in a person-to-person fashion, as opposed to the faceless, 
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bureaucratic procedures of the state.355 Here in these hospices, the carrying out of works of 
mercy took place in cities and states across the county. These houses fed the hungry, clothed the 
naked, and housed the homeless, albeit temporarily. Hence, the prophetic imagination that 
envisioned this work brought joy through the carrying out works of mercy- meeting the poor 
where they were not in devising a social program. Even the simple act of making coffee provided 
the time and space where those in need became Day's great joy to serve and serves as an example 
of everyday mysticism. This simple act became a moniker for the Catholic Worker movement. 
Simply put, one cannot enter communion with one's brother or sister without first loving oneself 
and being released from self-consciousness and self-assertiveness to "force" change. Reflecting 
on the goals to be present and serve, Day admitted: "A person can start out aiming to be 
righteous and end up self-righteous; we can become so earnestly the doers of works of charity 
that we think the Lord has given us a special blessing. We walk around quite pleased with 
ourselves. The sin of pride." 356 Hence, one cannot give unless first being open to the 
transcendent Giver's immanence in the face of those in one's care – the restless, the poor, the 
desolate. Christ's grace (gratia Christi) flowed in the simple act of hospitality, disarming both the 
desolate and offering hospitality. Maybe the words of Cathy Coffee in her work Immersed in the 
Sacred, can help summarize self-transcendence in the joy of forging hospitality, "God 
communicates clearly because God refused to be distanced from any of God's people."357 
Madeleine Delbrel – Self Transcendence in the Joy of Forging a Culture of Encounter and 
Engaging the Dispirited 
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Truth is an encounter; it is an encounter with the supreme truth: Jesus, the great truth. No 
one is master of the truth. Truth is received in the encounter.358  
Pope Francis 
 
The words of Pope Francis highlight joy as an effect of hope. They also speak to the 
importance of encountering the Truth found in the "ordinary" of life. Regarded as the "French 
Dorothy Day," Madeleine Delbrel (1904 -1964), lived anything but a conventional life. Like her 
contemporary Dorothy Day, she felt religious institutions fell short in addressing post-war social 
ills (World War I and II) in Europe. When at the age of seventeen, she decided to become an 
atheist, writing, "God is dead. Because this is true, we need to have the honesty to live as if God 
does not exist," little did she know the radical transformation that would occur in her existential 
search for Truth.359  
We, The Ordinary People of the Street, contains the reflections of a woman who not only 
found Truth through reading reflecting and working for the greater good of humanity as a 
Marxist but who also found the joy of faith that she was so longing. For Madeleine, faith in God 
was not based on conditions, like the Cosmic vending machine analogy alluded to earlier. "God 
is not our property or our capital, and he is not the God of only a certain people."360  To possess 
faith and the corresponding joy that comes from living a virtuous life is to understand first and 
foremost that "faith is a Stupendous and staggering happiness that we receive from God who 
loved the world, who loved men first and gratuitously." 361 
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It is not surprising given the power of Delbrȇl's conversion that she considered entering a 
Carmelite nuns' religious order. However, she quickly realized that there was something unique 
about the conversion that pulled at her "heartstrings" and begged for redress. After prayerful 
consideration, she volunteered with the scout movement, and became friends with Fr. Abbé 
Lorenzo who help her discern her vocation. For Madeleine Delbrȇl, the choice to live the joy of 
the Gospel was clear. As she states in her memoirs, "there are those he leaves among the 
crowds…These are the people who have an ordinary job, an ordinary life, the people we might 
meet on any street."362 Thus, an encounter with "ordinary "ensued, an encounter that would place 
her among the working-class poor and Communist neighbors, and atheists – some of the very same 
people she aligned herself with earlier in her life. Her encounter would be expressed in this manner, 
"We the ordinary people of the streets, believe with all our might that this street, this world, where 
God has place us, is our place of holiness." 363  
  On fire with the faith and zeal to live out the joy on their encounter with the Truth,  
Madeleine and some female companions (sojourners) undertook a missionary work that raised 
some Church leaders' eyebrows.364 Instead of carrying-out works of mercy within their parish 
community, they began to engage those estranged from the Church, namely the working poor and 
alienated. Calling themselves "missionaries without a boat," they crossed the borders of faith to 
bear witness to the Gospel in friendship and solidarity.  Over time Madeleine helped organize and 
coordinate soup kitchens, clothing drives, and shelters. However, her lasting influences were 
bridging the divide between government social services and the Catholic Church. What started as 
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"tiny acts" of engagement became a bridge for faith and understanding. Like Day, Delbrȇl 
expressed a "joy in solitude," but this solitude was not an escape from the world. Rather it was an 
encounter with God everywhere. In Madeleine's own words, the Gospel's joy can only be uniquely 
understood in the ordinary and the midst of society. Madeleine would say, "We are called to be 
the visible body of Christ amid the human body of society."365  
For Madeleine Delbrȇl, her work and writings serve as an example for today's Church. 
Madeline believed that the Church must be a herald of Truth and Goodness, especially in a world 
of mostly unchurched people who have grown up in a primarily secularized post-modern, post-
Christian society drowning in the sea of materialism, meaningless relationships, and unreflective 
life. Not surprisingly and serving as an affirmation of Madeleine's "theology of encounter." Pope 
Francis, in his first encyclical, states the following: 
There is an urgent need, then, to see once again that faith is a light, for once the flame of 
faith dies out, all other lights begin to dim. The light of faith is unique, since it is capable 
of illuminating every aspect of human existence. A light this powerful cannot come from 
ourselves but from a more primordial source: in a word, it must come from God. Faith is 
born of an encounter with the living God who calls us and reveals his love, a love which 
precedes us and upon which we can lean for security and for building our lives.366 
 
Simply put, faith in a future that contains meaning and meaningful relationships is paramount for 
the survival of the Church and humanity. In this way, a prophetic vision of the Christian faith 
proclaims to the world a God who cares deeply about real people and their place in the world. 
Catherine de Hueck Doherty – Self Transcendence Found in the Joy of Forging a 
Mission to Reestablish Trust and Resurrect Compassion. 
 
 Not to be a saint – that is the greatest tragedy that can befall a Catholic And yet 
behold our days and our times! How many of us today seek sanctity? Saints can’t be 
sad, for saints are lovers of Love and hence full of joy…367 
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Catherine de Hueck Doherty 's (born Ekaterina Fyodorovna Kolyschkine) life's journey is 
fascinating and almost a fairytale. Born into a privileged class in Russia, she escaped the 
communist revolution to become poor and penniless in North America. In a short time and 
through the charity of strangers who soon became friends, she and her family became wealthy 
again only to discover a new type of poverty: the pain of divorce, and her husband leaving her 
with children. The caretaking of her children uplifted her spirits as Catherine poured her time and 
energy into raising her children while serving the needs of the poor and marginalized in Toronto, 
Canada. Her efforts and the efforts of a dedicated few began what was to become known as 
Friendship House. Like Dorothy Day, Catherine lived the joy known only through emptying 
oneself of any future promises of happiness save for the moments where one is in service to 
those in need. Similarly, like Day and Delbrȇl, fellowship was considered foundation and 
hospitality to the stranger paramount. However, despite making many inroads, Friendship House 
was forced to close in 1936 under allegations of having served the needs of communists. 
Catherine, committed to being engaged in service, left for Europe and found solace and respite in 
the lay apostolate movement known as Catholic Action. Like Madeleine Delbrȇl, Catherine's 
life's fundamental orientation grew out of an existential "pull" to live the demands of the Gospel 
while remaining a layperson. Commenting on having experienced the redemptive grace that 
changed her life for the better, Catherine Doherty described the transformative nature of joy, "If 
selflessness is the keyword for the restoration of the world to Christ – the kingdom here on earth 
– then joy is the fertile ground where the roots grow deeper."368 
 
 




     Focusing her time and attention on becoming a prolific writer after several attempts to 
establish a lay apostolate of her own, Catherine formed Madonna House soon after her marriage 
to journalist Eddie Doherty. He fell in love with Catherine after reporting on her missionary 
work. Catherine’s most celebrated works that capture the heart of her faith and zeal are Christian 
Spirituality of the East for Western Man, and Where Love Is, God Is. Separated by twenty years 
of living a life in the spirit of joy and service with the poor in an attempt to follow Christ’s 
command to “sell all of one's possesses and give to the poor' (Matthew 19:21), Catherine’s works 
present the simplicity of living a life of joy in service to others. In Christian Spirituality of the 
East for Western Man, Dougherty speaks of the “poustink,” one who lives in the wilderness 
seeking transformation. The real test, one that is very applicable in Doherty’s life, is learning to 
face oneself and one's shortcomings. 
Unless I know myself, none of this purity of heart can take root in me. The poverty I 
speak of which comes through the understanding of myself and others is the fruit of love 
– the immense, incredible love that comes to all those who allow themselves to be pure of 
heart, that is purified by God himself. To allow this to happen is to enter the abyss of 
poverty! 369 
 
When one faces oneself and does not hide or turn away in shame, one can enter God’s holy 
presence. This process bears a striking parallel to Walter Brueggemann's process of "othering, " a 
necessary step towards self-transcendence. Similarly, in Where Love Is, God Is, Dougherty 
reflects on the Ten Commandments as a method for self-examination and spiritual awareness, 
especially in our relationship with others. One cannot help but recognize the inclusion of the life 
of the Spirit as being one of joy, one of fulfillment and happiness. After all, one cannot find joy 
in "making God a god of goods."370 As if to offer a counter-argument to any gospel that would 
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rest on the attainment of material wealth as an affirmation of the condition of one’s faith life, 
Catherine would argue "to be full of Christ – in joy- means to be active – working with Him in 
Him."371 Spiritual lives cannot be “lukewarm” in this arena. In a 2013 homily on the Gospel of 
John (6:60-69) and Acts of the Apostle (9:31- 42), Pope Francis echoed Doherty’s admonition by 
stating that “lukewarm Christians build small churches:” 
Lukewarm Christians are those who want to build a church to the size that suits them, but it 
is not the Church of Jesus…We could call the ‘satellite Christians’, with a little church built 
the way they like it; to put it in the words of Jesus in Revelation, ‘lukewarm 
Christians.’…They walk only in the presence of their good sense, of common sense.372 
 
For Catherine Doherty, the Christian faith's prophetic nature rests in pursuing a purity of heart" 
left open" to be filled with God's love – never lukewarm, never "small." True faith also rested in 
unmerited grace, which found its fullest expression in the Church's sacraments, particularly 
Penance and the Eucharist. She would often lecture on the sacraments as Christ's restorative 
"love in action" for the wayward, confused and vulnerable. As "the physician of souls," Jesus 
Christ could only be appreciated unless one becomes poor in Spirit. Therefore, to follow Jesus 
meant becoming poor and pursuing a "purity of heart" that seeks to love the weak who fall.373 
In conclusion, the critical insights of Walter Brueggemann and Viktor Frankl helped define 
self-transcendence in light of the prophetic imagination and humankind' search for meaning 
rooted in an "attitude over circumstance" respectively. Thomas Groome, Rita Guare, and Paulo 
Freire's approaches for creating an authentic and transformative pedagogy, geared towards the 
discovery of an authentic self and commitment to the future, provides the foundation for sharing 
the prophetic vision of Christian faith as witnessed in the lives and works of Dorothy Day, 
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Madeleine Delbrȇl and Catherine Doherty. These women serve as models of faith not only for 
what they did and "risked" but also for the joy they proclaimed central to a full life of the Spirit. 
All three, and their aforementioned companions, believe that faith in a future that contains 
meaning and meaningful relationships is paramount for the Church and humanity's survival. In 
this way, a prophetic vision of the Christian faith proclaims to the world a God who cares deeply 
about real people and their actions in the world. This care is not limited to just individuals but to 
social institutions and structures that oppress God's people and God's Creation. It is a non-
negotiable stance that Christians must take in order for the world to be a better place, a place 
"where justice and mercy kiss" (Psalm 85:10) and where Truth and Goodness flourish. The 
individuals' lives shared in this chapter, on the flatlands of the desacralized world of their times, 
attest to the transformative power of joy through embracing God's consciousness ( the prophetic 
imagination) and in so doing model how to disarm the "disaffected," engage the dispirited, and 
reestablish trust and resurrect compassion respectively. Life became fuller, richer, and more 
exciting in every way that even the ordinary or every day and "ordinary people" were 
experiences of extraordinary grace.   
The following chapter will revisit the prophetic voices of St. John Baptist De La Salle, Karl 
Rahner, and Parker Palmer. Beginning with a biblical understanding on the importance of 
mystery and the unfolding of grace by Carey Walsh, the chapter presents insights on reclaiming 
mystery as integral for religious education citing the intellectual, moral, and spiritual malaise that 
has made  religious education more about advancing a doctrinal or creedal faith amongst other 
faith traditions and less about the role of Scripture, the prophetic imagination, self-transcendence 
















THE ROLE OF MYSTERY AND THE UNFOLDING OF GRACE THAT LEADS TO 
PROPHETIC EDUCATION 
Before sharing an outline and examples of a transformative pedagogy that incorporate the 
prophetic imagination (Chapter Six), it would be necessary to integrate and to interconnect 
examples of individuals whose lives transcended the flatlands of their times and whose works, 
written and lived, model grace, mystery and self – transcendence. Therefore, this chapter 
highlights five distinct and prophetic voices: Carey Walsh, Catherine Mowry LaCugna, St. John 
Baptist De La Salle, Karl Rahner, and Parker Palmer. 
This chapter begins by offering what these individuals share as a common concern for 
religious education, namely the intellectual, moral, and spiritual malaise that has made religious 
education more about advancing a doctrinal or creedal faith amongst other faith traditions and 
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less about the role of Scripture, the prophetic imagination, self-transcendence and living a life 
infused with divine mystery and a life of the Spirit.  
Chasing Mystery: A Biblical Understanding of Mystery and the Adventure of Faith 
Paulo Freire writes in Pedagogy of the Oppressed, “To exist, humanly, is to name the 
world, to change it. Once named, the world in its turn reappears to the "namers" as a problem and 
requires of them a new naming…The naming of the world … is an act of creation and re-
creation.374 It could very well be that Paulo Freire was addressing the importance of a biblical 
understanding of mystery, as in the creation story where "man called every living creature, that 
was its name" (Gen. 2:19). Likewise, the adventure of faith that ensues when one contemplates 
"God, hidden and present, animating the Scriptures that embody him"375 is one of the central 
motifs of Scripture (both Hebrew and Christian). Hence, the investment of one's whole being 
into naming things can be seen as a dutiful expression of a relationship with the Creator but only 
by first understanding that the choice of being open, in faith, to a relationship with the Creator is 
what makes this story meaningful.376 What type of responsibility toward oneself, others and the 
world might this openness entail? How might these relationships be explored and supported? In 
light of these questions, it would seem that naming is the ongoing task of transforming the world 
from one of oppression to one of humanity.377 In the words of Carey Walsh, Old Testament 
scholar and instructor, when people act freely and responsibly during difficult times: "We 
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discover in extremis, not the abyss we feared but rather a state beyond the ego's controlling grip, 
a peace or sense of well-being greater than that furnished by our control."378 In such a state, 
humanity is able to trust again and transform the world. 
In her highly praised work Chasing Mystery: A Catholic Biblical Theology, Carey Walsh 
argues that "amid the prevailing religious skepticism and restlessness, we must relearn the skill 
of trust in reading Scripture,"379 a Scripture that has at its core covenant relationships and 
highlights the "adventure of faith."380 According to Walsh, the ongoing task of transforming the 
world begins by first identifying with the pathos of the divine presence (Heschel), or through an 
understanding of "divine mystery…not a thing, some noun, but a living, wholly other being for 
whom language categories – noun, verb, adjective – are too small."381  Thus, when one reads 
Scripture, the divine presence is evoked. Hermeneutics, the philosophical concern about how 
texts mean and how understanding occurs between reader and text, becomes necessary for 
understanding the revelatory nature of God's Holy Mystery. Thus, in Walsh's words, a 
"hermeneutics of trust"382 might be what is needed to regain some insight (s) into the importance 
of mystery and the unfolding of grace. 
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As an associate professor of Old Testament at Villanova University, Carey Walsh has 
spent a good part of her academic career leading students to a new appreciation of Scripture's 
sacredness. This new appreciation is not geared solely toward any doctrinal faith, but instead, a 
biblical theology focused on an encounter with the living God. This encounter's authenticity 
reveals an experience of awe and reverence or "the sacred." By her admission, this encounter is 
undoubtedly not Platonic nor beyond human comprehension. Instead, this encounter draws one 
to "the mystery of life, not found above or beyond the material world and history but instead 
written right into them."383 Here is where Walsh notes that the word mystery has two meanings 
that can be problematic when defining the relationship "ground" between God and humankind. 
On the one hand, there is the term mysterion in Greek understood as "revelation." On the other 
hand, razah, a "Persian loan word," denotes some "secret" yet to be revealed.384 She also notes 
that St. Paul's use of mysterion is later translated in Latin as "sacrament," thus compounding how 
readers understand the term "God" as "divine mystery." Ultimately, Walsh argues that despite the 
occasional use of the word "mystery" in the Old Testament or the understanding of mystery as 
"sacrament," "the notion that the created world is filled with multiple meanings of the seen and 
unseen is a given."385 What is essential in chasing mystery, that is, the desire to see beyond the 
ordinary, is the faith that  professes "with God all things are possible" (Gen 18:14, Job 42:3, Matt 
19:26). 
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As Walsh would further articulates in her work Chasing Mystery: A Catholic Biblical 
Theology, human beings figure quite "big" in Scripture. In a nutshell, "we are better than we 
imagined: we are made in God's image."386 
This then is an incarnational faith in a broad sense, that is, God is enfleshed in the world 
somehow and always. This itself is an astonishing claim! Somehow the Transcendent 
Author of All made contact with little humans. The Bible, through the details, is teaching 
discernment and even nimbleness in relating to the divine in our midst. Divine presence 
is in human life! God did not drop the Bible out of the sky or dictate its contents once in 
toto. Instead, he reached out and collaborated – mysteriously, to be sure- with entire 
generations and the Bible emerged.387 
 
Citing St. John Paul II, Walsh states that this mysterious collaboration is not only a result of 
"God's attention" but yields recognition that we are "unique and unrepeatable."388 So great is this 
recognition among those who dare to plumb the Scriptures for God's hidden presence389 that 
humans are impelled to express their gratitude through praise (doxology) of God's holy name. In 
doing so, the human spirit is uplifted, and "youth is renewed like the eagles." (Psalms 103:5). A 
new adventure begins in the life of the Spirit! It is precisely here, "in us and in others, divinity 
lurks omnipresent, not as some New age concept but one that is age-old, for Scripture states, 'In 
God we live and move and exist "(Acts 17:28).390 
Catherine Mowry LaCugna: An Unfolding of Grace Through Theosis 
Catherine Mowry LaCugna (1952 -1997) was a feminist Catholic theologian and 
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encounter the living, wholly Other that impels one to embrace a life "animated by the Spirit of 
God, the Spirit of Christ."391 Thus, Jesus' proclamation, "I came that they may have life, and 
have it abundantly" (John 10:10), is received as the Good News that transforms peoples' hearts 
and minds. The faithful are then imbued with the grace to help decide how to think, create, 
choose, and live in communities of truth.  
 In her book entitled God for Us: The Trinity and Life, LaCugna offers a perspective on 
doxology (praise) as a way of life, a life that examines the Mystery of God's love and the beauty 
of creatures in the right relationship with the Creator. Like Walsh, LaCugna posits that a biblical 
understanding of mystery is entwined within a transcendent God's relationship beckoning 
humankind toward the horizon of faith. This perspective is vital for forging a pedagogic 
approach that counters reductionism in education and a "one size fits all" approach, and a 
theological reductionism in Scripture that does not consider the many paradoxes throughout 
Scripture. For example, in John 12:24, it is proclaimed,  
wheat falls into the earth and dies, it remains just a single grain; but if it dies, it bears much 
fruit."  
words' cultural context, and a beckoning to apply those very same words to the present moment. 
Yet, this is where the mystery of a transcendent God (divine presence) beckoning humankind 
toward the horizon of faith runs into a roadblock. As an example of reductionism, Carey Walsh 
states Creationists misread Genesis "as descriptive, and somehow scientific rather than 
evocative."392  She further states, 
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"Very truly, I tell you, unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it remains just 
a single grain; but if it dies, it bears much fruit."  
 
A real encounter with Scripture produces tension, a challenge to delve deeper into the 
words' cultural context, and a beckoning to apply those very same words to the present moment. 
Yet, this is where the mystery of a transcendent God (divine presence) beckoning humankind 
toward the horizon of faith runs into a roadblock. As an example of reductionism, Carey Walsh 
states Creationists misread Genesis "as descriptive, and somehow scientific rather than 
evocative."392  She further states, 
Divine presence is written into creation itself. It is the foundational gift of God's self-
communication, grace, that makes possible all other instantiations of it: an incarnation, a 
burning bush, forgiveness, peace.... But since the scientific revolution, we have 
objectified the world and disengaged ourselves from this organic, spiritual given-ness life 
as gift- so that we no longer see grace all around us. The creation is now a mere planet; 
we humans are Homo sapiens, not images of anything grander than our species. We no 
longer use words like "teeming" or "incandescent." Instead, we have to look them up 
when we encounter them.393 
 
Citing 1 Peter 4: 9- 11, as a possible counter to an objectified worldview devoid of grace where 
reductionism reigns, LaCugna states, "everything that promotes fullness of  humanity that builds 
up relationships based on charity and compassion glorifies God."394 Thus, it is proclaimed in 1 
Peter: 
 Be hospitable to one another without complaining. 10 Like good stewards of the manifold 
grace of God, serve one another with whatever gift each of you has received. 11 Whoever 
speaks must do so as one speaking the very words of God; whoever serves must do so 
with the strength that God supplies, so that God may be glorified in all things through 
Jesus Christ. To him belongs the glory and the power forever and ever. Amen (4:9-11). 
 
 




394LaCugna, God for Us: The Trinity and Christian Life, 343. 
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The phrase "that God may be glorified in all things" (v.11) speaks to a disposition of faith related 
to Byzantine or Eastern spirituality's understanding of the nexus of grace, mystery, and paradox, 
theosis, "the life of holiness to which all believers in Christ are called..." 395 
Theosis is the understanding that human beings can have real union with God and 
become like God to such a degree that humans participate in the divine nature. Also referred to 
as deification, divinization, or illumination, it is a concept derived from the New Testament 
regarding the goal of our relationship with the Triune God. 396 An understanding of the Holy 
Trinity as God in relationship with Godself is “the unshakable foundational of all Christian 
religious thought, and the expression of all Christian religious experience and spiritual life.” 397 
Here God’s “wondrous love” is modeled and shared. This is the essence of theosis. 
Thus, he has given us, through these things, his precious and very great promises, so that 
through them you may escape from the corruption that is in the world because of lust and 
may become participants of the divine nature (2 Peter 1:4). 
 
Many Christians, Protestants, and even some Roman Catholics find theosis challenging to grasp 
and possibly unnerving. When such audiences read a quote such as this one from St. Athanasius: 
“God became man so that men might become god,” they immediately fear the influence of 
Eastern mysticism from Hinduism or pantheism.398 The key or operative word (or words) here is 
“become gods.” This phrase is best understood by considering the word "participate" in 2 Peter 
1:4. 
 
395 Ibid., 409. 
 
396Mark Shuttleworth,  Theosis: Partaking of the Divine Nature http://www.antiochian.org/content/theosis-
partaking-divine-nature  Accessed December 12, 2015. 1. 
 
397 Archbishop Joseph M. Raya, The Face of God: An Introduction to Eastern Spirituality (Denville, New 
Jersey, Dimension Book, 1976), 21. 
 




In theological terms, "participate" describes how one acts in the world imbued with God's 
gift of grace through the indwelling of the Holy Spirit. In pedagogical terms, and in keeping with 
LaCugna's passion as an educator, "participate," in terms of theosis, might best be understood as 
how one leaves room for the Holy Spirit in the classroom. It also emphasizes the gift of presence 
an educator offers students over and above the subject matter. 399 Thus, a religious educator must 
strive to become "holy and blameless before God" (Eph1:4), not as a matter of self-righteousness 
but as a matter of participating in God's will for humanity. Therefore, he or she must possess, as 
LaCugna so eloquently articulates, an understanding that "we were created for the purpose of 
glorifying God by living in right relationship, by living as Jesus did, by becoming holy through 
the power of the Spirit of God, by existing as person in communion with God and every other 
creature."400 Furthermore, rediscovering Byzantine spirituality's emphasis on "becoming 
partakers of divine nature," theosis, has at its core an openness to God’s uncreated grace401 and 
divine nature. Coming to an understanding of this will transform not only the instructor but also 
the student.  
 
399 Catherine Mowry LaCugna's received two significant teaching awards from Notre Dame University. In 
1993 she received the Frank O'Malley undergraduate teaching award, and she received the Charles E. Sheedy 
Teaching Award in 1996. See Patrick Henry "Collegeville Institute Greats: Catherine Mowry LaCugna". Collegeville 
Institute. October 6, 2017.  
 
 
400 Ibid., 342. 
 
401 Uncreated grace. See: Daniel M. Rogich, Becoming Uncreated: The Journey to Human Authenticity 
(Minneapolis, Light & Life Publishing, 1997), 26 -27. In short, God Himself, given to a person, beyond any act or 
will of the individual, is uncreated grace. Reflecting on the work of St. Gregory Palamas, Daniel Rogich brilliantly 
encapsulates the core of patristic thought related to Eastern spirituality and theosis taking into account the “dilemma 
of life, our intellect, the image of God within and God assistance (grace).” While the first of the two gifts of grace is 
to “wash away the stain of sin, the second gift takes on a profundity of tremendous significance for the individual 
where one’s intellect or nous401 is brought to a heightened state of consciousness through which the Holy Spirit 
raises the former state of sin to a new life never again to dwell on this former state, but to find the “beautiful signs of 
divinity” in oneself, others and in life: "When the intellect (nous) begins to be nourished by the kindness of the Holy 
Spirit with full consciousness, we should realize that grace is beginning to paint the divine likeness over the divine 
image in us. Our power of perception shows us that we are being formed into the divine likeness; but the perfecting 




Referencing the Cappadocian fathers, St. Gregory of Nyssa, St. Gregory of Nazianzus, 
and St. Basil of Caesarea, LaCugna notes that the unfolding of grace and theosis bears 
pedagogical significance when considering St. Basil's homily on the Hexameron, the six days of 
Creation. St. Basil preaches not only on the beauty of Creation but also on the disposition of 
doxology (praise), to which LaCugna would agree, is necessary in understanding the full effect 
of grace in one's life and as related to theosis: 
Let us glorify the supreme Artificer for all that was wisely and skillfully made; by the 
beauty of visible things let us raise ourselves to Him who is above all beauty; by the 
grandeur of bodies, sensible and limited in their nature, let us conceive of the infinite 
Being whose immensity and omnipotence surpass all the efforts of the imagination. 
Because, although we ignore the nature of created things, the objects which on all sides 
attract our notice are so marvelous, that the most penetrating mind cannot attain to the 
knowledge of the least of the phenomena of the world, either to give a suitable 
explanation of it or to render due praise to the Creator, to Whom belong all glory, all 
honor and all power world without end. Amen.402 
 
Beauty, knowledge, imagination, and praise speak to a faith-filled person's orientation toward 
divine, holy mystery. Their absence in any pedagogy for religious education would be akin to 
defaming the Holy Spirit through exclusion and inaction! For example, possessing a "moral 
imagination" can be credited for saving souls and the "development of our consciousness of 
grace."403 Forming a "consciousness of grace" is learning to become sacramentally aware – an 
appreciation of the sacred in the world, where one is open to God's Holy Mystery in creation. 
Carey Walsh would also agree that beauty, knowledge, imagination, and praise are the fruits of 
grace experienced through reading and reflecting on the Word. 
 
402 Basil the Great, “The Hexaemeron,” Homily I on the Hexaemeron, by St. Basil the Great, last modified 
1996, accessed October 15, 2020, https://www.fisheaters.com/hexaemeron1.html. 
 
403  Brain O. McDermott, S.J. What Are They Saying About the Grace of Christ? (New York: Paulist Press, 




Yet, "modernity's potent cocktail of individualism, skepticism, secularism and 
empiricism all combine to make religious doubts acute" making it harder for an individual to 
form a "consciousness of grace" where beauty, knowledge, imagination, and praise nourish one's 
spirit.404  Carey Walsh references Charles Taylor's work, A Secular Age, in describing the 
twenty-first century as a time of "so many options and competing beliefs there is a 'nova effect,' 
with the result that meaning is harder to lock down or even find."405 Likening this time as a 
"fractured age," people of faith  are seen as throwbacks or holdouts to a "dying enterprise."406 
This milieu certainly describes Parker Palmer's "flatlands" and begs the same question  Thomas 
Groome asks, "Will there be faith?" Walsh and LaCugna, holding onto the biblical understanding 
of faith as a commitment to a relationship, cite theologian George Stroup's position that, "At best 
God has become the postulate that accounts for the human experience of transcendence rather 
than that holy reality before whom faith and theology live."407 In terms of mystery and grace, 
then, Walsh argues that even in theology, "we have made it about ourselves, that is, the human 
experience of transcendence."408 If this is the case, how does one account for God's presence in 
Scripture? Could the biblical writers be mistaken about God's presence or existence as a 
 
404 Chasing Mystery, 27. 
 
405 Ibid. 27. Taylor refers to this as an "exclusive humanism" in A Secular Age (270) and attribute much of 
this to what he calls  Providential Deism:" People don’t need God’s help to achieve the good; there is no 
supernatural source of assistance or mercy, no special divine act, that we need to rely on." See: Science, Religion, 
and Secularism Part XXVI: Charles Taylor — Providential Deism and the Impersonal Order Charles Taylor, A 
Secular Age (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2018). 
 
406 Ibid. 27. 
 






transcendent being?409 "Does my faith signal a presence other than me, or is it simple my need 
for an 'Other-any' will do - to effect my experience of transcendence?"410 
St John Baptist De La Salle - The Mystery of the Human Life before God 
Revisiting St. John Baptist De LaSalle, in his Meditations for the Time of Retreat, De La 
Salle champions the mystery of the human life before God. De La Salle viewed Scripture vital in 
forming a grace-filled pedagogy where God's gift of the Holy Spirit can aid in transforming the 
student and the teacher by way of helping the teacher see the living presence of God within 
students.   
What was the human life worth during St. John Baptist De La Salle's time? As noted in 
Chapter 2, French society was rife with social and economic disparities. However, the Roman 
Catholic Church held sway in light of autonomy, Church autonomy versus individual 
independence. In terms of worldview and moral decision making, the lack of economic and 
social mobility challenged the notion of one's gracious duty to bear and accept life's sufferings 
before God. Faith and security were very much at odds with each other, not unlike today. Yet, 
during De La Salle's time, the necessities of life or "creature comforts" were almost non-existent 
for the poorest of the poor. What then was the Church's role and that of Scripture in forming a 
grace-filled pedagogy where God's gift of the Holy Spirit can aid in transforming the individual 
and society? How might a religious educator go beyond being the dispenser of morality and see 
the human person before God? 
 In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the State Church established charity schools 







life of crime and criminalized for being poor. Since charity meant mere giving of alms and 
school-age children were on the lower rungs of society, this reality posed a complex set of 
problems for the Church and De La Salle. 
It was the old Christian idea of gratuitous instruction but interpreted by men living in an 
epoch of marked social inequality. In the Middle ages one and the same school served all 
children, rich and poor alike, without requiring or accepting anything from anybody. In 
the seventeenth century, the poor were segregated; to them instruction was imparted as 
alms.411 
 
 In this desperate climate, the charitable instruction of children, the most vulnerable members of 
society, was not a priority for the State and was dependent on whether or not a parish had the 
monies and resources to not only upkeep the Church building itself but also care for its 
parishioners. 
The subject of charity education cannot well be separated from the larger issues of 
poverty, social control and attitudes toward the poor, and so is necessarily complex. To 
the authorities of pre-industrial societies, both spiritual and secular, the handling of the 
poor posed delicate problems. For royal and municipal officials, the overriding concern 
was to assure order. For the Church, the task was to provide the minimum of religious 
and moral instruction that was regarded as indispensable for every Christian. Frequently 
the two sets of concerns merged. But in the struggle to moralize and socialize the poor 
the Church took the leading role, for under the Old Regime the State and its officials did 
not regard the instruction of the poor as within its competence or as its responsibility, 
while the Church emphatically did.412 
 
Such was the historical backdrop for what would become one of De La Salle's most notable and 
prophetic contributions to education. Along with teaching French instead of Latin, teaching 
civility and manners, and creating ongoing educational opportunities for the Brothers and 
 
411 Richard Arnandez, "Primary Education in St. La Salle's Day," La Sallian Digest 3 (Winter, 1960), 13. 
 
412 Harvey Chisick, French Charity Schools in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries-with Special 




laypeople, La Salle exemplified "that teaching is a religious act and that the teacher has a 
religious vocation."413  
Rooted in this belief was De La Salle's understanding of the Incarnation's mystery and 
spirituality revealed in Scripture. Indebted, in part, to the mystic visions and spiritual instructions 
of Catholic priest and cardinal, Pierre de Bérulle, De La Salle focused on how the mystery of the 
Incarnation might be the foundation for the catechetical instruction of his pupils as well as 
Brothers in his care.414 As noted by Brother Alvaro Rodriquez415, "The precise meaning for the 
Founder of the word incarnation is the union of the body and soul of Jesus Christ to the person of 
the Son of God. "416 This is the central mystery of the many "mysteries of Jesus Christ" that 
formed the Bérulle school of spirituality and De La Salle's own Christocentric spirituality. De La 
Salle's understanding of "mystery" is derived from Saint Paul. 
For him [St. Paul], the fundamental mystery is the self-communication of God to humans 
and the initiation of humans into the mysterious designs of God, God's action, and God's 
very being. The mystery is the accomplishment of God's design in Jesus Christ, hidden at 
first and then manifest in human history. 417 
 
Here mystery is associated with God's self-communication or grace and is revealed in its fullness 
in history through the person of Jesus Christ. Therefore, the prayerful reflection of God's Word 
reveals to the believer the non-negotiables of the Christian faith – the love of enemies, 
 
413 La Salle University, "La Salle Magazine Winter 2006-2007" (2007). La Salle Magazine. 10.  
https://digitalcommons.lasalle.edu/lasalle_magazine/10. 
 
414 H. Alvaro Rodriguez, “De La Salle District of Australia: Lasallian Mission,” De La Salle Organization | 
Lasallian Mission Council, 1998, http://www.delasalle.org.au/. 
 
415 Alvaro Rodriquez was Superior General for the Brothers from 2000 – 2014. 
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417 Luke Salm, “Lasallian Themes - VOLUME 1,” Lasallian Resource Center, last modified February 22, 




forgiveness, justice - that has at its most fundamental principle, the self-emptying love of God 
for all of humanity, especially the most vulnerable, namely the poor and destitute. For De La 
Salle, "there is ultimately no distinction to be made between the quest for closer intimacy with 
God in prayer, on the one hand, and the duties of one's employment as a Christian educator, on 
the other."418 Here, in the nexus between prayer and duty lies the virtue of charity, caritas, or 
love, and it must reign supreme in one's heart. In the Explanation of the Method of Interior 
Prayer (or Method), De La Salle states the following: 
The spirit of the mystery of the Incarnation is charity. Our Lord tells us that it was 
through charity and love that the Eternal Father gave to us his only Son, that the Son 
himself became incarnate, and that this mystery was accomplished through the Holy 
Spirit. The spirit of this mystery is also humility. As Saint Paul says, the Son of God 
emptied himself by taking the form of a slave. 419  
 
Of special importance for De La Salle is how humility is the "consequence of love."420 Humility 
is so essential for the religious educator to identify students' needs and capacities in one's care 
and see their humanity as a reflection of God's love.  According to De La Salle, "The more 
loving you are to the young, the greater will be the effects of God's grace." 421 This grace was 
fostered by the virtue of humility and comprised one of the twelve virtues all educators must 
 
418 William Mann, FSC, "A Method of Prayer for Teachers." AXIS: Journal of Lasallian Higher Education 
8, no.2 (Institute for Lasallian Studies at Saint Mary's University of Minnesota:2017), 1. 
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possess especially in the education of children who, for De La Salle, were "a proximate 
incarnation of Jesus Christ."422 
Brother Agathon Gonlieu, (1731 -1798), Superior General from 1777-1798, reissued, and 
with greater detail, The Twelve Virtues of a Good Teacher that had been first listed in De La 
Salle's Conduct of the Christian Schools (1706). On the virtue of humility, Agathon further 
articulated De La Salle's vision of Christian education. 
The humility of a good teacher makes him courageous. He does not turn away from 
whatever may be lowly and uninviting in the schools and in the students. He welcomes 
them with kindness and mildness; without showing any distaste he puts up with their 
natural defects: their rudeness, their ineptitude, the flaws in their character. He patiently 
bears with their indocility, impoliteness, ingratitude, oppositions, and even insults, 
without yielding to resentment or revenge, even when these faults are directed at him 
personally. Still, he does not forget that he must always repress whatever might weaken 
his authority and give rise to disorder, insolence, lack of application, or to other forms of 
misconduct on the part of the students. 423 
 
Humility allows one to see humanity as worthy of dignity even at its most vulnerable and 
wretched state, in this case, children who were poor of body and mind. Yet, the innocence of the 
soul that De La Salle place as central to identifying the human person, no matter the age, as a 
revelation of God's incarnational love for humanity. In this vein, Alfred Pang Kah Meng perhaps 
sums up best De La Salle's educational vision of the mystery of the human life before God in 
his journal article entitled, What Child Is This? A Rahnerian Interpretation of the Child in 
Lasallian Pedagogy:  
In a sense, it is the child as human person that had shaped the soteriology in De La 
Salle’s writings, which in turn influenced his missionary conception of Christian 
education as a process of fostering discipleship. It is precisely this focus on the lived 
 
422 George Van Grieken, FSC, “Soul for Soul – the Vocation of the Child in Lasallian Pedagogy,” in The 
Vocation of the Child, ed. Patrick McKinley Brennan (Grand Rapids, Michigan and Cambridge, U.K.: William B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2008), 363.  
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realities of children, particularly those in dehumanizing situations of impoverishment, 
which has sustained the prophetic edge of the Lasallian tradition to educate toward social 
justice and liberation of the young in contemporary society.424 
Referring to Karl Rahner's essay "Ideas for a Theology of Childhood," Meng notes that the De 
La Salle's influences on the human life before God not only had profound and lasting effects for 
creating a transformative pedagogy through a virtue-based education but also placed at the center 
of education the care of the whole person (cura personalis). Thus, in forming a theology of grace, 
Meng notes, "Rahner situates the value of childhood within his anthropological turn to the 
human subject as oriented towards God. In this light, educators affirm children as already a 
whole human person able to experience God as God is in their particular life-stage in history."425 
Hence, the human subject before God must first be understood in the "this-ness of childhood that 
is already graced as gift, lived particularly in time but remaining open to a future that lies hidden 
in God."426 
Karl Rahner -The Human Person Created for God's Self-Communication 
In Experience of the Spirit: Source of Theology, Karl Rahner states that it is in 
[humankind's] nature as Spirit that people continue to open themselves to the unlimited horizons 
of the human quest for meaning. God's Holy Mystery draws individuals towards the truth of their 
lives. When the invitation is accepted, one cannot help seeing life with a new set of lenses. These 
new "lenses" help individuals see that "[t]he simple and honestly accepted everyday life contains 
in itself the eternal and the silent mystery, which we call God and his secret grace, mostly when 
 
424 Alfred Pang Kah Meng, “What Child Is This? A Rahnerian Interpretation of the Child in Lasallian 
Pedagogy.” AXIS: Journal of Lasallian Higher Education 7, no. 3 (Institute for Lasallian Studies at Saint Mary’s 
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this life remains the everyday...Wherever people are, there they are, creatures, who unlock the 
hidden depths of reality in their free, responsible actions."427  
As noted in a previous chapter on grace, for  Karl Rahner, "the human person is 
understood as one created for self-communication of God."428 Rahner's theological formulation 
of grace has at its core this "orientation toward Ultimate Mystery [as] the foundational 
characteristic of being human."429 Thus, "the first way that humans experience God is simply 
through the mystery of who they are!"430 One cannot emphasize enough the pedagogical 
importance of grace. Suppose God creates humanity in God's image and likeness, a belief both 
De La Salle and Rahner hold dear. In that case, the fundamental and foundation orientation of 
one's being is that "one's future is found hidden in God's gift of eternal life through Christ in 
present history which includes the existential experience of childhood."431 More than just being a 
biological phase of life and a social category, childhood is theologically "the beginning of 
openness to God."432  It is impossible to talk of the human person outside the context of this core 
identity. 
It should be noted that "Rahner’s conception of the child’s graced humanity affirms and 
strengthens De La Salle’s emphasis on the intrinsic dignity of children that ought to be protected 
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and attended to in educational practice."433 In "Ideas for a Theology of Childhood," Rahner also 
states that childhood does not only "[apply] to the first phase of our lives in the biological 
sense."434 
Rather it is a basic condition which is always appropriate to a life that is lived aright. For 
in the last analysis all the stages of life have an equally immediate relationship with God 
and to the individual's own ultimate perfection…And there is a further point that 
everyone understands, namely that for our existence to be sound and redeemed at all, 
childhood must be an intrinsic element in it. It must be a living and effective force at the 
roots of our being if that being is to be able to endure even in the depths of the 
mystery.435 
 
Hence, Rahner reclaims the intrinsic dignity of school-age children and adolescence. He is also 
critical of the cognitive-developmental theory approach (popular at the time of this article) to 
assess children's' 'value.'436  
Pioneered by Jean Piaget, cognitive development theory was a progressive reorganization 
of mental processes as a result of biological maturation and environmental experience.437 
Rahner's concern with cognitive development theory was the sole preoccupation and reduction of 
human behavior to either genetic inheritance and other biological factors or the environment. 
Three critical points (and there are many) in "Ideas for a Theology of Childhood" that address 
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Rahner's concern in terms of the human life before God, grace, mystery, and self-transcendence 
(Chapter 4) are: 
1. That we interpret the existence of children in a biblical matrix: that we first hear ‘what 
the divinely revealed word has to say about childhood. In the intention of the Creator and 
Redeemer of children what meaning does childhood have, and what task does it lay upon 
us for the perfecting and saving of humanity?’ 
2. That this beginning represents mystery unveiled. Consequently, those who care 
for/about children will delight in each act of unveiling and find meaning therein. 
3. That the child is open to God, who is the utter mystery.438 
In Rahner 's own words: 
C]hildhood is, in the last analysis, a mystery. It has the force of a beginning and a twofold 
beginning at that. It is a beginning in the sense of the absolute origin of the individual, 
and also the beginning which plunges its roots into a history over which the individual 
himself has no control. Childhood has the force of a beginning such that the future which 
corresponds to it is not simply the unfolding of some latent interior force, but something 
freely sent and something which actually comes to meet one. And it is not until this 
future is actually attained to that the beginning itself is unveiled in its significance, that it 
is actually given and comes to its own realization, as a beginning which is open to the 
absolute beginning of God who is utter mystery, the ineffable and eternal, nameless and 
precisely as such accepted with love in his divine nature as he who presides over all 
things.439 
 
The significance of such a profound statement is that we only recognize the child at the 
beginning of life from the child of the future.440 What does this mean? In essence, childhood in 
itself, and even at the human level, entails an orientation to God. In terms of religious education 
aimed at transforming the individual, education must start from a place that recognizes this 
orientation and promotes pedagogical practices that leave room for grace, uphold human dignity, 
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and celebrate life amidst its many joys and pains. What does this mean for one who is a religious 
educator? Recall that for De La Salle, that the greatest miracle one could perform as an educator, 
one's primary role, is "to touch the hearts of [one's] students." 441 In the day to day instruction of 
children, De La Salle and the Brothers were educating the youth for apprenticeships in the "real 
world" of the marketplace while at the same time forming hearts and minds for 
the apprenticeship of life itself. This instruction positively supports Rahner's focus on grace, 
mystery, and self-transcendence found in his "Theology of Childhood." 
The challenge then is for Christian schooling to remain open to the task of humanization 
in this apprenticeship to life, where salvation is to allow one to be touched by gracious mystery 
and be drawn into conversion to live fully as children of God – teacher and student alike. It is to 
enable the child to interrupt and remind the 'I' and 'we' as educators of our profound relationality 
in the Body of Christ and that Christ’s body had come to encounter us in the Incarnation as a 
child. Therefore, as one who witnesses the incarnate reality of God within a child (a student), a 
religious educator must live a life of prayer and reflection.  
Brian McDermott S.J, reflecting on the words of Karl Rahner, encapsulates this point:  
God speaks not many words but one basic word: the word divinely spoken is nothing less 
that the life of the one who prays, that life as constantly, lovingly created and constantly 
offered the self-communication of the creating God.442 
 
Here one sees that it is not just prayer but a "life of prayer" that is an integral part of the human 
commitment to the divine. Prayer is also vital for a religious educator responsible for an 
individual's life before God in grace, mystery, and self-transcendence. In this view, a 
 





transformative pedagogy consists of understanding "all reality [can become] a participation in 
the very being of the Word, since all existence flows from [God's] life-giving strength."443 Thus, 
"present to God as mystery in the child and as God’s child, the [religious] educator learns to 
touch the hearts of those they teach with curiosity, courage and creativity."444 
Parker Palmer – Towards an Undivided Life through a Renewed Contact with the Gospel of 
Faith, of Hope and of Love 
 Turning again to Parker Palmer, Palmer contends that Christian faith can only encounter 
a desacralized world, emphasizing pursuing an undivided life of action and contemplation. If 
God wants us to be alive, Palmer argues that a spiritual life must embrace mystery, grace, and 
self-transcendence in everyday life's messiness. Whether it is the pandemic, the recent 
Presidential elections in the United States, or the increasing number of disaffiliated youth within 
the Church, Parker Palmer offers these words: "The heart is where everything begins: that 
grounded place in each of us where we can overcome fear, rediscover that we are members of 
one another…"445  
Parker Palmer's words, uttered over ten years ago, are indeed prophetic. In Healing the 
Heart of Democracy: The Courage to Create a Politics Worthy of the Human Spirit, Palmer 
addresses the "tragic gap," namely, on the one hand, the various economic, political, and 
personal tensions, furthered by ideology and ignorance, and on the other hand, the life of 
possibilities centered on human dignity and freedom. 
Of all the tensions we must hold in personal and political life, perhaps the most 
fundamental and most challenging is standing and acting with hope in the “tragic gap.” 
On one side of that gap, we see the hard realities of the world, realities that can crush our 
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spirits and defeat our hopes. On the other side of that gap, we see real-world possibilities, 
life as we know it could be because we have seen it that way. . .446 
Parker Palmer's understanding of the "tragic gap" speaks to the commitment needed over the 
"long haul" to embrace transformational change in all aspects of society especially education. It 
recognizes that no matter what an individual or community's actions are in addressing painful 
inequalities and polarizing issues, there will always be a gap that can only be filled by 
faithfulness and the unfolding grace of God.  
We must judge ourselves by a higher standard than effectiveness, the standard called 
faithfulness. Are we faithful to the community on which we depend, to doing what we 
can in response to its pressing needs? Are we faithful to the better angels of our nature 
and to what they call forth from us? Are we faithful to the eternal conversation of the 
human race, to speaking and listening in a way that takes us closer to truth? Are we 
faithful to the call of courage that summons us to witness to the common good, even 
against great odds? When faithfulness is our standard, we are more likely to sustain our 
engagement with tasks that will never end doing justice, loving mercy, and calling the 
beloved community into being. 447 
Recalling Palmer's words regarding one of the greatest threats to education, namely fear, how 
then might an educator bear faithfulness as a standard? How might an educator help students 
"rediscover that [they] are members of one another?"448   
Palmer notes that education on the flatlands of a desacralized world has become "death-
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Responding to the reaction many had had over his statement that education as become "death-
dealing," Palmer offers an observation he shared over ten years ago: 
I am always astonished and saddened by the fact that this country, which has the most 
widespread public education system in the world, has so many people who walk around 
feeling stupid because they feel that they are the losers in a competitive system of 
teaching and learning. It is a system that dissects life and distances us from the world 
because it is rooted in fear.450 
 
Palmer notes that "everyone has had his or her own encounter with the forces of death: racism, 
sexism, justice denied."451 In recent years, what has accentuated these experiences with the 
"forces of death" has been the erosion of respect due to a lack of moral leadership and moral 
imagination. As Palmer writes, in A Hidden Wholeness: The Journey Toward an Undivided Life, 
what is equally troubling is the prevalence of moral indifference in a "death-dealing" society: 
"The external causes of our moral indifference are a fragmented mass society that leaves us 
isolated and afraid, an economic force that puts the rights of capital before the rights of people, 
and a political process that makes citizens into ciphers."452 In The Heart of Learning: Spirituality 
in Education, authors Steven Glazer and Huston Smith, inspired by the works of Parker Palmer, 
address an equally damaging element in education, reductionism. This form of reductionism is as 
pervasive as the theological reductionism LaCugna, and Walsh state as having pervaded biblical 
scholars and why both defend the narrative dimension of Scripture.  
One of the greatest sins in education is reductionism, the destruction of that precious 
otherness by cramming everything into categories that we find comfortable, ignoring 
data, ignoring writers, ignoring voices, ignoring information, ignoring simple facts that 
don’t fit into our shoebox, because we don’t have a respect for otherness. We have a fear 
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of otherness that comes from having flattened the terrain and desacralized it. A people 
who know the sacred know otherness, and we don’t know that anymore.453 
 
 Palmer proposes that a response to a death-dealing society and reductionism might include a 
return to the virtue of respect. He joins his fellow educators in asking the following question, a 
question that has shaped his pedagogical approach to the "death-dealing" culture, "If we could 
reclaim the sacred—simple respect—in education, how would it transform our knowing, 
teaching, and learning?" 454 
Recalling an incident in college while reading a book by Rudolph Otto entitled The Idea of 
the Holy, Palmer discovers that Otto's description of the sacred in which he uses phrases 
like numinocity and mysterium tremendum455 drew him into an experience he could only describe 
as numinous:  
I remember a night in the middle of one of those devastating depressions when I heard a 
voice I’ve never heard before or since. The voice simply said, “I love you, Parker.” It was 
not a psychological phenomenon, because my psyche was crushed; it was the numinous. 
It was mysterium tremendum. But it came to me in the simplest and most human way: “I 
love you, Parker.” 
That experience has opened me to the definition of sacred that I want to explore. It is a 
very simple definition that says that the sacred is that which is worthy of respect. As soon 
as we see that, the sacred is everywhere. There is nothing, when rightly understood, that 
it is not worthy of respect.456 
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Palmer's experience that evening was an epiphany. For a long time, Palmer struggled with 
depression and the lack of respect afforded individuals who struggled with the range of mental 
health issues including depression and anxiety.  He also witnessed the lack of respect shown to 
students because of various shortcomings and abilities. In this moment, he began putting together 
what might be one of his biggest insights for educators: the correlation between the lack of 
respect and, what Palmer calls, the divided life. 
But we do not grant respect to students, to stumbling and failing. We do not grant respect 
to tentative and heartfelt ways of being in the world where the person can’t quite think of 
the right word or can’t think of any word at all. We don’t grant respect to silence and 
wonder. We don’t grant it to voices outside our tight little circle, let alone to the voiceless 
things of the world.457 
 
As a result of such disrespect, whether at home or in the school or even both, students are taught 
to hide their true selves. In a podcast published as a video tutorial on the subject of the 
"Undivided Life," Parker Palmer states the following:  
We learn that is not safe to be who we truly are. That if we express our true feelings, our 
true identity, we are going to get marginalized. We are going to get ignored. We are 
going to become invisible, disliked or even hated. It isn't safe to be fully oneself… There 
are pieces of us that we dare not bring into the world for fear that something bad is going 
to happen to us. In short, a divided life is a life in which our words and actions conceal or 
even contradict truths we hold dear inwardly."458 
 
Palmer further details that there comes the point in life when the "face" or persona (mask) one 
puts on for others, and one's true self form such a "gap" that life becomes painful, untenable. The 
reality is that most people go through life not fully satisfied with themselves and cannot truly 
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trust others because they have not learned to trust themselves. Individuals suffer. Relationships 
suffer. 
Ever have a masked relative, colleague, teacher, or physician? There’s no way to connect 
and establish trust with such a person — and the quality of what might happen between 
us suffers as a result.  Of course, the person who lives a divided life also suffers. I can’t 
imagine a sadder way to die than knowing I never showed up on Earth as who I really 
am. 459 
 
Palmer further notes, "But every time we show up as our true selves, we reclaim identity and 
integrity, and new life can grow within, between and around us."460 Hence, the key to 
understanding the "undivided life" lies in "the capacity to be here as I really am."461  
In A Hidden Wholeness: The Journey Toward an Undivided Life, Palmer shares his 
experiences of working with poor and vulnerable students. He sheds light on the capacity of his 
students to learn what an "undivided life" might look like and how it is necessary and attainable. 
In short, forming "circles of trust" within a community of truth is necessary if students are to be 
"healed" of the effects of a divided life. Here, too, community is essential to rejoining soul and 
role for the educator as well as the student. “A circle of trust can form wherever two or three are 
gathered– as long as those two or three know how to create and protect a space for the soul!”462  
But these students have one thing that no one can take away from them. They have their 
souls. And from this day forth in this school, we are going to lift those souls up. We are 
going to make those souls visible to the young people themselves and to their parents and 
to the community. We are going to celebrate their souls, and we are going to re-ground 
their lives in the power of their souls. And that will require this faculty recovering the 
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Here again, Palmer stresses the critical role of religious educators and their duty to recognize 
others' souls by first recognizing one as "soul-driven," that is, one who is in touch with the truth 
within their very being. Palmer states, "Every time we get in touch with the truth source we carry 
within, there is a net moral gain for all concerned. Even if we fail to follow its guidance fully, we 
are nudged a bit further in that direction."464 Being in touch with one's truth is essential for 
modeling the courage it takes to be vulnerable to the "mess" of one's own life and the lives of 
others. This is one of the key features in creating a circle of trust, skilled leadership. Skilled 
leadership takes courage and vulnerability to help dismantle the divided life of both students and 
educators. Skilled leadership also helps create a space for healthy undivided relationships. In 
such a relationship, one cannot then ignore the messiness of life nor refuse to engage in this 
messiness. As Palmer further states, "We must be willing to join life where people live it. And 
they live it at this complicated intersection of the sacred and the secular. So, with that 
acknowledgment of the mess on whose edge we stand, let [us] move ahead."465 In this vein, 
"good teachers possess a capacity for connectedness. They are able to weave a complex web of 
connections among themselves, their subjects, and their students so that students can learn to 
weave a world for themselves."466 Hence, this is how a strong community is built. Such 
[communities] "help people develop a sense of true self, for only in community can the self-
exercise and fulfill its nature: giving and taking, listening and speaking, being and doing," 467 and 
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in such communities – only in communities of truth can mystery and the unfolding of grace lead 
to prophetic education. 
Creating a Pedagogy where God’s Holy Mystery Abounds 
This project began with a question: Could religious education engender a faith strong 
enough in believers to confront today’s challenges and to flourish on the “flatlands of a 
desacralized world?”  The challenge is thus: If the goal for Christian education is about 
transformation, and, in turn, liberation, then religious educators must offer a new vision and 
pedagogical practices that do not excluded the deepest spiritual concerns of the student. This 
final chapter will offer a critical pedagogy that meets this challenge. Reflecting upon the 
prophetic voices of the men and women who have contributed so much to the transformation of 
education, four critical practices will be offered. These practices are disarming students, 
engaging students, reestablishing trust, and resurrecting compassion.  When students share their 
stories and actively listen to one another, circles of trust form. Here, the educator models 
empathetic responding. Hope finds a home in this space, and faith as well.  Students learn to ask 
the questions that need to be asked and become better equipped to speak to the future with voices 
that challenge and voices that offer hope. Educators and students will transform the “flatlands” 
into mountainous peaks of adventure and mystery, and hearts, no longer divided, will be free to 








CREATING A PEDAGOGY WHERE GOD'S HOLY MYSTERY ABOUNDS 
 
This endeavor began with a question: Could religious education engender a faith strong 
enough to confront today’s challenges and to flourish on the “flatlands of a desacralized 
world?”468 This question was then proceeded with a challenge. If the goal for Christian education 
is about transformation, and, in turn, liberation from "the flatlands," then religious educators 
must offer a new vision and pedagogical practices that do not excluded the deepest spiritual 
concerns of students.  
This final chapter offers pedagogical approaches that meet this challenge. Reflecting 
upon the previous chapters' prophetic voices who have contributed to education transformation, 
this chapter offers four critical approaches. They are disarming students, engaging students, 
reestablishing trust, and resurrecting compassion.  
To transform the "flatlands of the desacralize plain," educators must begin by creating a 
landscape of wonder.469 Here is where stories are shared, and active listening promoted. When 
educators create this type of space, they are better able to model empathetic responses. Here, too, 
is where the joy of learning becomes commonplace for both student and teacher. Likewise, in 
this space, teachers are better able to create circles of trust. As circles of trust flourish, hope 
returns, and students have their faith restored. Hence, students are better equipped and willing to 
speak to the future with voices that challenge and voices that offer hope. When teaching and 
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learning with compassion is the norm, then, and only then, will the "flatlands" be transformed 
into mountainous peaks of adventure and mystery. The classroom becomes a place of 
transformation where the desacralized plains turn into verdant valleys filled with rushing rivers 
of faith and hope that roar and offer a respite from fear, disaffection, and disillusionment. Life is 
restored to the full (John 10:10), and the prophetic imagination is given the space to reign free. 
Disarming students 
 Before the pandemic of 2019-2021, the United States was on record of having a school 
shooting once per day. In March 2020, there were several instances of shootings on campuses, 
but none fit the typical description of school shootings. For most of those students, this is the 
longest stretch in their lifetime without a school shooting in two decades. Hence, the title 
"disarming students" would immediately evoke the idea of violent school shootings or learning 
how to conduct shelter in place and active shooter practices on school campuses. Instead, the 
approach proposed here is quite different from the physical and mental afflictions surrounding 
violent school shootings. 
 Perhaps the statements and questions of Spanish priest and theologian Julián Carrón from 
his book Disarming Beauty: Essays on Faith, Truth, and Freedom treat the nature of disarming 
students from "disinterest," not physical violence, can best serve as an introduction to this 
pedagogical approach.  
If there is a watchword for all of us today, we can express it exactly with the expression 
"educational emergency…" To put it very concisely, what are the unequivocal signs of 
this emergency? In terms of the student, I would describe today's situation with one word: 
disinterest. Teachers don't find themselves in front of classrooms of young people who 
are all eager and willing to learn, interested in what they have to learn. The first question 
for any teacher, therefore, is how to stimulate interest in the subject matter. Today, we 
can't take for granted that the student wants to learn; there may be thousands of excellent 
teachers, willing to teach all their knowledge, but the problem is that there are not 
students who had the desire to learn. 
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 So, how can we reawaken their interest? How can we generate the human subject? How 
can we put ourselves in front of the students and in front of what we have to teach, in 
order to begin that process that enables our students are children to introduce themselves 
to reality? 470 
 
Fr. Julián Carrón poignantly suggests three things in the questions he asks, all of which 
have been addressed in the previous chapter when speaking to the prophetic imagination's roles. 
They are the importance of self-transcendence, grace, and mystery. At the center of self-
transcendence, grace, and mystery is the faith that impels an educator to posit disarming 
questions that sees the subject (student) as a unique and whole individual. In so doing, the inner 
life of the teacher plays a huge part in this process. This process can be an experience of 
immense joy and liberation as both teacher and students plumb the subject matter together by 
asking the questions and witnessing the answers. Perhaps the words of Parker Palmer can offer 
some insight: 
I am a teacher at heart, and there are moments in the classroom when I can hardly hold 
the joy. When my students and I discover uncharted territory to explore, when the 
pathway out of a thicket opens up before us, when our experience is illumined by the 
lightning-life of the mind—then teaching is the finest work I know.471 
 
Indeed, there are moments of bliss in the life of an educator. When both teacher and student are 
on the same road of exploration and when questions posed are directed more towards a formative 
process that asks the "what ifs" of life. Here critical thinking and the moral imagination inject 
hope and joy in the learning process.  
Yet, "the tangles of teaching," namely the complexity of the subject matter, the complexity of 
the subjects (students), and the inner life of the teacher, can often insert themselves in the process 
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of disarming disinterested students within the classroom. 472 According to Palmer, it almost 
seems unavoidable that an educator might see their occupation subverted from a vocation, 
"where your deep gladness and the world's deep hunger meet"473 to that of a pathology 
where one is exposed as a fool for addressing any of the aforementioned "complexities" 
notwithstanding coming to grasp one's inner life as integral for effective teaching! Palmer further 
articulates: 
But at other moments, the classroom is so lifeless or painful or confused—and I am so 
powerless to do anything about it that my claim to be a teacher seems a transparent sham. 
Then the enemy is everywhere: in those students from some alien planet, in that subject I 
thought I knew, and in the personal pathology that keeps me earning my living this way. 
What a fool I was to imagine that I had mastered this occult art—harder to divine than tea 
leaves and impossible for mortals to do even passably well! 
The tangles of teaching have three important sources. The first two are commonplace, but 
the third, and most fundamental, is rarely given its due. First, the subjects we teach are as 
large and complex as life, so our knowledge of them is always flawed and partial. No 
matter how we devote ourselves to reading and research, teaching requires a command of 
content that always eludes our grasp. Second, the students we teach are larger than life 
and even more complex. To see them clearly and see them whole, and respond to them 
wisely in the moment, requires a fusion of Freud and Solomon that few of us 
achieve…But there is another reason for these complexities: we teach who we are.474 
 
And here is where, interestingly enough, the first step in disarming (disinterested) students, 
begins: 
As I teach, I project the condition of my soul onto my students, my subject, and our way 
of being together. The entanglements I experience in the classroom are often no more or 
less than the convolutions of my inner life. Viewed from this angle, teaching holds a 
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have a chance to gain self-knowledge—and knowing myself is as crucial to good 
teaching as knowing my students and my subject.475 
 
As noted in the previous chapters, knowing oneself is vital for approaching the swirling mass of 
complexities in students' lives. One cannot bring students to a place of trust and vulnerability if, 
as an educator, one has not been honest and forthright with oneself.  If one is "armed" to make 
preconceived judgments, not honor the students as whole persons, nor view students as the 
human face of God, then one might be reticent in unpacking together the complexities of the 
subject matter altogether.  Hence, it is impossible to engage the prophetic imagination when 
those mentioned above factors are operative in one's life. 
Mindfulness and Contemplation as Part of Disarming 
As part of the first step in disarming students, the awareness of how one might be 
"armed" as an educator is essential. Setting aside the subject matter for a moment, the 
transformative practice of mindfulness has played a significant role in educational courses of 
late. There has been a reawakening in secular education to the classroom's personal and 
collective benefits when incorporating mindfulness practices and meditation. Interestingly 
enough, this has spurred a renewed effort within religious education circles, like the Religious 
Education Association (REA), to explore the richness of traditional methods of prayers (Lectio 
Divina) and a renewed focus on centering prayer and contemplation. Using such institutes' 
resources like Parker Palmer's Center for Courage and Renewal, Richard Rohr's Center for 
Action and Contemplation, and the many Thomas Merton centers, especially the Thomas Merton 
Center Bellarmine University, educators have at their disposal resources for incorporating 






   As Jesuit theologian Walter Burghardt once stated, contemplation is the act of taking  "a 
long, loving look at the real."476 When considering the importance of how the prophetic 
imagination, grace, self-transcendence, and the undivided life are to the wholeness and integrity 
of teachers and their students, whenever there can be an opportunity to take a "long, loving look" 
at something and someone and begin first with mindfulness, it goes without saying that the result 
will be one of "disarming." 
 Recent studies within the past ten years, such as those published by Harvard's Graduate 
School of Education and Berkeley's Graduate School of Education, have demonstrated that "that 
mindfulness education — lessons on techniques to calm the mind and body — can reduce the 
negative effects of stress and increase students' ability to stay engaged." 477 As noted in a well-
referenced introduction to one of the most extensive studies on mindfulness and the classroom 
conducted by the Harvard University's Center for Education Policy Research and the Boston 
Charter Research Collaborative, Mindfulness in the Classroom: Learning from a School-based 
Mindfulness Intervention through the Boston Charter Research Collaborative, the following is 
proffered: 
Mindfulness is defined as “increased, purposeful, nonjudgmental attention to the present 
moment."1 Mindfulness training has been used in the medical field to reduce stress and 
anxiety and has become increasingly popular with large companies and organizations, 
including Google and the United States military.2,3 More recently, mindfulness-based 
strategies have been promoted as a helpful tool for educators seeking to improve 
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students’ educational experiences and cognitive and social-emotional development, 
which can lead to better academic outcomes.4 
478
 
With a well-vetted definition of mindfulness in hand, one of the most significant findings in the 
Harvard-Boston Charter Research Collaborative study was reducing student anxiety and stress 
through mindfulness practices and the effect that teachers who practice mindfulness have on 
their students. Even though the Harvard study is "outcomes-based," focusing on the impact 
mindfulness has on academic progress, the study's introduction seems to note that teachers who 
practice mindfulness are more empathetic and are more authentically present to their 
students, reducing student stress and increasing engagement. Hence, the fourth recommendation 
of five key recommendations for integrating mindfulness in the classroom should be noted. 
Learning about how mindfulness can promote empathy among teacher and students. A 
core tenet of mindfulness is acceptance and compassion for oneself and others. This can 
help those who engage in regular mindfulness practices approach others with increased 
acceptance and kindness for differences across people, including races/ethnicities, gender 
identities, and varying levels of abilities. Authentic attention to this approach can help 
create an environment that is more inclusive to all members of the school community.479 
 
The "authentic intention towards creating an environment that is more inclusive"480 through the 
use of mindfulness with the intention of not dissuading nor encouraging religious beliefs or the 
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lack thereof 481 creates a challenging position for  the religious educator especially when 
considering how one is charged not only with academic acuities but also the care of the soul.  
The inclusion of the proceeding personal comment does not refute the study's perspective on 
mindfulness. The comment is simply this: Recent studies like those mentioned seem to have as 
the telos or end of mindfulness, the same end as the religious practice of contemplation or 
contemplative prayer addressed by such spiritual writers as Fr. M. Basil Pennington, Abbot 
Thomas Keating, and Thomas Merton. During contemplation, one comes to share in the pathos 
of God's view of humanity, namely, the compassionate, inclusive view of the interdependence or 
kinship of all of creation. As Thomas Merton so eloquently states at the beginning of his spiritual 
classic, New Seeds of Contemplation: 
Contemplation is the highest expression of man's intellectual and spiritual life. It is that 
life itself, fully awake, fully active, fully aware that it is alive. It is spiritual wonder. It is 
spontaneous awe at the sacredness of life, of being. It is a vivid realization of the fact that 
life and being in us proceed from an invisible, transcendent, and infinitely abundant 
source. Contemplation is above all, awareness of the reality of that source.482 
 
Referring to an article lauding the spiritual pedagogical approaches of Parker Palmer's The 
Courage to Teach, the Mindfulness Association, which has been a resource in many studies on 
mindfulness in the classroom, highlights the following connection between mindfulness and 
contemplation: 
While we usually pay attention to the ‘what’ and ‘how’ of our teaching, this focus 
on who we are as a teacher and how we come into authentic presence, which Palmer puts 
at the center of good teaching, is rarely our central concern when we are training or 
developing as teachers. Which is odd, really, because most of us already know this 
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inwardly: we never forget a teacher who inspired us – or for that matter someone who 
had the opposite effect on us. Who they were as teachers influenced us.483 
 
 One might conclude from this statement that the practice of "attending to" or "paying attention" 
(mindfulness) to the inward presence of one's selfhood in the context of the external work of the 
community called the classroom is indeed the inward and outward expressions and work 
(contemplation) in spirituality.484  When one learns to attend to the "sacredness of one's being," it 
follows naturally that all things are sacred, for they all have their origins in the "invisible, 
transcendent, and infinitely abundant source." 485 "Being" instead of "having" becomes the 
primary orientation of the classroom where learning is enriched not with "having" status, 
possessions, or even an answer but learning to be present enough to ask the questions and 
witness the answers. This process leads to the second movement in disarming students, 
courageously entering into and creating a space for non-judgmental reflection and questioning. 
 There are three steps in creating a space for non-judgmental reflection and questioning. 
The first step is the recognition that the inward approach of both mindfulness and contemplation 
takes courage. This approach is anchored in the old French root meaning of the word courage as 
‘heartfulness’ – the word ‘courage’ derives from the French work for heart, coeur.486 If the goal 
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Spirituality:  Contours and Dynamics of a Discipline" in Elizabeth A. Dreyer and Mark S. Burrows’ Minding the 
Spirit: The Study of Christian Spirituality (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005), 6.   
 






of Christian spirituality is to share in Christ's "heartfulness," then the goal of a religious educator 
is to animate this "heart" for the subject and subject matter. 
As good teachers weave the fabric that joins them with students and subjects, the heart is 
the loom on which the threads are tied: the tension is held, the shuttle flies, and the fabric 
is stretched tight. Small wonder, then, that teaching tugs at the heart, opens the heart, 
even breaks the heart—and the more one loves teaching, the more heartbreaking it can 
be. We became teachers for reasons of the heart, animated by a passion for some subject 
and for helping people to learn.487  
 
The second step recognizes the work of contemplation as ‘courage work’ for it demands a degree 
of vulnerability and honesty. Psychologist, educator, and author Brené Brown in her book 
entitled Dare to Lead describes the space where disarming students takes place as "daring 
classrooms." Indeed, if contemplation is "taking a long, loving, look at the real"488 then this 
requires a space and degree of courage to do so enter into this process. 
We can’t always ask our students to take off the armor at home, or even on their way to 
school, because their emotional and physical safety may require self-protection. But what 
we can do, and what we are ethically called to do, is create a space in our schools and 
classrooms where all students can walk in and, for that day or hour, take off the crushing 
weight of their armor, hang it on a rack, and open their heart to truly being seen. 
We must be guardians of spaces that allow students to breathe, be curious, and to 
explore the world and be who they are without suffocation. They deserve one place where 
they can rumble with vulnerability and their hearts can exhale. And what I know from the 
research is that we should never underestimate the benefit to a child of having a place to 
belong—even one—where they can take off their armor.489 
Providing a space for "hearts to exhale"490 has been the work of Franciscan priest and author 
Richard Rohr's Center for Action and Contemplation.  Rohr describes contemplation as 
 
487 Palmer, "The Heart of a Teacher." 
 
488 Vinita Hampton Wright et al., "A Long, Loving Look at the Real." 
 
489 Brené Brown Dare to Lead: Brave Work, Tough Conversations, Whole Hearts (Random House Large 






practicing “alternative mind…[that] ability to  stand back and calmly observe our inner dramas, 
without rushing to judgment.”491  Thus, the third step in non-judgmental reflection and 
questioning  goes beyond technique because it fundamentally has to do with the  non- 
judgmental identity and integrity of the teacher – deeply connected with oneself, connected with 
their students, and connected with their subject. Thus, disarming disinterested students within the 
classroom begins with allowing students to ask questions beyond the curriculum. It is the type of 
questioning that braves connection. Thus, creating "connections - held together in a teacher’s 
heart – the place where intellect, emotion and spirit converge in the human self. And so good 
teaching is about weaving a life-giving web between ourselves, our subject, and our students, 
helping our students to learn how to weave this world for themselves."492 If the basis for the 
prophetic imagination is making the connections between the world as it is and the world as it 
might be, then disarming students through mindfulness and contemplation is the place to start. 
Engaging Students 
Upon providing the space for non-judgmental reflection and questioning, where charity 
reigns, what must follow is the process whereby religious educators might honestly and 
effectively engage students. One should first consider these words by Parker Palmer: 
There are no techniques for reclaiming our hearts, for keeping our hearts open. Indeed, 
the heart does not seek “fixes” but insight and understanding. When we lose heart, we 
need an understanding of our condition that will liberate us from that condition, a 
diagnosis that will lead us toward new ways of being in the classroom simply by telling 




491 Richard Rohr, Yes, and…Daily Meditations (Cincinnati: Franciscan Media, 2019), 52. 
 






Helping students engage the Truth is the goal of education philosophically and theologically 
speaking, at least. To assist in creating authentic learners, educators must assist in creating 
authentic individuals who can express themselves, and in the realm of religious education, 
articulate their faith - a point at the heart of Palmer's pedagogical practices. Of course, providing 
the essential reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills has been the role of rhetoric-based 
education for centuries. One of the highest achieving and most diverse schools in the United 
States, Veritas Collegiate Academy (K -12) in Chesapeake, Virginia, divides the various grade 
levels this way, Grammar (K-6), Logic (7-9), and Rhetoric (10-12).494 As a Christian-based 
school with a mission statement that reads in part, "we examine and affirm the truth where ever it 
is found,"495 teachers introduce students to a broad range of Christian and non-Christian 
literature from Dante to Nietzsche, respectively. The goal is not to indoctrinate but to engage 
students in the process of study so that they may "develop their use of language, both written and 
spoken, [and learn] to express their thoughts eloquently and persuasively"496 and, yes, articulate 
their faith. 
  Similarly, the use of rhetoric in public education is foundational for the Yale National 
Initiative, a program geared towards strengthening teaching through professional development 
and implementation and sharing of curriculum-based projects. One such project 
entitled, Rhetoric in My World: Engaging Students in Rhetorical Analysis Through Political 
Speechwriting by Jo Stafford, states: 
By connecting the skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking, and using rhetorical 
analysis of political speeches as an entry point, I want my students to empower 
 
494 See http://www.veritasca.com/about-us. 
 





themselves through developing and voicing their opinions on these and other issues that 
affect their daily lives. 
 
Engaging students so that they may engage the world and thus become empowered is an 
admirable goal and one of which this project takes great pride and care in articulating in this 
project. What is at stake is more significant than learning for learning's sake but learning for 
the future's sake. Hence, if the goal of public education in a democratic society is to give every 
citizen access to eloquence" 497 so that they might become a more inclusive and resilient 
citizenry, then it goes without saying that the goal of religious education rests very much on the 
same process. Nevertheless, there is one crucial addition – reconciling the world to Christ not as 
a matter of indoctrination but as a matter of restoring humanity's sacredness. Without the ability 
to be freely informed and without the space to freely express one's life with a religious spirit, 
especially in the context of a desacralized world, there might not be a humanity left that can 
claim itself as sacred. 
 The question then can be asked, are there pedagogical practices that can help engage 
teachers and students in a manner that inspires both the heart and mind and incorporates student 
agency and intentional learning? Student agency and intentional learning, two key "buzz words" 
within contemporary, critical pedagogical circles, are activities that give students "voice" and are 
goal-driven with reflection and review, respectively. When considering how to engage students 
while disarming them from disinterest learning, a commonplace rhetoric model that has been in 
use to support student agency and intentional learning is simply this:  read, reflect, and write and 
present. This is a basic pedagogical approach for critical thinking that underlines almost all 
 
497 Jo Stafford, "Rhetoric in My World: Engaging Students in Rhetorical Analysis Through Political 
Speechwriting," 14.04.09: Rhetoric in My World: Engaging Students in Rhetorical Analysis Through Political 





pedagogical practices and is often not cited due to its commonplace nature involving two basic 
modes of learning, reading, and writing. 
  However, what if one considers first engaging students with contemplation, a movement 
of the heart and mind in the present moment.  One then proceeds with an invitation to 
write freely on what they are about to embark upon without delving into the lesson or 
reading. This "free write" can be on a select quote or chapter title. Next, the teacher invites 
students to read and ask each other to look for critical themes within the reading that resonates 
with them. This process is one of distillation - finding what one thinks is the central argument or 
theme of the text. Students are unencumbered to look for a specific theme or specific answer and 
delve into what resonates with them; students generate two types of questions based upon their 
feelings and observations. The first type of question would be one of internal coherence. Simply 
put, questions of internal coherence ask, what does the author mean here? The second type of 
question would be external coherence that addresses making connections to previous readings, 
lessons, and observations.  There would be time for some further contemplation before 
presenting and writing what they learned through this process. During this process, students learn 
agency and intentional learning. Most importantly, students discover a balance between 
contextualizing the material at hand and leaving room for an open discussion where they ask 
questions and witness the answers.  
  The following is an example of this process in a senior high school theology course in 





Spirituality in Praxis - Merion Mercy Academy498 
Spirituality in Praxis Book Club and Student led discussions on the Sourcebook 
Discussion Facilitation Strategies 
 
Assignment: To explore the meaning of spirituality and its place in our own lives, we’ll turn to 
Fr. Greg Boyle’s Tattoos on the Heart for our book club and the remaining articles in our course 
Sourcebook. On your group’s day, you’ll have about 30 minutes to facilitate class discussion 
around a particular chapter. Below are some strategies to consider in preparing with your group. 
The most successful groups (i.e., groups whose discussion is substantive and engaging) 
collaborate among themselves in advance and try to find the unifying (or differing) elements in 
their reading of the text. Overall, the name of the game is finding a balance between 
contextualizing the material at hand and leaving room for an open discussion.  
 
Before engaging group members with your book club, you are invited to do consider the 
following. 
 
1. Contemplate on the chapter title. For example, one of the chapter's in Boyle's book is 
"God, I Guess." You might ask yourself the questions, who is God for me? Chapter three 
is entitled "Compassion." You might ask yourself the question, what do I understand 
compassion to be or what does compassion look like for me? 
 
2. Free write. You are free to write about what you reflected on – about anything that came 
to your mind when considering the chapter title. 
 
3. Read. Set aside some time to read the assigned reading. After reading, follow steps 4 & 5 
 
4. Distillation is different than summarization. 
When distilling, try to find the central argument or major insight in the text. Rather than 
summarizing everything that you’ve read, try to pare down the details that could actually 
obscure the most important aspect of what you’ve read.  Assume that your classmates 
have done the reading (so please do!) and offer us some direction based on your reading. 
Rather than summarizing, ask: What is the author’s main point and why should we care? 
 
5. Generative Questions are ones that don’t invite simple answers. They can be 
questions of… 
                 
a. Internal coherence: Does the author’s point make sense on its own terms? Is the point 
clear to you? Are there elements of the argument in the text that seem to be at odds with 
other elements? The questions here are of basic interpretation: 
  - What does the author mean here? (Be specific and take us to the text itself.) 
 
498 This course was designed by me and Mr. Jeffrey Mayer and has served as a key feature for second 
semester seniors in Theology for the past three years. The Book Club is part of a large group summative assignment, 
but the process is a key practice within Merion Mercy's Theology courses. 
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  - How does what the author says on page x make sense with what he says on  
   page y? 
  - This section here doesn’t seem to make sense; is it just me? 
 
 b. External coherence:  
- How does the reading fit with other sources that we’ve seen? Is there an 
agreement between texts? Does one shed light on the other? Offer an initial sense 
of the relationship that you see between texts, and then open that up for 
discussion. Try not to play "guess what’s in my head." Help us see what you’re 
seeing, and we’ll discuss if we see that relation or perhaps another one. 
- Does the author seem to advance an argument consistent with things we’ve 
already seen? Does he expand upon the idea? Consider saying, "It seemed to me 
that this passage is pointing us back to the passage in [Palmer, Rolheiser, etc.] 
when he/she says …" 
 
 c. The Discussion Advances with Contemplation: 
- What’s new in the text in relation to the rest of our course? Think of our major 
course "lens of investigation" (spirituality) and our syllabus course goals. Again, 
be specific in saying "Here’s the new piece I see here…what do you see?" rather 
than "What’s new to you?"   
 
6. Be Creative! In encouraging class participation in discussion, consider something fun, 
like a short skit/role-playing, reflective song/prayer/journal, game, etc. to lead us deeper 
into the day’s reading. The sky’s the limit! 
 
This process has been successful amongst the study body especially considering that 
they are second-semester seniors where a disinterest in school is exasperated by general fatigue, 
college acceptances, and the dreaded "senioritis"! Still, the difference here is that the subject 
matter advances through the student's engagement; the student may not always be a willing 
learner but is still a human being with feelings, emotions, values, and convictions. 
Reestablishing Trust 
 Given the first two approaches of disarming and engaging students in a place of non-
judgment one would think that trust would come easily, that is, that students would be ready and 
willing to engage the teacher, each other, and the subject matter with open arms and unfettered 
souls. This is not necessarily so. One would think that if teachers employ the first two practices 
with care and intentionality, trust must be easier to come by.  Both Parker Palmer, in his effort to 
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create "circles of trust" within communities and Brené Brown's in her efforts for creating "daring 
classrooms" speak to the necessary daily "check-ins" with students on all matters of life: family 
(including annoying siblings!), friends, school dances, work, and extracurricular activities. Both 
Palmer and Brown would agree that trust is built slowly over time and involves creating a space 
of psychological safety and personal accountability.  
It might be that reestablishing trust begins with first understanding what is meant by trust, 
a consideration Brené Brown begins in her work Braving the Wilderness. Brown shares Charles 
Feltman's definitions of trust and distrust from his book, The Thin Book of Trust: An Essential 
Primer for Building Trust at Work. After years of research and clinical care, Brown felt these 
were in "alignment" with her research and experiences. "Feltman describes trust as 'choosing to 
risk making something you value vulnerable to another person's actions,' and he describes 
distrust as deciding that 'what is important to me is not safe with this person in this situation (or 
any situation)'."499  These definitions for Brown resonated with her on vulnerability and courage 
and affirmed her experiences. They also speak to the two trust channels that Parker Palmer 
addresses in creating his circles of trust: self-trust and trusting in others. For Brown, the issue of 
trust begins with one's understanding of what trust means. An educator cannot begin to broach 
the subject without understanding the many ways trust has been used and abused. Since Brown's 
work focuses on "braving the wilderness," one can liken this to Palmer's "flatlands." One must 
aspire to live in the wilderness or flatlands with courage and integrity. There is no other option 
lest one succumb to the fear and loathing both areas engender.   
 
499 Brené Brown, Braving the Wilderness: The Quest for True Belonging and the Courage to Stand 




As Brown states,[b]ecause getting our heart and head around a concept as big as trust is 
complex, and because general conversations on the themes 'I don't trust you' are rarely 
productive, I dug into the concept to better understand what we are talking about when we say 
trust."500 The result was creating an acronym defining trust that has since gained popularity as a 
means for teachers to teach the importance of trust and help define what it means. Dr. Brené 
Brown breaks down trust into seven key elements bearing the acronym B.R.A.V.I.N.G. 
(BRAVING) because when we trust, we are braving connection with someone.501 
B = Boundaries (clear, consistent) 
R = Reliability (over and over) 
A = Accountability (owning mistakes and allowing for the mistakes of others) 
V = Vault (confidentiality) 
 I = Integrity (choosing right over fun, fast, and easy) 
N = Non-judgment  (compassion, common humanity) 
G = Generosity (assuming the most generous thing about a person)502 
This acronym defines trust in such a way as to uphold what is sacred for individuals while 
calling others to accountability to the values and standard that engender compassion, non-
judgment, and integrity. If trust is upholding the criteria for belonging to and with one another 
and spirituality is about having the faith to risk belonging then true belonging "is the spiritual 
practice of believing in and belonging to yourself so deeply that you can share your most 
authentic self with the world and find sacredness in both being a part of something and standing 
alone in the wilderness."503 Fear and arrogance is antithetical to true belonging and can be 








503 Ibid., 40. 
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purposes a self-tool for re-establishing trust on a personal level. By simply changing the 
pronouns in the previous checklist, BRAVING can become a tool for evaluating self-trust. 
B – Did I respect my own boundaries? Was I clear about what’s okay and what’s not    
okay? 
R—Was I reliable? Did I do what I said I was going to do? 
A—Did I hold myself accountable? 
V—Did I respect the vault and share accordingly? 
I—Did I act from my integrity? 
N—Did I ask for what I needed? Was I nonjudgmental about needing help? 
G—Was I generous towards myself?”504 
 
Brené Brown states that integrity is "huge" when defining trust and re-establishing trust within 
oneself and amongst others. Integrity for both the teacher and the student is the "pull" towards 
the authentic self, the soul, one's identity, or in the words of Thomas Merton, the "true self" - the 
center of the mystery of being human. When explicitly addressing the heart of a teacher and the 
importance of trust for one's identity and wholeness as an educator, Parker Palmer cites the 
importance of integrity. 
By integrity I mean whatever wholeness I am able to find within that nexus as its vectors 
form and re-form the pattern of my life. Integrity requires that I discern what is integral to 
my selfhood, what fits and what does not—and that I choose life-giving ways of relating 
to the forces that converge within me: do I welcome them or fear them, embrace them or 
reject them, move with them or against them? By choosing integrity, I become more 
whole, but wholeness does not mean perfection. It means becoming more real by 
acknowledging the whole of who I am.505 
 
Reestablishing trust encompasses the work of identifying what trust entails and the critical self-
reflection it takes in order that one might choose "life-giving ways of relating"506 and thus live in 
the freedom of God's Holy Mystery. Reestablishing trust and living a life of integrity is crucial in 
facing the wilderness and flatlands with agency and intentionality as a child of God. 
 
504 Ibid., 39. 
 






 On the thirtieth anniversary of the George Lucas Educational Foundation,507 a series of 
articles on classroom management were published on "Edutopia," an internet site sponsored by 
the Lucas Foundation that offers core strategies and best practices for innovative teaching. One 
such article entitled, " Compassion as a Classroom Management Tool," decried the incorrect 
assumption made by a first-year teacher when she discovered that "[her] students would 
somehow naturally know that I cared deeply about their success and livelihood." 508 The author 
went further on to state some very important insights concerning compassion and the classroom. 
In short, the author stated that students' lives are complicated, modeling forgiveness is key, and 
that there is a difference between compassion and friendship. Too often teachers fall into the trap 
of wanting to gain approval and in so doing create a classroom that is self-serving and immature. 
Instead, "to show compassion to students is to take the time and effort to understand their 
perspective, while continuing to make choices that are best for their learning experience."509 The 
article concludes with a statement that in essence proffers the realization that compassion is a life 
skill essential for classroom management and the welfare of the student. 
Whether or not compassion could be considered a pedagogical tool for classroom 
management is debatable. It might very well be the fact that associating a theological 
understanding of compassion with the pedagogical phrasing "classroom management tool" is too 
 
507  See https://www.edutopia.org/about. The website states: Our Foundation is dedicated to transforming 
K-12 education so that all students can acquire and effectively apply the knowledge, attitudes, and skills necessary 
to thrive in their studies, careers, and adult lives. Founded by innovative and award-winning filmmaker George 
Lucas in 1991, we take a strategic approach to improving K-12 education through two distinct areas of focus: 
Edutopia and Lucas Education Research. 
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off-putting, comparing compassion as a tool rather than a goal. Yet, there is something to be said 
concerning the author's understanding of compassion as taking the time and making the effort to 
"understand students' perspectives"510  especially when a student is struggling in a subject matter 
or suffering from the life that the student lives prior to coming into the classroom. The author 
notes that although "compassion" is not listed as a job description, it is, in fact, how one should 
engage students who are suffering. In the words of the Buddhist scholar Jack Kornfield, 
"compassion is the heart's response to suffering." 511 If, then, compassion is a classroom "tool" of 
sorts, then it might be the tool that should be in every teacher's pedagogical toolbox. 
 Resurrecting compassion is the result of disarming students, engaging students, and 
reestablishing trust with students. In short, it isn't its "own thing" that can be placed into a lesson 
plan without having wrestled with the aforementioned steps. Hence, compassion is the 
intentional, spirit-led way that educators seek to transform the classroom and students' lives for 
the long haul. While it is true that random acts of kindness can be transformative, and "too often 
we underestimate the power of a touch, a smile, a kind word, a listening ear, an honest 
compliment, or the smallest act of caring, all of which have the potential to turn a life around,"512 
the place where God's Holy Mystery abounds is the place where the habitual practice of loving 
kindness is practiced on a daily basis. When compassion becomes the driving force behind the 




511 Jack Kornfield, "Meditation on Compassion," Jack Kornfield, August 22, 2018, 
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reigns free and becomes the conduit for grace, a grace that transforms the flatlands of both a 
desacralized world and a classroom. 
 In the first few pages of a chapter devoted to "compassion," Fr. Greg Boyle, in his book 
Tattoos on the Heart (referenced in the book club example), began with a story that had as a 
backdrop Folsom State Prison in Folsom, California. In 1993, he taught a course there entitled 
“Theological Issues in American Short Fiction.”  During the course of his lecture, he asked his 
students to define the word “compassion.” To his surprise, nobody speaks up. But then, someone 
says, “Compassion … IS … God.”513 Boyle completely agrees with this definition. He further 
states: "God is compassionate, loving kindness. All we are asked to do is to be in the world who 
God is. Certainly, compassion was the wallpaper of Jesus' soul, the contour of his heart, it was 
who he was." 514 As if to make it clear that compassion is not a short time "fix" but a lifelong 
commitment, Boyle states that "compassion is no fleeting occasional emotion rising to the 
surface like eros or anger. It's full throttled. Scripture scholars connect the word to the entrails, to 
the bowels, from the deepest part of the person. This is how Jesus was, from the entirety of his 
being."515 
 
513Gregory Boyle, Tattoos on the Heart: The Power of Boundless Compassion. (New York, NY: Simon 




515 Ibid., 63.  While it is true that the physiological psychology of the Bible places the seat of the 
sympathetic emotions in the bowels (like joy), a further etymological search of the word "compassion," as it appears 
in Scripture, places its origins within another body part, the womb – identifiable with the word "mercy."  Sorrow 
and pity for one in distress, creating a desire to relieve, a feeling ascribed alike to man and God; in Biblical 
Hebrew,  ("riḥam," from "reḥem," the mother, womb), "to pity" or "to show mercy" in view of the sufferer's 
helplessness, hence also "to forgive" The Biblical conception of compassion is the feeling of the parent for the child 
("pitieth"; Ps. ciii. 13). Hence the prophet's appeal in confirmation of his trust in God figures the feeling of a mother 
for her offspring (Isa. xlix. 15), and Pharaoh's daughter, moved by maternal sympathy, has compassion on the 





If Jesus is the religious educator's model for teaching, then compassion is not only part of the 
vocation of teaching but also an ethical demand to be "full throttled' in being Christ for others.  
This endeavor has attempted to make clear from the very beginning that to change the 
landscape of the classroom and the lives of students so that God's Holy Mystery abounds; a 
religious educator must work on, as Parker Palmer so eloquently notes, the "inner landscape" of 
one's soul. The early apostles of Jesus, including Paul of Tarsus, were only able to preach the 
resurrection because they believed that the resurrected Christ's spirit lived within them. They 
believed this with their entire being, "full-throttled" 516 body, mind, and spirit. There was no 
salvation without the resurrection (1 Corinthians 15:13). Likewise, just as "compassion was the 
wallpaper of Jesus' soul, the contour of his heart,"517 all are called to wallpaper their souls with 
compassion and share in the resurrected life of the Spirit. 
When it comes to living compassion from the "contours of one's heart," 518 one of the 
world's leading voices is Zen Buddhist author and peacemaker Roshi Joan Halifax. Interesting 
enough, but not surprising, Parker Palmer's Center for Courage and Renewal published her talk 
on "Compassion and Complacency" hosted initially by Wisdom 2.0.519 After speaking to the 
challenges society faces in the digital age, especially the phenomena of "compassion fatigue" 
(complacency) due to the twenty-four-hour news cycle of stories on suffering and human 




517 Gregory Boyle, Tattoos on the Heart, 62. 
 
518 Ibid. 
519 Wisdom 2.0 "addresses the great challenge of our age: to not only live connected to one another through 
technology, but to do so in ways that are beneficial to our own well-being, effective in our work, and useful to the 





experiences of others." 520 She states that "Compassion, at its heart, revolves around 
connectedness and relationship. Moreover, it is not just emotional resonance (empathy), but a 
desire to benefit others."521  
In light of the prophetic imagination as the conduit for grace, Halifax's belief that 
"compassion demands attentional balance, intention and insight, embodiment and engagement" 
speaks to the necessary work of an educators must undergo in their own life and how one then 
can assist the Holy Spirit in resurrecting compassion within the classroom. 522 Fittingly enough, 
Roshi Joan Halifax states compassion demands grace and G.R.A.C.E. is: 
G.R.A.C.E. for Cultivating Compassion 
Gathering our attention – get focused, be present 
Recalling intention – understand the ethical foundation of our humanity 
Attuning to self/other – tune in to our biases and sense the needs of others 
Consider what will serve – using wisdom and knowledge to inform our actions 
Engage and ending – take actions that support others523 
 
 It is rather uplifting that an acronym on "grace" not only encapsulates a pedagogy that affirms 
the need to disarm and engage students through "gathering and recalling" as well as 
reestablishing trust through "attuning and considering" but also "resurrects" by "engaging and 
ending" all things with compassion. G.R.A.C.E. is where God's Holy Mystery abounds! By 
cultivating compassion in this manner, the Holy Spirit becomes a co-teacher!  
 
520 "Joan Halifax on Compassion and Complacency • Center for Courage & Renewal," Center for Courage 











This endeavor, like this chapter, began with a question: Could religious education 
engender a faith strong enough to confront today's challenges and to flourish on the flatlands of a 
desacralized world? The answer is a resounding Yes! If, and only if, religious educators offer a 
new vision and pedagogical practices that do not exclude students' deepest spiritual concerns, 
will this challenge be met. When religious educators embody the prophetic imagination and work 
to cultivate compassion, all things become encounters with grace, and the joy of learning and 
being human returns to the center for both the student and teacher.  When religious educators 
cultivate compassion, they help restore students' hope and faith.  Students can then tap into the 
prophetic imagination and speak to the future with voices that challenge and voices that offer 
hope. Then, and only then, are the "flatlands" transformed into mountainous peaks of adventure 
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